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Dear Jon: 

LEONARD A, PIERCE 

1885-1960 

COUNSEL 

EDWARD W.ATWOOD 

I was disappointed at the poor showing made by the trial 
bar at the public hearing held last evening in Portland 
to discuss the proposed Maine Criminal Code. I hope that 
your Commission has had more input from the members of the 
bar than you received last evening. 

I have a few comments on certain provisions of the Code which 
I will set forth below. By and large, however, I am pleased 
with the approach which the Commission has taken. 

Many of the comments which I would have made were discussed 
last evening and I will not repeat them in this letter. 

A. Page 3, section 2, paragraph 9. 
"Deadly weapon" or "dangerous weapon" includes 
a firearm which, either in the manner it is 
used or is intended to be used, is capable of 
producing death or serious bodily injury. 
Section 401.2.A on page 65 classifies burglary 
as a class A crime if the defendant was "armed" 
with a firearm. Section 401.2.B defines burglary 
as a class B crime, in part, if the defendant was 
armed with a deadly weapon other than a firearm. 
Does the fact that "deadly weapon" is defined to 
include firearm pose any problems with the inter•
pretation of section 1+01? Does "armed" with a 
firearm necessarily mean that the firearm must 
be loaded and/or capable of being fired in view 
of the definition of "deadly weapon" set forth 
above? 
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",/ B. Page 5, section 4.3 
In view of the fact that there are approximately 

• 900 crimes outside of Title 17, I wonder if any
\ one has reviewed the statutes to identify those 
\ which will become civil violatj_ons. If so, and 
\ :Lf a list is available, I would appreciate an 
L,opportunity to review it. 

C. Chapter 25, section 602 
This chapter deals with bribery and corrupt prac
tices. Why then is "Private Bribery" fow'.'ld in 
Chapter 37 (page 107)? Moreover, section 602 
defines the crime in terms of "promises, offers, 
or gives" whereas private bribery is defined in 
terms of "offers, gives or agrees to give". Is 
this an intentional distinction? Section 602 
goes on to proscribe the giving of any "pecuniary 
benefit II whereas section 90L+ proscribes the giving 

\ of "any benefit". Again, is this an intentional 
' \ distinction and, if so, why? 

D. Page 117, section 1101.5 
The present section 2382.1 of 22 M.R.S.A. §2382 
includes in the definition of "Cannabis" the 
words "every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, 
mixture or preparation of such plant". These words 
are omitted from the proposed definition. This is 
an area with which I am not familiar and I am sure 
there is a good reason for this omission but I would 
appreciate lcnow.ing what it is. 

E. Page 118, section 1101.17 
.. The new definition of 11traffick 11 apparently is intended 
.)./to include within its scope the former provisions of 

/i.,t,J"" 22 M.R.S.A. ss2362 and 2383 for example. If so, why 
,,,. have they been omitted from the present draft? 

F. Page 128, section1114 
Once again the words "under the control of any person" 
formerly found in sections such as 22 M.R.S.A. §2367 
have been omitted. Was this deliberate and, if so, why? 
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v.;/d~, G. Page 150, sections 2212 and 2212-A . 

,JV ~\ , I do not understand the comment to these sections 
\ which states that no "substantive" change is made 

in the revision. I think it is more than a semantic 
difference when you change a crime to a civil viola
tion. Moreover, I do not understand the policy reason 
behind these changes. I think it ought to remain a 
crime for a pharmacist knowingly to put different 
drugs in a prescription and to refill without the 

'i : proper prescription from a physician. I would 
\\appreciate knowing the Commission's reasoning for 
\ these changes. 

H. Page 151L section 36 
The comment states that 22 M.R.S.A. § 2215 should be 
repealed. In the comment, there is reference to the 
fact that up to two years' imprisonment may be imposed 
for being in public under the influence of one of the 
drugs,mentioned in the subchapter. I do not quarrel 
with that revision but the comment neglects to point 
out that there is an alternative to imprisonment in 
the present section, i.e. a fine of up to $1,000. 
Why is that being deleted? 

I. Page 153-154, section 46 
,The present 22 M.R.S.A. §2370, sub-§5 proscribes 
dispensation of drugs without the scope of the 
employment of the individuals listed. The prohibi
tive words are "shall not". What is gained by 
rewriting this section to, as the Comment puts it, 
"put permission in affirmative language"? 

J. Page 154, section 48 
This section enacts a new section 2380 of 22 M.R.S.A. 
making violation of any provision of Chapter 557 of 
~itle 22 a civil violation. I have already orally 
expressed my concern at decriminalization of 
marijuana and I will have some general comments on 
it below. In addition, I would point out that this 
revision affects more than marijuana possession since 
it purports to change the entire chapter. Thus, it 
affects §2363 for example and makes a civil offense 
out of a non-goodfaith prescription administration 
or dispensation of narcotic drugs. In the same vein, 
§§2364, 2370, 2371 and 2372 will be affected. I assume 
that these changes are intentional but I would appreciate 
knowing the policy reasons for each. 
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K. Page 154, section 51 
The new §2383 of 22 M.R.S.A. proscribes, as a civil 
violation, possession of an 11usa2J,J;,!1 amount of mari
juana. Does anybody have an-'1'.cfea what is an "usable" 
amow~t. I assume we would have no trouble in defining 
the minimum amount (although I'm not absolutely sure 
of that) but does this also purport to have a maximum 
effect? I assume that a ton of marijuana. is "usable". 
If so, a fine of not more than $100 does seem rather 
minimal. The comment to this section provides that 
the provisions of subsections 1 and 3 of former §2383 
are now found in Chapter 45 of the proposed Criminal 
Code. I must have missed §3 in my reading of the 
Code and I would appreciate having it pointed out 
to me. 

,.,',P;, ·• ,,·,, '\ 

L. 22 M.R.S.A.(~2387~; 
1 This section ha~'been repealed yet it makes specific 
/ reference to§§ 2210, 2210-A, 2212-B, 2212-C, 2212-E, 
/ • 2362, 2362-C and 2384 - all of which are repealed by 

this Code. Upon what property will the forfeiture 
provided in §2387 now operate? 

I want to state again in writing my opposition to decriminaliza
tion of the crime of possession of marijuana. I recognize all 
the arguments which have been set forth in favor of this change. 
I remain convinced that there are some young people who have a 
respect and/or fear of the law and who will be deterred by 
continued criminalization of marijuana possession. It does 
not answer this argument to say that the laws are being flaunted. 
If this is the case, then other ways must be sought to strengthen 
or enforce these laws. Permissiveness in our society has 
become all persuasive. Those in positions of authority, and 
I include parents in this category, have a responsibility to 
those entrusted to their care during their formative and tender 
years. If you decriminalize marijuana you remove yet one 
further crutch, one further strone argumentative point,which 
parents can use to dissuade their children from its use. 

Finally, as you know, I have requested the documentation to 
support the statement in the Comment to §1107 that marijuana 
is less harmful than either alcohol or tobacco. I don't 
understand why it's necessary to wait until Mr. Fox is available. 
I assume that the members of the Commission must have seen 
that material before they approved the Comment. The jury is 
clearly still out on the issue and I think it extremely prejudi
cial and unfortunate that the Commission elected to put that 
statement in its comment. In fact, regardless of what position 
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is ultimately advanced before the Legislature on decriminali
zation of marijuana, it obviously would advance your cause 
if you publicly deleted that comment. 

I am not enclosing additional copies of these comments since 
I assume that you will see to their distribution to the other 
members of the Commission. 

Thank you for your consideration and for the time that you and 
other members have obviously spent in this project. 

Sincerely, 

RILJr:njm 
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Miss Edith L. Hary 
State of Maine Law Librarian 
Augusta, Maine 04330 

Re: Criminal Law Revision Commission 

Dear Miss Hary: 

I am writing to summarize in a short letter the comments I 
made at a Public Hearing held in Lewiston on the evening of 
February 25, 1975. My comments were directed against 
Sections 501, 502 and 505 of the proposed ordinance. Regarding 
§501, I suggested that in its place the Committee consider 
§250.6 of the Model Penal Code entitled "Loitering or Prowling." 
I felt that if the police had a statute which covered this 
particular brand of possible criminal behavior that they would 
be less likely to stretch Sections 501, 502 or 505 to handle 
these problems, which they were not in fact designed to cover 

However the great majority of my comments were directed at 
what I thought was the unnecessarily vague and inprecise language 
of §505. I stated that cases such as Coates vs. City of 
Cinncinnati, 402 U.S. 611, or State vs. Aucoin, 278 A 2d 395, 
that both illustrated the close textual attention which the 
courts devote to loitering and obstruction statutes. I 
explained that this was precisely because the First Amendment 
of the Constitution may well grant to an individual a con
stitutionally protected right to do exactly what the statutes 
mean to prohihit. I said that after reading the cases in 
general that they established the following two principles: 

1. The .statute must be written so that "people 
of reasonable understanding do not have to 
guess at its meaning." Winters vs. The 
People of the State of New York, 335 U.S. 507. 

2. The statute must be drawn as narrowly as 
possible to protect constitutionally protected 
rights of assembly, petition and freedom of 
speech. 
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After giving a list of the great variety of situations in 
which a citizen might find himself arguably within the 
boundaries of §505, that §505 as written had two faults: 

1. First of all that the use of the word ''reasonable" 
did not tell a c±tizen a sufficient amount of 
detail so as to allow him to recognize when 
he was in violation of the statute; and 

2. The statute would be vastly improved if it 
included in its text at least a brief 
attempt to describe what constitutionally 
protected behavior is not within iti meaning. 

In place of the §505 I suggested that the Commission adopt 
instead §250.7 of the Model Penal Code entitled Obstructing 
Highways and Other Public Passages. 

What the Commission must understand ·above all is that there is 
an almost irreconcilable conflict between anti-obstruction 
statutes and the First Amendment of the Constitution. Picketing 
speech making, and petitioning government for redress of 
grievances almost always necessitates the certain breach of 
anti-obstruction statutes. And when these statutes are drawn 
so crudely as is §505, it seems to me that we do a great dis
service to the police and to the civil liberties of the citizens 
of Maine to say that all the guidance we will give to both 
parties, when they face each other on a First Amendment battle 
ground, is to stick the word reasonable between them. I hope 
for, and the people of Maine deserve, a better effort at 
drawing the statute than that. 

Sincerely yours, 

DAW:nms 
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STATEMEt11--rr BY GOVERNOR KENi:IBTll H. CURTIS TO THE COMMISSION TO PREPARE 
A REVISION OF TiIE CRUITNAL, STATE OFFICE BUILDING - ROO}l 114 -
FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1972 - 10:00 A.H. 

AS GOVEfu'!OR, NY FUNCTION TODAY IS TO INITIATE THIS MEETING, 

:tv1A.KE Ii\'TRODUCTIONS, AND SEE THAT THE CO?-IHISSIOr-T ELECTS A CHAifu".!.A.1.'if, 

VICE-CHAIR.HAN AND SECRETARY-TREASURER. 

- -BUT WHILE I HAVE THE OPPOR'tlTNITY, I WOUIJ) LIKE TO ADDRESS A 

FEW RENARKS TO THE MEHBERS AND Trill IMPORTANT PURPOSES AND ACTI\TITIES 

OF T'dE COP~ITSSION ITSELF. 

-
I WISH TO THANK I"NDIVIDUALLY EACH PERSO:N WHO HAS AGREED TO 

SERVE AS A MEMBER OR JUDICIAL ·CONSULTNIT ON THIS CONHISSION. 

THE MAINE LEGISLATURE DESERVES CREDIT FOR AUTHORIZING THIS 

STUDY Ai.'\1D PROVIDING AN INSTRUMENT ~OR PREPARE-IC A LONG 0\7ERDUE MAINE 

' 
CRI:tvrrNAL CODE. 

IN 197 5, '11US CODE WILL BE PRESENTED FOR lIDOPTION BY THE 

107TH LEGISLATURE, 

ALL STA'.i.'UTES RELAT:,t:NG TO CRUITr;AL PE~;ALITIES AND PROCEDURES 

• ARE TO BE PJWIEHED, REVISED OR 1-\J,IBt;DED .",S ":-:'ECZSSARY OR DESIRABLE. 

NEH Pl{EVJSIO::.JS TIIAT \HLL BETTER s::.:RVE OUR STA1E SHOULD EE INCLUDED 



222222 

AND, THE cmIMISS ION IS EXPECTED TO KEEP THE PUBLIC INFORMED 

THROUGH HEA."R.INGS WHERE FULL EXCHANGE OF VIEWS CAJ.'{ BE TRA'-TSNITTED. 

WITH THE PASSAGE OF THIE THE ATTITUDE OF OUR SOCIETY TO\-,TA.-WS 

CRH.IE AND PUNISHMENT HAS CHANGED. 

OUR LAWS TtlAT DEFINE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY AND OUR TECHNIQUES FOR 

PREVENTING CRIME AN--0 REHABILITATING VIOLATORS }IlJST ALSO CHANGE. 

YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A VERY I11PORTA!.'-TT RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR 

RECOMHENDATIONS CONCERlHNG LAWS RELATING TO CRUIE WILL GREATLY 

AFFECT THE WELFARE OF MAINE M1D THE WELL-BEING OF EACH PERSON 

AND FAMILY LIVING IN OUR STATE. 

11IIS IS AN AWESGME Ai.'-TD SOBERING CHAR.GE . 

.... 
I AM ESPECIALLY GLAD TO NOTE TI.f.AT SUFFICIENT TU.IE, STAFF .AND 

FUNDS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO TIIB CO"MNISSION TO cmmuc-r A THOROUGH 

AND THOUGHTFUL REVIEW. 

PLEASE ACCEPT }rY ASSURAJ.'{CE OF FULL COOPERATION BY ALL STATE 

AGENCIES THROUGHOUT THE COURSE OF T'dIS EFFORT. 



• Initial Meeting of the Commission l.o Prepare a Revision of the 

Criminal Laws. Those present were: 

Governor Kenneth M. Curtis, Errol K. Paine, Esq., Bangor; 

Mrs. Caroline Glassman, Portland; Peter A. Anderson, Bangor; Louis 

Skolnik, Esq., Lewiston; Lewis V. Vafiades, Esq, Bangor; Dr.Bernard. 

Saper, Orono; Col.Parker Hennessey, Maine State Police; Gerald F. 

Petruccelli, Portland; Edith L. Hary, Maine State Law Library; 

Merton R. Johnson, Men's Correctional Center, representing Warden 

Allan L. Robbins; Dr. Willard D. Callender, Jr., Machias; Jo~n Lund,Esq 

of Augusta; Jack Simmons, Esq., Lewiston; Daniel G. Lilley, Esq, of 

Portland; Ric~ard Cohen, Attorney General's Office; Judge Delahanty, 

... ~ J_udge Wernick and Judge Williamson. 

Governor Curtis first addressed the group by welcoming the dis

tingyished participation in relation to the revision study to be done. 

Gov.Curtis stated there was some delay in 0etting under way; that he 

did certainly recognize the importance of it. There was an unusually 

long time taken to chose the membership, but this is far more than just 

a normal task force and it is a very far reaching committee. After he 

had chosen nominees and went throttgh the task of contacting each one .., 

to see if he could serve, but there was one section of the bill stating 

the Governor was to call the first meeting, but after he had made the 

appointment he had waited for the first meeting to be called until it 

was brought about that it was up to the Governor to call the first 

meeting. We do have a good amount of time to do this, having until 

1975 to complete the study so I feel it shO<Uld be possible to do a 

very good job. My job today is to see that we do get organized and 
• 

hopefully elect the officers, set your own pace and get going with 

this study. However, this is far more than a ·study. I'm sure all of 

you have read the legislation which points out that this is a complete 
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overha0l, complete ~evampi~g of cri~in~l laws and procedures. I'm 

sure no-one in this room has to be reminded that this is probably 

a very timely action with a lot of questions being asked whether it 

be at the court level, state level or corrections level as to our 

method of applying criminal laws and procedures. So, what I'm really 

trying to say is that we have had a lot of citizen's task forces, 

citizen's commissions, we have provided a great deal of leader~hip 

for the state and its people and this one is very far reacing than 

I have appointed during my administration. I think one thing about 

this particular study that, contrary to the others, that I won't be 

here when it is completed, so it was suggested that maybe after 1975, 

I can volunteer as a citizen member of this committee to help see 

through with your recommendations. At any rate, I want to thank you 

all very much for being here this morning. I hope that a very thorough 

job can be done. The legislation does provide for good staff help for 

you and I'm sure that through the state departments, our resources are 

available to you to provide whatever assistance you find that you need. 

So let me express my appreciation again and I would like to turn the 

meeting over to Dick Cohen who will call the roll call of the membership 
~ 

and also I have asked him to preside over the meeting today until an 

election of a Chairman. 

Mr. Cohen: At this time, it is in order for~nominations from the 

floor if you like to pursue it to select a Chairman, Vice Chairman, 

Secretary-Treasurer. 

for Chairman: 

I would declare the floor open for nominations 

Mr. Scolnik: I nominate Jon Lund as Chairman, seconded. 

Mr. Cohen: Are there any nominations? 

I move nominations cease, seconded; voted. 

Mr. Cohen: Nominations having ceased, Jon Lund is elected by the 
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accl.amation of the Committee as Cha:;:rman. Jon,_I'll turn the chair 

over to you for election of a Vice Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer. 

Jon Lund: I would like to thank you for the confidence indicated 

here. According to our agenda then the next item for election might 

be the electionof the Vice Chairman. Perhaps, it might be in order 

for us, before we go ahead, I just wondered whether the Commission 

might like to become a little bit better acquainted with the members 

here, or have the members say something about themselves before going 

on to the meeting. Of course, you know who the Judges are and what 

they're doing. Let me just atart off by saying that, as it happens 

this group does have some anticedents, there was a predecessor committee 

to advise the Attorney General on revision of the criminal laws going 

back eight or 'ten years. I don't recall if anyone from this committee 

was on that earlier groupor not, but as far as my on experience is 

concerned I served as prosecuting Attorney and Assistant Attorney and 

have been in the Legislature since that time, and I'll ask Dan if he 

would like to give us a brief biography. Here, each member of ~9~ 

group discussed briefly their work. 

Following this, Jo¾n Lund th~~pleasure of the Commission to pro
·., 

ce2d with the election of the remaining officers or take any other 

business at hand? A statement was made that some time had been lost 

here, and that the meeting should continue. ~ 

Jo~n Lund: We will now declare the meeting open for Vice Chairman. 

Dan Lilley was nominated for Vice Cha±rman which was seconded; Also 

nomination was made and seconded for Mrs. Glassman. Motion was made 

to cease nominations here, seconded and duly voted. Votes were 

collected and counted by Chairman Jon T,und and the Recording Secretary, 

Mrs. Errie Hasty. The results were as follows: Mrs. Glassman-9, 

Hr. Lilley-5. Hence, Mrs. Glassman was elected Vice Chairman. 
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Mr. Lund then opened the floor for nomination of the Secretary

Treasurer. The name ~f Ed~th Hary w~s nominated and seconded to fill 

this post. Nominations ceased and Miss Hary was declared Secretary

Treasurer. 

Dick Cohen: I will explain some of the duties of the Secretary-Treas-

urer, stating that there is $10,00 in the Treasurer's account. ~he 

Treasurer will get involved in writing up federal grants and it will 

be some county procedure in some detail to take advantage of. There 
set 

is money/aside for that purpose. That will be Treasure'rs side of 

the position. 

Jon Lund: The next item on our proposed agenda ~s scope, authority 

of commission, a discussion of Chapter 147 provided by special laws 

of 1971. Did you want to kick that off Dick? 

Dick Cohen: In making out this agenda, I was requested by Allan Pease 

so I had to be somewhat flexible as to what should be given, so got 

down to the scope of Chapter 147, Section I of the special laws. You 

all bave a copy of the laws. Does everyone have a copy of the law? 

The first key thing is that the time limits here that we are based 

with is the 107th Legislature that the Statute specifically says that 
,,_ 

there is a proposal should be repotted to the regular session of the 

107-Legislature and secondly, that it shall include a complete re

vision, redraft and rearrangements of all segments of the Maine Revised 
~ 

Statutes annotated pertaining to the criminal law, that clearly gives 

the intent of Title 17 and the next thing I will bring to your atten

tion that it gives a complete flexibility as to the title revision 

indicated through this committee , it is completely flexible as to 

the perimeters as to the shaping of the law in the state. 

The next factor I wish to bring out is that 1. due consideration 

should be given to the criminal laws in ot~er states, and this includes 
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obviously the ~~visiori~ that are no goibg on, ·and ther~ are many, I 

think there are some 15 or 20 states presently undergoing revisions 

and then that the Commission shaal employ a Chief Counsel. And then 

subject to the Chief Counsel 1 s recommendation, any additional comments 

may be required. This obviously, without getting into a great deal 

of discussion, talks about who is going to do this report for this 

particular report and there have been over the past two or three 

years several agencies that have been interested in pursuing the 

employer of a revision if it ever took place. 

Louis Skolnik: Are they involved in the drafting? 

Dick Cohen: Yes. It is the same in other states. 

Louis Skolnik: So would they qualify under the term Chief Counsel? 

Dick Cohen: Yes, I think probably they would. Also, the statutes 

are specific that public hearings shall be, at some time during the 

revision, to acquate the public throughout the state as to what 1 s 

§oing on and also, of course, obviously to solicit their viewpoints, 

and this is very flexible when you see the Statute and the number of 

hearings is left solely to the discretion of this committee. Also 
~ 

the Statute is clear as to intent that any authority is provided this 

Commission to give them full scope to get done what has to be done 

and do a comprehensive jobt in the state. 

Section 2 talks about the membership and the consultants to 

bring the judiciary expertise to bear in a non-member fashion to 
Section 3 

the Committee which, of course is extremely essential./ This meeting 

today is to adopt the rules of the administration of the Commission 

and its affairs and such financial records shall be 1 kept. 

Section 4 regards the Chief Counsel stating the commission shall 

contract a chief counsel who need not be a resident of this State, 

who will be responsible for legal research d d f • an rating required in 
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preparation of the Criminal Code, under the directi fil and supervision 

of the commission. Also we talked about the prerequisites for a ct1ief 

Counsel and have some firm that has prior training in expertise 

ability in this area. 

Section 5 deals with the reimbursement of expenses of the Commission 

members . Of course, nothing has been done at this time. However, 

there is $10,000 presently in the account that will have to be set 

up through Accounts and Control and a financial system set up h~ 

the Committee for reasonable expenses for attending meetings in this 

regard. 

Section 5-Federal Funds: The Commission is authorized on behalf of 

the State to accept federal funds and may seek the advice and assis

tance of the Law Enforcement planning and Assistance Agency in carrying 

out its duties. The LEAA is very concerned with the Criminal Code 
,, 

i : . j' . ' ,., ,, 

bi~~~ion and Jack Leet is Executive Director of the LEAA and was 

instrumental in having set aside, as of this time, Federal funds 

of $30,00 this year that this Commission can take advantage of through 

the proper channels to match the state funds and al~o set up on a 

multi-year plan, there is a minimj~ of $20,000 in 1973 and $10,000 

in 1974. I am sure also being a member of the LEAA and serving as 

its Chairman right now that there is enough concerted interest on that 

Agency that really almost as much funds as i§ needed to do the proper 

job can and will be made available through one source or another to make 

sure that the proper job is done by this commission. There might 

possibl~~ be other Federal funds available through LEAA IN Washington 

through a discretionary grant or possibly other fun?s. Of course, this 

is something the Commission might be able to take advantage of any type 

of funding that might be available. The last section view Appropriation; 
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We do have $10,, 000. The main purpose of that is that it will 

generate a great deal of Federal monies that will have to be used 

as matching to receive the Federal moni'es. Basi·cal 1 y Mr Ch • _ .,,. , . airman 

that is the sum of our business here. 

Question: In regard to the $30,000, is that the State's match with 

the Federal Government to which we have to apply a match. 

Answer: That $30,000has been set aside for 1972 comprehensive 

criminal justice plan for the State and will have to be matched 

with State funds. 

Question: Will that $10,000 be a match for that? What is the per-

centage of match? lri 5- a i'5) To T~ \ Co'5 t o F Pn, ,Jf ,:J- 'ti.a; o 6 o 
4' _, 't> 

I D.J 6 c, o >to. (A_ 

~ (JI ~; t") :1 ~:•i'.:_',:J tl_,·t :;'4:· 

Answer: I believe 49-51 is state and local. But besides match there 

is also other'We can get. At any rate, there is that money available 

and I am sure that we can utilize that money. 

Dick Cohen: Mr. Chairman, there is just one other item I might mention. 

I did pass out a 4-page compilation which actually might be of some 

benefit is the preface to the proposed Massachusetts revision which is 

just completed and I have actually received that book from Miss Hary 

and this will give some idea as t~ how they set up the:;_r committee. 
-. 
~ 

Jon Lund: We are open for discussion on the question of Chapter 147 

and anyone have any view as to how we may properly operate. Would 

anyone like to comment? 

Question: Obviously the subject of criminal law, the way the Statute 

is read the implications in the change of procedure and court system 

is something that I am not well aware of, where does that leave us? 

Sometimes we have a problem whereas we don't know whether we are 

' dealing with a felony or a misdemeanor before we get through with it. 

Am I correct in saying that the scope of this Committe is to produce 

changes and recommendations because it has an impact on a subsequent 
7 
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law or work out some structures. 

Answer: It's my view and we certainly hope it will become the 

Commission's view that not only are we authorized the change the 

definitions of crimes but we are also authorized to alter court 

procedure, all the punishments and all aspects of the criminal 

law. There certainly is nothing here that says subsequent crimes

criminal law deals with criminal law and I would hop~ that would 

include motor vehicles through court procedure, and some considera

tion to pleading guilty by reason of mental defect or mental disorder. 

Answer: This is an opportunity where we can do an awful lot in this 

very vital area and I don't think we should narrow it in a certain 

area because its very hard to differentiate in the substance as to 

where the procedure begins and I think it should be wide open. I 

know that creates problems for the 

Dick Cohen: Again on this discussion, I think refer to page 2 of this 

Massachusetts compilation. You will see a list of 6 objectives 

with a pretty broad scope that Errol is referring to. This might 

be something to consider where you define some of the objectives. 
~ 

Jon Lund: This project has really been so long in coming. We had 

one bill resting on the Appropriations table that was killed because 

of lack of funds. I tried to get a bill into Special Session two 
~ 

years ago and didn't suceed. My personal reaction is that is a might 

similar to you out in the audience, I feel a little bit as though, 

like the kids that were caught in the cookie jar and once we get there 

we ought to clean the cookie jar out. So perhaps that is good at 

that point. 

Statement: On that issue, may I say something? I'm inclined to think 

that even if you do open it up, that you should at least eastablish 

a priority approach and have procedural aspects or even the County 
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District Attorney aspect_s_ to consider who have considerable 

political policies at least at the outset of subsidiaries concen

trating on the aspect of the law and then having reached conclusions 

on that, see what the overtones are in relations to a pet grievance 

or a pet project that can be brought up at any time. 

Jon Lund: That has had plenty of airing lately and there are a 

number of areas that haven't been touched that we certainly could 

propose. I think they would require a solution to that. 

Statement: I think its also a matter of sounds to the approach, 

in a sense that simply might not agree with comments by some means 

and events that have taken place. It is rather difficult to assign 

a set of procedures before it is decided what sorts of conduct and 

presumably there is nothing said about keeping our hope on the per

spective, whatever it is, in dealing with social conduct and the 

procedures in the penal system and all the rest of them is a means 

of the end and we put them in selective. This is why I raise this 

question to a point is that I assume we will take the cookie jar 

too. 

Errol Paine: I have another comme~t. I don't truly agree with the 

last two comments and I do agree we should have a priority, but I 

dont think we should ever limit ourselves to simply re~efining or 

trying to rewording the old Statutes. I reaily think to accomplish 

anything in this entire procedure we have to approach a philosophy 

in terms we want to punish and how we can assist in getting to the 

greatest accomplishment in the end. Not simply setting forth new 

crimes or redefining them or taking old model code and say let's 

make homicide, that obviously is part of it. I think that's a very 

minimal part of what we have to do. Thousands have prepared very 

excellent codes and we must set certain definitions of our crimes. 
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I don 1 t think it will need four years for this bill to be drafted. 
\ - - -

.Mr. Skolnik: r· agree with both comments, but I think the thing 

that bothers me XE, and appears to bother Judge Wernick, is first 

we have to really decide philosophically what we want to be as 

punishable conduct. Col. Hennessey says he worries about is the 

victim.Philosophically, what we want to do away with is whether we 

want victimless crimes, intoxication or prostitution or some of these 

other things. We've got to adopt some general overall philosophy as 

I think this is one of the first things we have to decide upon. We 

come to various classes of cri~es, we 1 ll have to make these decisions, 

but I think we can wait before we start in deciding whether we're 

going to revamp the whole court structure or revamp the County Attorney 

to a District Attorney system or do away with a 12-man jury and have a 

six-man jury to get rid of court congestion and enforcement of the 

criminal laws. I think we first have to decide what conduct then we 

go to find out whether or not there are any problems in theadrninis

tration of the whole system. 

Jon Lund: Some members have said very little so far. Would anyone 

like to respond? 
~ 

Jack Simmons: Seems to me that evel·yone has obviously been correct. 

It seems to me that the order of business at this point is starting 

to determine how well we are going to work. It is very fine to talk 
~ 

about the philosophical concepts. Others may not agree and you can 1 t 

start with that kind of a threshold and then work from that point down 

and then work from some specific Statutes. I think that we ought to 

deal with classifications of crimes as a type and apply philosophical 

background to the individual classification. For example: A victimless 

drug crime, as it now stands, is different than a victimless sex 

crime. There are different philosophical arguments can be made so 
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you can't make a general philosophical comment. I also think there 
,· - ' .; :· -- - i -

are certain types of crimes that have more of r6riority, as far as 

consideration is concerned. Those unaer Title 17 should be considered 

first before we get to the motor vehicle type of crimes. I think that 

we have to develop a system of analysis, second develop a system of 

working. It's no good to just sit and have "bull" sessions and have 

another meeting and have a report. It involves a lot of work prior 

to the meeting in order to make valid decisions and the report, whomever 

we hire, his function to a large part is to point out various areas of 

study that should be done by each of us individually. What I worry 

a::out is a broad, philosophical concept without talking about specific 

concrete problems. 

Mr. Skolnik: I don't think I intended that we weren't going to do this 

but what I did mean is that you're going to get into discussing what 

kind of code we're going to have and these questions are going to be 

discussed as we take it up step by step. What I'm getting at is that 

I don't think we ought to get involved until afterwards in the whole 

question of rem dial part of it. 

(Brief break-changed tape) 

Statement: I would like to see some compilation here ERE due to some 

basic background material furnish to members of the Commission. 

Jon Lund: I think perhaps this can be done. jour point is well taken. 

I would like to respond in part that we could perhaps -we could point 

out some matters orally to you. As far as Edith Rary was able to 

determine, I talked to her about this, the Maine Criminal Laws 

ha-een't ever been modified systematically or revised in any way since 
. 

it has been put on the books. This is in contrast with the motor 

vehicle laws which have been modi~ied a number of times and almost 

all the other laws in whcih segments of population, insurance, industry, 
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real estate people, . C(?rnmercial law--these have all been subject to 

periodic revision because there has been a vested interest on the 

outside of the Legislature that has been willing to push for and 

finance perhaps the work necessary for revision, so we're faced with 

a situation which a great deal of our criminal laws were inherited 

from Massachusetts and I believe probably many of them were written 

in Massachusetts Laws as a result of having been English criminal 

laws and added to that, there is a proliferation of certain provi

sions that just become entusted on the law over the years dealing 

with some particular problem and the definition of these and the 

penalities attached to them have never been related one from another. 

In other words, at the last sesssion we found the Maine Legislature 

very reluctant to make certain crimes punishable by a jail sentence, 

~aa and the proponents for the bill went through the Statutes and 

read off several offenses whereby one could be sent to jail and he 

read on for several minutes. Many of the offenses of which, many½ 

people would regard as rather trivial. But the point being that 

noone everf steps back and takes a look at them. This is really 

part of the basic problem is that~e are faced here. Beyond that, 
<, 

1 1 m sure we could §et some material together that would be of help 

to you. Perhaps some of you peole here could suggest some ideas that 

we could bring in some books. 

Statement:I would like to suggest that we get an overall view to 

sit down with a County Attorney or District Attorney with their 

views that are defined in a report with a gener~l discussion. 

Mr. Skolnik: I wonder if perhaps the Massachusetts Command' didn't 
• 

in its report when they submitted their proposed report to the 

Legislature didn 1 t have some kind of a preliminary statement ex-

plaining what their commission did and how they approached the 
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whole thing and.how they came up with a solution to it. Perhaps 

that might be something within itself, I'm sure that they faced 

the same problem that we now face and that might be a place to begin 

where they have done this so recently. 

Dick Cohen: ________ Institute as of ayear ago set up a 

clearing house of State-augmented progjects and were dealing on a 

regular basis. I have a letter here and think this would be a good 

source too to get from other states material they could aid on a 

greater focus on this problem. This could provide some in-depth 

formal material for all members. 

Statement: We might tie it down and develop some guidelines as did 

Massachusetts. We could be authorized here to figure some guidelines 

from Massachusetts and other States, and perhaps an Executive Committee 
established. 
Jon Lund: The proposal of an Executive Committee has been brought 

up and I think this is deserving of our attention. 

Jack Simmons: I know in Massachusetts the list of membership is quite 

large and therefore if broken down into a number of sub-committees 

and an overall Executive Committee, w:e- although we have a sufficient ,,.. 
nwnber in this Committee to do that, I don't believe that we could 

form working sub-committees. 

Mr. Chairman, yes Chief: 

I feel there is no need of it. 

Chief: I notice that Prof. Louis Hall in Massachusetts is part of 

the Massachusetts commision, and we might consult with him on how 

to take off in a project of this kind. 

Jon Lund: That certainly is a suggestion that is meaningful. 

Dick Cohen: I agree with Jack that once we get going breaking up 

various crimes that subcommittees be established. I think it is a 

part of the Executive Committee and I agree with Justice Delahnty 

that we do need an Executi.·ve Commi'ttee t t 1 f tt' 11 • o a,ce care o ge· .ing a 
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information for this Gommi.ssion and I .feel the Chai.rman should be 

empowered to appoint an Executive Committee to take care of these 

things that have to be done on a daily basis. Here, Dick Cohen 

moved that the Chairman appoint an Executive Committee, seconded. 

Jon Lund: Any discussion on the Executive Con®ittee. Does anyone 

have any idea on how large it might be or what range or some way 

to determine what size it might be. 

Answer: We can leave that to the discretion of the Chairman, who 

may add the nameds. 

Jon Lund: It has been moved and seconded that a Executive Committee 

be esta1~ished. Any further discussion. 

Statement: I would like to suggest that other than an Executive 

Committee, it should also include an Advisor. 

Answer: I would assume that the Executive Committee may have its own 

consultant. 

Jon Lund: Motion to select an Executive Committee carried. 

Jack Simmons: Going back to the consultant, I real~y believe that 

a consultant should be more than a consultant. We're talking about 

judiciary, prosecutor, defense attorney, certainly are workin~ with 
... 
" criminal statutes more than anyone and certainly have, even though 

they may have individual biasis, much as humanly possible, I would 

like to suggest that consultants for interna} purposes could be 

allowed to vote. 

Jon Lund: Perhaps I can explain that the original draft of the bill 

as ce~oray serves me, it didn't provide for a consultant, it simply 

provided that members of the bench could be appointed and this met 

with objection fromthe Chief Justice expressing a concern about the 

problem of separation of the Legislature and its functions or the 

judiciary from other branches of the government and we were at a loss 
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to find a:ny better way· to involve the j 0ud.iciary that we felt he 

should be and yet have been the objection which was opposed and so 

I'd like my comment to be that to serve as consultant there is 

room for anon-voting member and I would vote that he would follow 

the procedure by which the consultants to the Commission would 

participate fully as if they were members with the limitation of 

their participating member. 

Statement: I would like to throw in just one small~side with respect 

to voting. Having been involved in something like this however on 

a smaller scale, it seemed to involve in most effective results 

which were almost unanimous and the idea we might ever get anything 

through the Legislature is probably absurd. ~robably we ought to be 

thinking less ourselves and less in gathering a majority of votes 

and less on getting amjority of votes. My general problem to the 

question as to who doesn't vote and who does vote, my opinion is 

biased. 

Jon Lund: Speaking as your Chairman, my experience with working in 

this kind of problem is that drafting problems is the usual approach 

that usually works out the best, rilJ..nimize the number of votes and 

we work toward getting a concensus as we move along. We would hope 

that we would have a minimum number of votes. This perhaps gets 
~ 

into a discussion on the adoption of rules as to the administration 

of its affairs and can move on to that item on the agenda if its 

your pleasure to do that. 

Statement: Maybe we are moving along to that but before we leave the 

other priorities and philosophical approach that we:re going to take, 

it seems to me that we move down by our discussion to #8 the alterna

tives method approach to accomplish the orderof ~nsiness has to be 

the Chief Counsel, the rapport we are talking about. I would assume 
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that the person who.has be~n through this who was involved in the 
- - ~ t" : ) t ' . . { 

Massachusetts code, the Michigan code has recently been revied and 

the guy who wrote this stuff most certainly must have some material 

that we all could use also, presumably have approaches and priorities 

and give us some idea to how the other states approached it. It seems 

to me we really need the Chief Counsel and then we might accept 

priorities to see how its working and we really need him at the outset 

or as soon as possible and that is a need for the Executive Committee 

to start on. 

Mr. Skolnik: I concur .wholeheartedly with what Dan has said and as 

a footnote, it seems to me that we could defer the establishment of 
that any 

rules until another meeting too because I would imagine xke/Commission 

that has gone through this whole business has adopted a set of rules 

rather than sit down at this meeting and start adopting rules I think 

would be a little foolhardy. I agree that at to be the thing we 

should devote our attention to but I don't think we ought to do this 

hastily, but very carefully who is what that if we are to take a posi

tion we must make sure we have the kind of people we want so we get the 

very best of the systems. 'It
~ 

Dick Cohen: I would make a motion that the adoption rules and admini-

stration of this commission be deferred until which time the Executive 

Committee deems it in the best interest to bfing it back. 

Answer: What you are saying is that we table any discussion of the 

adoption of rules? 

Dick Cohen: Yes. 

Statement: Some rules I think might well be handled at the outset, 

not necessarily rules as to how to operate, or things like I would 

hope you would not issue press releases. This type of thing should 

be taken care off at the outset, also meetings, I think from my point 
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of view that eyening ~eetings would be preferable to daytime meetings. 

I think it would be appropriate at this time to at least get a con-

sensus of when and where we shall have the meetings or move around 

in various geographic places. I don't know if that's a rule or not. 

sohn Lund: I think you have raised a couple of points here as a matter 

of planning the meetings and certainly should be dealt with now. The 

difficulty, from my point of view, is that timing of meetings as to 

relationship with how long you are going to spend. The last extensive 

operation I was involved in at the University of Maine, we found there 

simply wasn't enough time and we found it necessary to meet prior to 

dinner and discuss for a period time, then go for the dinner hour and 

then reconvene after dinner. That gave us a little more time. Now, 

that is just a suggestion that I throw out for consideration. 

Statement: (Harold?) I prefer to have a daytime meeting because you 

get home at somewhat a reasonable hour and there is a questions as to 

where you are holding the meetings. You say a later afternoon and then __ 

a dinner hour and meeting afterwards, for some it would be a very long 

drive back by the time you finally get there or you have to stay over

night. I prefer the morning to nig'.pt anyway . .. 
Jon Lund: Any more views or discussion? 

Statement: I assume different points involve different kinds of problems. 

I can foresee the problem that we might have,to start sometime at noon 

and go into the next day. Can we really decided this in any fixed sense? 

John Lund: No we can't except that we can have some idea as to the next 

meeting. Would you prefer to have the next meeting in an evening meeting 

or have it some time through the course of the day?, 

Jack Simmons: Again, I notice looking at the Massachusetts preface 

that all their meetings with the exception of 10 were dinner meetings. 

we 1 re talking here about a number of people, all of whom are busy, 

if we start scheduled meetings perhaps Saturday or Meeting we're 
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going to have a highway problem, thenI think that you would have 

a ~maller rate of absenteesism. Perhaps thinking of Waterville or 

Augusta depending on the geographic maku-up of this group. There's 

one person here from North, would would be difficult. I think Portland 

would be too far south, I think Waterville or Augusta might be good. 

At meetings I have gone to I have noticed a great response to either 

a later afternoon dinner meeting going on or evening meetings or 

week-end meetings. 

Question: Could I asked here that we do hold our meetings in either 

the Augusta or Waterville area rather than go from location to location 

for accommodations. 

Jon Lund: Yes. Would you like to make a motion in that request. 
Statement: 
I would like to make a motion that we hold meetings in theAugusta-

\~aterville area, subject to the question of public hearings be held 

around the state, seconded. Motion carried. 

Jon Lund: I sense an indication of interest in the matter of the 

meeting starting at some point in the afternoon. 

Answer: The only thought we ought to consider is if we go through dinner 

we are starting to spend some money for dinner which we are still on 
"'--, 
" a limited budget, we ought to be careful on how many meals we spent 

that money for. 

Statement: That leads to another question as~to whether or not the 

commission wants to use the funds for it own personal reimbursements. 

Jon Lund: A good deal can be accomplished at a dinner meeting and I 

have no reason to believe we need to apologize when we meet through 

the dinner hour and these should be part of our expenses. 

' Jon Lund: I think we have a sense of the feelings of the commission 

at that point. Can we return then to have the Executive Committee 

talk with the counsel, wouldyou like to invite one or more persons 

who have had prior experience as a counsel in this area to thenext 
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meeting? 

l-lriswer: 'l'h'e ·Ex~cutivk~ Co~lttee can scrken· several, I think ther'e are 

quite a few around and when it is narrowed down to maybe two or three 

perhaps the commission, could ~iscuss the problem. 

Jack Simmons: It doesn't work. Most of us don't know anybody who is 

qualified to be a report so the Executive Comnittee is going to make 

a search and even if they narrowed down to two or three and they come 

to talk with us, they are going to come in with a recommendation as to 

which one to hire and I can't conceive not going along with that 

recommendation as we have no way in making judgments, so It hink the 

time is of essence and we have a fantastically large job and I think 

there will be a cross section of views and we should certainly screen. 

Jon Lund: My first impression is that I take exception to that. My 

first reaction is that this consultant is going to have to work with 

each one of us, either as a committee as a whole or subcommittees in 

some fashion and I think perhaps the most single important decision 

to be made in the next six months is in the matter of a consultant and 

my personal reaction is that I would like to have people who are going 

to serve, or at least one or more of themmeet the whole committee. At 
,,.. 

least, we can get some ideas even ~f we don't hire them. 

Statement: This may be the single most important decisionwe should 

impose upon an Executive Committee. Seems as though it ought to be 

a full commission decision and if it is a bad decision we all bear the 

responsibility. 

Statement My point was screening because a lot of these people are 

very busy. It would be impractical. 

Mr. Skolnik I don't think this is such a large body•either. Usually 

you are talking about the Executive Committee doing this thing in a 

very large, cumbersome committee and we don't have that large a 
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cormnittee as a whole and I don't think the Executive Committee ought 

to decide who;our Chief counsel is going to be-:. I d"ort't see whY" the 

Executive Committee couldn't do this thing and come up with some 

pros and cons on each candidate so that we could summarize them and 

make a decision as an entire commission. 

Question: I'm thinking in terms of the green stuff as an incentive 

to this individual. Does the committee want to screen this individual 

and give him some idea what he's getting into for money or no money 

and whether he's interested in this kind of money or that. Wouldn't 

that be practical in the screening process. 

Jon Lund: I certainly dont' think it should be a factor but perhaps 

the questions should come the other way. Frankly, we seems to have 

ample funds to do a good job and if they want to ask the counsel to 

view the legislation we have here, tell us what he feels a working 

plan would be for him and for us , tellus what he feels it would cost. 

Question: Would you feel that the Screening Committee be armed with 

a minimum, a maximum or nothing? 

Dick Cohen: Yes, I agree that the Executive Committee shoudl do the 

screening, should look at the scope moreorleass and then be given a 

proposal es to what the cost will~e. In exploring several potential 

reporters over the past year, the biggest thing is to explore several 

points. This does a great deal tiwh professional reporters. I don't 

think anything should be lessened, I think d'i.e proposal should be 

listed by each of the expected reports as to what their pros~ects 

should be. 

Question: Would this be a flat rate basis or perdiem basis. 

Dick Cohen: We haven't gotten into this. 

Statement: It does seem rather strange though that if we did have 

a model code that all the ~rafting was practically done and we 
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0ave to start from scratch and they would have to start redrafting, 

I would guess there would be a time factor involved here. 

The problem is if you get a contract price, you could find you are not 

getting what is needed. 

Jon Lund: We could perhaps come to that decision at some point in 

the future. Wou~d the commission like to see one person here at the 

next meeting or would the commission like to meet with several people? 

Let's get a practicaly decision here. 

Mrs. Glassman: I suggest that the Executive Committee get a background 

for a proposal on a number of people, come back to the Commission and 

discuss· this before asking any individual or indivduals to appear. 

There would be a lot of information on a lot of different people if 

the Executive Committee were able to do this. The entire commission 

could be released from that. 

Jon Lund: I would suspect that there might be individual preferences 

on the part of these counsels on how they would like to work and I 

think there are factors of what they would do. 

Mr. Skolnik: I really dont think it is a 0lot of time because I think 

this is a very important decision~nd once we make this selection, 
~ 

they are going to save us a lot of time end I think it's most important 

we make a good selection and take our time in doing it. Ever¥one 

says we are strapped for time, but Ithink we~can do the job in three 

years. I'm not too worr iied about th~ ~art of it, but we've got 

to have the kind of full time help that this Chief Counsel in his 

depth is going to be able to give us. 

Dick Cohen: I believe these reporters or potential counsel who might 
I 

be interested in are used to filing written proposals designating 

the background work done, alternate cost figures in one little package. 
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He would have what practice he has had in this area and what 

they do in filing written proposals, scoping out and give back

ground, etc. This is what we want the Executive Committee to 

report back to us. 

Jon Lund: I'll give you some idea on how this proposal will pro

ceed. If this is the pleasure of the commissionwe receive along 

the lines as Mrs. Glassman has requested--Motion accepted. The 

Executive Committee will invite proposals and bring those proposals 

with examples of some of the work 0= the Counsel to the next meeting 

it might be in order for the commission to authorize some person, 

some officer toexpend sufficient funds to take care of some house-= 

keeping details, supplies and the like. So moved, seconded. 

Question: May I ask that each member of the commission be furnished 

a copy of the Maine Penal Code. I think it is in the terms of a 

paperback. 

Jon Lund: It is suggested that each member be furnished a copy of 

the Model Penal Code. Any other suggestions as to the kind of things 

you would like to start off with? 

Question: I wonder if there are funds available to prepare some of ,,, 

this material in advance so that before we get here we would have 

a chance to look over some of the credentials and be prepared to 

discuss them. 

Question: Mr. Chairman there are several penal codes I believe. I 

think of this particular kind there are four or five. 

Dick Cohen: There are several little ones, I have copies up in the 

office. I'm not sure, but there is more than one model penal code 

with variations on the lead. 

Edith Hary: There have been codes adopted by states but the model 

itself is\adopted as such. 
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Jon Lund: There's a mot{on pending authoriz~ng the expenditure of 

·items of a reasonable sum for materials to be used by the Commission,. 

seconded, motion carried. 

Edith Hary: Will the committee be regularly supplied with someone 

who will take minutes. 

Jon Lund: I think that will be a necessity. 

Edith Hary: I wanted to make sure that wasn't included in the work 

of the Secretary-Treasurer. 

Jon Lund: Does anyone have any suggestions as to how we might ap~ly 

for secretarial help. 

Dick Cohen: I think possibly I might be able to make arrangements 

through LEPAA to provide this assistance at no additional cost. I 

will explore the matter. 

Jon Lund: That's fine. Is there any other items of business that the 

commission feels we should take up before we have the next meeting. 

Question: There are two items reg~rding federal funding and getting 

as much money as possibel. Do we have to authorize you and Dick to 

get as much money as possible. 

Jon Lund: I think the bill aready contains lineage to that effect. 
~ 

Are you aware of any action at thi~ particular time to initiate 

such action. 

Dick Cohen: At this time, there need not be anything done within 

the next several months it will be necessary to forward the applic

ation to the MLEPAA asking for Federal funds but premature to this 

time it would be within the next several months. 

Jon Lund: It wouldn't hurt then to authorize the grant application. 

Question: When this is done I want to know whether' this has to 

be sent to the Federal Government to get this type of money. 

Dick Cohen: The State requires that the application is sent to 
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Washington- for appruval. Once that's approved, there is set 

aside $30,000. 

Question: Didn't you mention inthe :le~inning that there might be 

a possibility of some other Federal funding? 

Jon Lund: I said that this should be explored. 

Question: I assumed that you had $30,000 in other areas and I wondered 

how we explored the other areas? 

Jon Lund: I don't know but possibly through LEAA funding directly 

from Washington or perhaps the Executive Committee talking to the 

Law Institute to see what else needs to be done. 

Qustion: IN that connection, Dick, I understand that this type of 

activity, the ti1!c1e spent by the members of the commission is the 

part of the state contribution and that it is important that we keep 

track of that time somehow. 

Dick Cohan: I think its very important. 

Jon Lund: Can you suggest to us how this might be done? Should each 

member here pass in a time sheet? 

(Changed tape) 

Question: I don't know about public debat, but it seems to me that 

in the legislation itself indicate some public participation. I don't 

know as we ought to be overly secret about this. Perhaps a public 

debate is advisable. Seems to me it might serve as a useful pnrpose 

to have an individual from the Commission, if the case arises, they 

can ~;rint out the commission's job without necessarily giving out 

the substance of what is being done. I think it is important that 

we inform cititens of the state that a revision is going on. An 

other reason, I think its important that people be awareof this. 

Mrs. Glassman-I am inclined to believe in a way, but that the 

Chairman should make the public release acquainting the state 
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generally that a revision is going on. We might consider the value 

too of a public debate, not for a disagreement within the commis,~ion 

but just to acquaint the issues on this and that they then be 

allowed to express their own reactions to it before final decision is 

made by the commission. I'm thinking for example if we decided to 

consider certain things; I think it might be accepted by society, 

it might be weffil to plan for the debate. 

Dick Cohen: You are right, being a realist, although there will be 

some pros and cons on the commission it would be completely 

to the work. This envisions some of the things we will be getting 

into and getting all the public attitude, not that everybody is 

going along with everything else. This type of thing now I am in 

favor now of ~eaving at this time, public relations or peleases to 

the Chairman and membersof the Executive Committee. 

Parker Hennessey: From experience in my Agency where I have men 

scattered all over the state, you invite mail to a great degree and 

then you get into the task of answering it. So before you open this 

up I think at least it ought to be right down to par where we are 

going befoee we even consider this . 
..... 

Mr. Skolnik: I think maybe there are two ideas that possibly could be 

supplied at public hearings, 1 is to have members of the public acqainted 

with the fact there is such a commission and maybe some people from 
~ 

various walks of life who have some specific ideas that they would 

like to present to our commission before we get to the work of pere

paring a suggested application and that's one thing that we o~sht to 

include besides this getting proposals from our Chief Counsel and from 

other members of the commission itself. But I do really feel that 

we ought to sort of ~et the bulk of the work done, seems to me, argued 

out and aired and be close to what we think.is going to be proposed 
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before we start having public hearings and maybe the work of a 

nucleus before we hear it from. 

Jon Lund: This is the type of questions we can better take care of. 

I think probably now I think it should be some action of the commission 

at an appointed time. Perhaps having our counsel here will give us a 

little insight into this particular problem. 

Jack Simmons: I was not talking about public hearings, i was talking 

about press release type, public statements, made by individuals to 

the meeting and is rather difficult at public hearings. I prefer 

public type of releases, I think it is necessary, it should be done 

to generate a certain amount of public relations but should come from 

the Chairman. 

Jon Lund: Do you think its necessary to vote on that? 

~~ck Simmons: I think its necessary to see that there is no possibility 

and is equally obvious that as we debate these things we get into some 

very strong views and we should have the guidelines set down when we 

are calm and rational. 

Jon Lund: I'll entertain a motion. 

Jack Simmons: I would move that all press releases and individual state
~ 

~ 
ments made oo the media in regard to this commission be issued by the 

Chairman or his designated assistant. 

Jon Lund: It has been moved and seconded, b¥t a point comes to my 

mind. I would hope that we would be able to have, perhaps not a 

transcript but at least a summary of more than just a formal votes 

taken at our meeting so that after a meeting we would be able to look 

back and see what actually happened. These could be very useful but . 
they could also be misused and I would hope that your motion would 

include that kind of documentation. 

Question: By individual, do I understand this would mean a question 
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of what the commission has done or statements of the individual 

position. 

Jon Lund: I would hope this would be the statements of the Commission 

at this time. I 

Question: I just wanted to know what your motion covers. 

Answer: It covers everything. 

Jon Lund: Perhaps the problem being raised here is a different one. 

I don't think that we attempting to tackle anyone's position on an 

issue outside of this commission. I think the sensitivity at this 

point is a personal statement within the commission which I think is 

probably a thing to be avoided. 

Statement: I disagree with what appears to be the purpose of this. 

Seems to me there is a matter of tastelessness of -----------
someone who doesn't get their way on commission proceeding to talk 

with the media through or misstatements of state-

ments made bya member of the commission-those kinds of things are 

regular and hope we whould not do that. I would ask that we discuss 

the merits of the quesion with the public or our capacity to discuss 

any of these issues in general. I frankly don't see how we ever 

enforce t~ police any rule we made, other than ______ and be a 

good loser, but I really don't know what we would accomplish by this 

and makes me a little nervous to do this. 
'9 

Jon Lund: Are your objections to how we're going to write the criminal 

code? 

Mr. Skolnik: I think timing is important here. I think its one thing. 

after six months of our business, we start getting to this as opposed 

to for example: when we're just about ready to mak6 our proposal the 

Legislature---perhaps there are some people who have bery strong 

feelings against bill and overruled by a majority rule which is 

being presented to the Legislautre. 
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a member of the commission, and I take the minority view of this, 

I don't think the commission's proposal on this is correct. I 

think it is perfectly proper, but I think what we're trying to avoid 

is if the whole thing got out into the public before the public even 

knew what the proposal was. Like the commission on marijuana, where 

the people say I'm going to be against this no matter what the 

commission comes out with. I think if we can avoid that kind of a 

thing, it would be to our advantage to do so. 

Question: Mr. Chairman, may I make a suggesti0«1. the publicity is 

a verty useful to the court judicial counsel ..... I would hope that 

all official communications would come through the Chair, as a non

voting member whereby the judicial counsel would have no right to 

voteo I think we should be hesitate to limiting the 

Perhaps we would find out from the public what is going on, not 

particularly what is going on here, but gentlemen this isn't ___ _ 

This is a large body, ww want 

Answer: I think we should leave these matters up to the individual 

drawn of the membersof the comission. We could decide whet was the 

problem. I was just wondering if whether -- if someone comes to you ,,_ 
and sa:?s "what is this commission 111 about 11 we'd be afraid even to 

make a statement as to what the commission does. 

Jon Lund: I would sertainly hope that the discussioh here if that 

" question were asked a person would feel perfectly free to what the 

work is in general. But I think there are a couple of obvious things 

to be avoided, what the commission is doing substantively because, 

for instance, many of us has been taken to task for something said 

run the heat of a discussion. 

Mrs. Glassman: Mr. Chairman, the suggestion I made possibly was 

misunderstood. I didn't mean that this would be two disgruntled 
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individuals discussing it with the public. I meant the possibility 
-"-- ~ 

that as a decision of the commision, they use this as a device kind 

of public debate on members of the commission to acquaint the public 

with the problems that were being brought up and getting a reaction 

as to the public view; that it would be a definite determination by 

the commission this was a proper way to wait until it went to the 

L~gislature and that they had no opportunity to discuss it further 

with the public. The criminal code implicates the wishes of society 

that we live in and this is what I meant not that it would be a tool 

on how the people ----
Jon Lund: Do we want to discuss the matter of publicity any further? 

Judge Wernik: I would like to make a comment. As aresult of this dis

cussion, I think we have to face a basic problem and that is to what 

extent the public is to made a member of this commission during its 

process of working. I notice that the langugage of this that if we 

are going to hold these hearings to ''acquaint" the public, I realize 

that is not necessarily a controlling figure. I would suggest that 

what would derive from it is the concept essentially we are to be 

the ones to mold positions. We reach the conclusions here as to what 
~ 

we think best and then we ac€J'..lc.nt lhe public we try to tell them why 

we reached these conclusions rather than have them participate in 

the process as we go along. Then, having acquainted them wi~h the 

' conclusions that we have reached, we try to urge those people in those 

areas which we get definitive reactions explore further. It might be 

a serious error to feel that we must conduct our business in the same 

sense which gives the public the right to higway. I think it might 

be advisable to say that we are essentially conceived as a represen

tative body in the first instance to do the best we can to formulate 

something and we ought to send this to the public peacemeal as we 
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go along, thinking they are essential in the delivery process. And 

only after we reach some rather firm conclusions here, then having 

some substantial subject matter, we then go and sell it to the people. 

I feel rather strongly about this. 

Mr. Skolnik: Very well put. I concur. 

Judge Wernik: I personally feel very strongly about this and I 

personally would like to hear some other thoughts. 

Errol Paine: I agree with what Judge Wernik says and what the Commission 

does and don't anticipate that I will, but I might go on television and 

express any views that I personally feel in regard to the commission. 

Jon Lund: I don't think anyone here ought to feel they are taking 

th.eir positions outside. I have no intent to do that. The business 

of the commission, as we're concerned with here. 

Errol Paine: In terms of information itself, if we w:sh to make any 

statements in terms of the commission's position or on any of the 

isaues. 

Statement: I think that this is something that ought to be said before 

it happens that no member of the commission ... I wouldn;t want to go 

on television as a consultant and~ay that Erroll Paine of Bangor 
·;, 

takes this position. I think it is highly important. 

Mrs. Glassman: I am inclined to disagree with the Justice Wernick 

as to the involvement in the definition of the criminal Statute in 

the State. I think it can be differentiated between the rules set 

forth; for example rules that are adopted, procedural rules, very 

definite thingsxH our society lives with that it should reflect more 

than this group as representative as it may be. It should have a 

g~eater input before the public before we, as a commission, make a 

decision as to what they should be. 
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Statement: Mr. Chairman, we should keep in mind our ultimate goal 

here is to come up with something thatfis going to be a good product, 

that the Legislature is going to buy. I'm not suggesting that we 

go out and be a lobbyist, but I feel we should keep that in mind 

what Mrs. Glassman just said. 

Answer: I don't think we ought to worry about whether or not the 

Legislature is going to buy it or not, I think we should deci~e 

what we think is right and let the Legislature fulfill its function. 

If they feel some parts of it ought to be compromised, then its up 

to them to do just that and I think we ought to do it ahead of time. 

I don't know whether or not, Mrs. Glassman, you may not get the 

opportunity for public statement you're seeking when this proposal, 

like any other proposal in the Legislature, as complete legislative 

hearings, debate, arguments by Representatives and Senators, I just 

sort of think that the public should ~LOW about what we propose. 

Errol Paine: I certainly don't agree that we should draft some sort 

of model code, present it to the Legislature and then hope that they'l 

do their function because their function is only to respond to what 

the public wants and therefore if we want to pass anything that's 
~ 

halfway sensible, we ought to educate the public to the reasons why 

in some fashion. I don't want to see 8 or 10 special interest groups 

come swooping down to the Legislature and pressure this whole thing 
with ~ 

all out of proportion which is basic /what's wrong with the law now 

is various ways they ~HXRH pass one here and there with whose up in 

arms about something. I think this ought to be a rational thing and 

thought out, but I think its going to need the support of the public. 

I think its mandatory or we'll be wasting 3 years. • 

Col.Hennessey: Looking this over just briefly, I can't see any 

problem here in presenting a bill that we will acquaint the public 

with what we're doing at the public hearings and I can't concede 
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of acquainting them with anything without stirring a very good debate 

and getting their points of view directed back. This requires us 

to do this and we feel if we did do it, I don't see what we're really 

~iscussing. If we have to acquaint the public to what we have done. 

Jon Lund: What may be contemplating possibly is a final draft which 

could be used as a basis for hearings and areview of that could be 

contemplated. 

Mr. Skolnik: The statute does say, ''as we deem it necessary", we may 

deem it necessary to lrave just two public hearings, one in Bangor and 

one in Portland. We're not required to have so many public hearings, 

but just whatever we consider necessary. 

Jon Lund: Do you want to dispose of the motion with regard to publicity 

which Jack proposed. 

Jack Simmons: I'll withdraw·my motion. 

Jon Lund: Is there any other business to come to the floor? Perhaps 

the date of the next meeting. 

Statemen: May Isuggest we leave that up to the Executive Committee 

Judge Wernik: Except that some of us have some firm commitments and 

we cannot just be flexible due to certain fixed terms of law court. 
~ 

Jon Lund: Let's set a tentative dat1 then. 

Some discussion followed here regarding a aate for the next meeting. 

Mr. Lund then set a date of Friday May 12th at 3:00 p.m. with a 
~ 

dinner meeting in the Waterville area. (the precise place will be 

announced). 

Jon Lund: There is one other very important item. We have talked abhut 

and Executive Committee and I would like very, very much if the members 

of the commission would give some thought before they leave to our 

Executive Committee and if anyone would like to volunteer if they 

can devote some time it would be a great help to me if they could 
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take the time to'do this. In any event, I would like to have you 

indicate here, or at some later date, if you could serve on the 

Executive Committee. I fu~~leris no further business ... 

Mr. Skolnik: There is one other small i tern-someone mentioned 

something about travel and expense vouchers at each meeting that 

members could obtain. 

Jon Lund: Yes, please keep track of your expenses so that we will 

be able to reimburse you. 

Question: Will we have a transcript by the next meeting? 

Dick Cohen: We will hope to have it forwarded to you. Do we have 

your addresses? 

Yes, they are on the sheet. 

Jon Lund: If there is no further business to come before the meeting, 

Ill suggest that we adjourn. Meeting adjeurned at 12:20 p.rn. 

Respectfully submitted 
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Commission to Preoare a Revision 

-of the Criminal Laws 

f',Jinutes: Exec':tj_ve Committee 

ADril 10, 1972 

The Executive Committee m~t at the home of Chairman 

Lund in Aue;usta on April 10, 1972, at 7 P.lVi. Present 

were Jon Lund, Esq., Mrs. Caroline Glassman, Edith Hary, 

Errol Paine, Esq. and Jack Sirnmons, Esq. 

Letters received by the Atty. General expressing 

interest in working on the Revision were reviewed, It 

was decided that the Chairma~ would contact Prof. Livingston 

Hall of Harvard and Prof. Herbert Wechsler of Columbia for 

any sueeestions or advice The de2.ns 

o.f all Nmv Enr~1a.nd Law Schools and Columbia are also to be 

solicited for names of pote~tial counsel. Th,-: Exec. Comm. 

will meet again to screen res~onses for presentation to the 

Cor,1miss--Lon. 

Meetinf adjourned q: 30 P .I'1\. 

Respectfully submitted 

~ &~1:11 tJ£;2r 
t,,di tn L. Hary 
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CRIMINAL LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
Minutes of Meeting 

May 12, 1972 

Held at 

HOLIDAY INN 
Augusta, Maine 

ORDER OF BUSINESS: 

Meeting called to order by Chairman Lund at 3:20 P.M. 

ROLL CALL: 

Members Present: Jon Lund, Esq., Chairman 
Mrs. Caroline Glassman 
Peter A. Anderson, Esq. 
Louis Scolnik, Esq. 
Dr. Bernard Saper 
Lt. Jones for Col. Parker Hennessey 
Gerald F. Petrucelli 
Edith L. Bary 
Dr. Willard D. CAllender, Jr. 
Daniel G. Lilley, Esq. 
Richard Cohen for James S. Erwin 
Judge Delahanty, Consultant 
Judge Rubin, Consultant 
Judge Williamson, Consultant 

Members Absent: Errol K. Paine, Esq. 
Lewis V. Vafiades, Esq. 
Allan Ro~bins, Warden 
Jack SirnI!K)ns, Esq. 
Judge Wernick, Consultant 

Guest: Professor Sanford J. Fox 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: 

It was duly moved and seconded that the reading of the Minutes 
of the Previous-Meeting be waived, and the Minutes accepted as 
reported out. 

REPORT: - Chairman Lund 

Chairman Lund reported that, as authorized by the Executive 
Com_mittee, letters had been sent and telephone calls made to law 
schools in Maine and throughout the northeast area in an effort to 
locate and hire a Reporter for the Maine Criminal Law Revisio~ 
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Commission. ,A number of 1responses were received. In going over 
these, the Executive Comm:i.tt~e felt that essentially there wasionly 
one real live prospect, Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Professor Fox was invited to meet with the Commission to tell 
about his experience, talk about his impressions of the task to be 
accomplished in Maine, and answer any questions members of the 
Commission might have. 

Chairman Lund stated it was hoped that the Committee would be 
able to satisfy itself as to whether or not it felt Professor Fox 
would be a likely prospect, and if any decision was reached that the 
Commission would then authorize the Executive Committee to proceed 
further. 

After explaining that this was essentially an interview, 
Chairman Lund then introduced Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Professor Fox gave his impression of the tasks to be accom
plished and possible ways of doing it. It was his feeling that 
the best way for the group to go about doing the work would be to 
divide into subcommittees, perhaps three. One would be responsible 
for General Principles; one would be responsible for Sentencing; and 
one would be responsible for Redefining Elements of Substantive 
Offenses. The work of these subcommittees would be reviewed by the 
Commission as a whole periodically. The timing of the subcommittees 
would have to be decided on an ad hoc basis. The subcommittees meet 
with the Reporter and go over the drafts word by word, comma by 
comma, and paragraph by paragraph. Professor Fox suggested that 
these meetings not go over three hours or so. If they are too 
lengthy, they tend to become fun and unproductive. He suggested 
that the final report of the National Commission, plus the two 
volumes of working papers, be utilized as reference since it is 
the best overview of what there is to work with; the scope of the 
federal criminal law now being at least as broad as any of the 
state statutes. 

'I,.. 

Working on the basis he oullined, Professor Fox stated that a 
report of some sort ought to be available in about two years although 
a lot of nitty-gritty would remain to go through. 

Chairman Lund stated that the Commission had expressed some 
reservations about breaking into small co'hrrnittees and had further 
expressed the desire of working as a whole. 

The Professor said it was a bad idea to have a group do the 
redrafting. You get a variety of suggestions, and a large number 
tends to get out of hand. This is a matter of efficiency. However, 
subcommittee meetings ought to be open to anybody interested in 
what they are doing. 

In answer to what he might propose as a budget, Professor Fox 
presented a budget he had prepared calling for an annual figure of 
$17,300, plus the loan of one set of Maine Statutes. As a part-time 
assistant, he would like to find some young law student with interest 
in doing this and maybe become exoert on the penal code. 
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In answEir·to many of the questions, Professor Fox cited some 
of the problems and situations encountered by other states, and 
in some instances how these were handled. 

In answer to the question as to how the Commission should relate 
to the public and whether or not there was a need for public hearings 
and when, Professor Fox replied that this should not take place until 
after a report had been published. 

To the question as to how frequently subcommittees should meet, 
Professor Fox stated he felt it could be worked out to meet about 
once a month. 

As to when he could start, Professor Fox stated about the 
middle of June. 

Following a brief recess when Professor Fox left, the meeting 
resumed with a discussion by the members of their impression of the 
Professor and their thoughts with respect to employing him as 
Reporter for the Commission. 

All through the discussion, it appeared to be the general 
concensus of opinion that Professor Fox certainly possessed the 
necessary background, had a great deal of experience, ability, and 
is well known in this type of work. Several members of the Com
mission stated that they were very favorably impressed. 

The matter of the budget was also discussed, and the members 
were in agreement as to how this could be handled without any 
foreseeable problems at this time. 

Following more discussion, Mr. Scolnik moved that the Commis
sion request a written contract from Mr. Fox along the lines of 
his proposed budget and the Commission be authorized to accept 
such a proposal. Also, suggesting to him that he include services 
up to and including the submissiQn to the Legislature and the 
testimony before the Legislature~ 

Motion seconded by Mr. Petrucelli. 

The Commission voted unanimously in favor of the motion. 

' 
It was then agreed that the scope and boundary of the Study 

would be discussed after the Commission had reacted to the sub
committees and how they should be set up. It was suggested that 
perhaps each one of the three subcommittees could be made up of 
five members with a consultant assigned to each subcommittee. It 
was also felt that perhaps it would be well if any one member did 
not serve on more than one subcoamittee. 

Mrs. Glassman suggested that possibly some of the material 
could be gathered by University Sociology students, and that if 
this was looked into now something might be started there during 
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the su:rnrfter "rathei:~than wait until next fall. Dr. Callender said 
he would be willing to call people and see what they had. 

June 9th was designated as a tentative date for the next 
meeting to be held at the same time and possibly the same place. 

On motion by Mr. Scolnik, duly seconded, adjourned at 5:40 P.M. 

Prepared by Lucille Tillotson 
Maine Law Enforcement Planning & 

Assistance Agency 



A meeting of the Commission was held June 9, 1972, at 

The Silent Woman, in Waterville, preceded by a brief meeting 

of the Executive Committee to discuss sub-committee assignments. 

Present were Peter Avery Anderson, Dr. Willard D. Callender, Jr., 

Richard S. Cohen, Edith L. Hary, Lt. Richard Jones, Jon A. Lund, 

Errol K. Paine, Allan L. Robbins, Dr. Bernard Saper, 

Louis Scolnik, Jack H. Simmons, Lewis V. Vafiades, and 

Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Chairman Lund called the meeting to order, and the 

report of the previous meeting, distributed in advance, 

was accepted. 

Sub-committees were appointed as follows: 

Sentencing 
(Sub-committee A) 

Glassman, Chairman 
Callender 
Robbins 
Saper 
Scolnik 

Substantive 
Definitions 
(Sub-committee B) 

Simmons, Chairman 
Cohen 
Lilley 
P c!:i.ne 

~ ., 

Delahanty,Consultant 

General 
Principles 
(Sub-committee C) ~, 

Vafiades, Chairman 
Anderson 
Hary 
Hennessey 
Petruccelli 

Rubin, Consultant Wernick, Consultant Williamson,Consultant 

Meetings are scheduled as follows: 

Sub-committee A 

June 29 
August 31 
November 2 

Sub-committee B 

July 20 
oeotember 21 
November 23 

Vlhole Commission: January 5, 1973. 

Sub-committee C 

August 10 
October 12 
December 14 

I•ieetings are set for 3: 00 P ?.: , Thursdays, at the 

Holid~y Inn, rlugusta. 



At the S,eptember 21 meeting, a revision of the late 

November date will be in order. Any member of the 

Commission may attend any meeting of a sub-committee, but 

may vote only on the sub-committee to which he has been 

appointed. Notes should be taken at all meetings so 

that a non-verbatim report can be mailed to members prior 

to the next meeting. 

Professor Fox said that a sub-committee meeting 

every three weeks is a reasonable time span, but that 

meetings can be made more frequent as the work progresses. 

Between meetings the members will review previous work and 

proposed' drafts, noting criticism, comments and new ideas. 

Professor Fox will take 11 digestible pieces of information, 11 

form them into a preliminary draft, consider present Maine 

law, and circulate the draft to the entire Corr1~ission. 

Having a draft will be an advantage, tending to avoid 

11 bull sessions.rr He will then meet with the appropriate 

sub-committee to discuss the,,..draft. 

Background reading can be accomplished between 

meetings. Professor Fox agreed to prepare a list, to be 

sent to Miss Hary for distriGution. Such material will 

be purchased and made availab~e. A copy of Menninger 1 s 

CRIME OF PUNISHMENT will be purchased for each member. 

Several books and articles were recommended spontaneously 

by Professor Fox, and Dr. Callender suggested budgeting for 

boo}:s and xeroxinf~. 
'-s.l 



Professor Fox answered the question (Vafiades) 

11 Can we pioneer? 11 affirmatively. (
11 My responsibility 

is to disclose options. 11 ) He is not in favor of having 

the entire Commission deal with General Principles: the 

subject does not require everyone's attention, and 

division into sub-committees results in more efficient 

work. 

Asked (Anderson) to define General Principles, 

Professor Fox gave examples: the statute of limitations, 

defense of insanity, consequences of establishing insanity, 

venue, the line of immaturity, presumptions in criminal 

cases, circumstances defined (as, what kind of force can 

be used and when). He said that the provision at the head 

of this section would state that it goferns criminal 

offenses no matter where defined. 

The sub-committee on Substantive Definitions will be ,,_ 
concerned with defining offehses: common law crimes (should 

we keep or abolish?) , breach of peace, vagrancy. 11 The 

demands for being comprehensive are enormous. 11 Professor 
11' 

Fox referred to the proposed Massachusetts statute covering 

11 alarming conduct"., a compromise to enable the police to 

intervene in a situation where a specific charge cannot 

logically be made. All offenses are classified by the 

Definitions sub-corr~ittee. 



The Sentencing sub-committee must coordinate its 

work with the Definitions sub-committee. The irrationality 

of length of sentences according to Maine law was cited; 

plea bargaining must be considered. Professor Fox supports 

the ABA proposal. to 11 make the whole thing honest. 11 This 

sub-committee will determine the judge's role in fixing the 

maximum sentence, and in parole provision. A mandatory 

parole period makes sense if the parole system can absorb 

the work load. Concern was expressed (Robbins) about the 

long indeterminate sentences; e.g., 11 one to ten years. 11 

Discussion about difficulties of handling parole ensued, 

with questions about background statistics: (Lund) 11 How 

many parolees are reporting by mail?'' Statistics are 

necessary to determine whether or not enactment is workable, 

and may be gathered from the Maine State Prison report, and 

sociological sources. Dr. Callender expressed an interest 

in working on any research and offered to accumulate ,,.,. 

sociological information.~ A feasibility report should be 

made, and 11 after a couple of years" a report on the 

effectiveness. This sub-committee should review the 
l 

philosophy of sentencing and imprisonment, and view 

controlling the disparity of sentencing as of prime 

importance. 



Prof'essor r'ox suggested that the Chief Judge of the 

District Court designate a representative of the District 

Court to sit in, ex officio, with the sub-committee on 

sentencing, and be placed on the mailing list to receive 

material which is approved by the Commission as a whole. 

A motion (Cohen) was carried that Judge Browne be contacted, 

and that he or his designee be the recipient of material, 

and attend as an adviser to the Commission whatever meetings 

he judged worth attending. 

A motion (Simmons) was carried to invite Police Chief 

Robert Wagner, Bath, to attend meetings as an adviser to 

the Commission. Other possible invitees were discussed, 

but no official action was taken, it being the sense of the 

meeting to treat the matter on an individual basis. 

The NCCD offer in connection with the Model Cities 

program to do an evaluation ~f Maine criminal law was .,. 
introduced. Chairman Lund and Professor Fox will investigate 

the details (it is probably an evaluation chiefly of the 

sentencing portion of our work), consid~r possible 

duplication and interference, and are authorized to accept 

the offer if it is deemed beneficial. 

advised (Robbins). 

Caution was 



A letter was rund, from the ABA, regarding a 

$J ,000 grant, which c:rn 'oe used as matching funds, 

supporting a comp a c:.\ ti ve analysis of the Maine 

statutes with ABA :=;t:1nd:1rds for Criminal Justice· ' 
and it was moved ( ~ i.nunons) and carried that the 

Chairman be authorized to apply for any helpful 

funds, including the AUA.· The Executive Committee 

was authorized to g3ther information on any funds 

available, and to expand funds to gather statistical 

information prepar.::1 to:·y to the work of the Commission. 

Miss Hary report2d t.he LEAA office assistance in 

preparing our app:ic~:loc for a Federal grant.from LEAA. 

A suggestion of ~si~g law intern help was briefly 

discussed, but ac:ion w~s post,poned. 

,,_ 
The meeting '-":J.S .1.-.:ij.:-:.:.r..;ned at 6:00 PM. 



The sub-committee on senter.cing met at the Holiday Inn, 
t 

Au~usta, on June 29 at J:00 PM. Present were: Mrs. Caroline 

Glassman, Dr. Willard D. Callender, Jr., Jon A. Lund, Louis 

ocolnik and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

The desirability of attendance at meetings by the 

consultants was emphasized, and the difficulty of setting firm 

meecing dates to avoid court assignments was recognized. It 

was suggested (Lund) that the chairman (Glassman) of the sub

com.rnittee express regret to Justice Rubin because he was unable 

to attend this meeting, and explore the possibility of having 

written comments from an absentee, or having another attend in 

his stead. 

Dr. Saper also was unable to attend, but wrote to 

Professor Fox to record his belie~ that sentencing should be 

a rehabilit~tive process. 

Police Chief Robert iifagner of Bath accepted the invitation 

to attend meetings, and is to be placed on the mailing list as 

a:c-, ad vis er. 

It w~s acreed th~t the experience and counsel of Justice Hubin 

and Allan Ei.ohbins ·would be of suer, ::ienefit that another meeting 

s: :mld b(~ held before ar:y firm decisjon on the subject matter 

w:-:J.s made. 



A general discussion followed on the various methods of 

handling sentencing, the merits o~ vesting authority in judges 

(-who presently have the most aut'rcority) or a sentencing board 

(should such a board include former offenders?). 

The draft seems to avoid the word "punishment" (Callender), 

and there should be evidence that the public is receiving protection 

from crime. The public tends to equate the crime and the 

individual who commits the crime as the same. ,The word 

"punishment" should be used, and tne punishment should be made 

specific, although no rights of the offender are taken away 

except that of "moving in space 11 (Callender). It was agreed that 

society presently demands punishment although it is less expensive, 

for instance, and more productive to send a girl to college than 

~o Stevens (Glassman). 

Professor Fox said that Vermont has recently changed the 

(efinition of felony and misdemeanor, prornpting a suggestion 

(Glassman) that we place a limit on maximum sentence for felonies. 

?he effectiveness of a sentence of more than five years was 

questioned, the Parole Board being disinclined to grant probation 

ur-1til the minimum sentence is served. How much does a penalty 

::·2a.lly deter? ( ,~ 7 'k) OCO.J..Ill ,._ Statis~ics indicate that most 

offenders do not serve over five years, although the public 

.;il..1. .find -ccis h,s.rd to accept. 



Minimum sentencing was discussed at length, sentiment 

being expressed against (Scolnik, Lund). If the judge were 

authorized to set a maximum sentence, the Parole Board could 

have the choice of when to grant probation. Sentencing might 

be simply to the Mental Health and Corrections Department, which 

vrould then determine the length and type of sentence ( to which 

institution, for what treatment, under what specific supervision). 

Alternate programs could be developed. Nothing except 

institutional confinement is now provided, so a non-institutional 

program might be considered. Trial wording was tested: ''to be 

sent initially to Thomaston until Corrections makes the decision 

to ultimate destination, '·1 "sentenced to X number of years in the 

custody of the department," "the term of custody to commence at 

Thomaston, 0 the use of the term "processing center." 

Varieties of parole and conditional discharge were considered, 

and different ways of serving sentences (week end or evening 

imprisonment). Continuity could be achieved by a file system 

(Fox), but this would mean practical mechanical difficulties and 

additional clerical work (Scolnik). The judge could have the 

o~~ion of probation or conditional discharge (Fox). 



Aggregate offenses were discussed, the difference between 

a deliberate act and an unintentional act, a possible "habitual 

criminal 11 act, fines (percenta[e, authority for inst2.llment 

payments). It was suggested (Callender) th2.t fines are usually 

levied on the upper economic class, and prison terms on the lower. 

Also discussed were the sociopathic type, the criminal who will 

never repeat, the one who cannot be rehabilitated, plea bargaining 

(should be determined independently). 

A relationship between the kind of crime and the sentence 

should exist, but an attempt toward fl~xibility should be made, 

and provision for gradations in control, with a reasonable 

expectation that the sentence will be sufficiently severe to 

prevent repetition of the offense. 

It is important that the judge exercise proportion. Is it 

possible to have specially trained judges, or a board composed 

of trained psychologists, psyctiatrists, and include a judge? 

(Scolnik) Or is it possible that before sentencing, the judge 

consult with specialists on the kind of individual and crime? 

(Glassman) Limits should be set on what such a board may do. 

In preventive detention cases, can it exercise better judgment? 

The majority thought not. Care should oe taken not to duplicate 

the present system in providing for an advisory group (Fox). 

Flexibility is desirable, but ~e should not abandon present 

systems which ar~ right (Lund). Does a judge or the Corrections 

Department have more knowledge about the defendant, his type of 



crime, probability of recidivism? The effectiveness of any 

ne~ approach will be judged by its results (Glassman). 

The purpose of sentencing was discussed: is it to punish 

or to protect society? (Glassman) The pyramid effect was 

cited (Glassman) with an assertion that initial confinement is 

not a deterrent. There is, however, social benefit in the 

knowledge of imprisonment (Lund). In cases of property 

damage, for instance, aroused citizens want to know where the 

offender is and for how long. 

Where there is need for public assurance, the code could 

be strengthened to permit the judge to send the offender to a 

specific place (Fox). It was agreed that a judge would have 

more publicity than a Parole Board, and a decision by the court 

would be simpler and more effective (Glassman). Constant 

evaluation should take place after the court sentences to a 

program (Glassman). 

The State Prison could provide processing, serving as a 

diagnostic center (Glassman), but to avoid the stigma (Callender) 

of prison background, it would be necessary to chanee its image 

(Glassman), an achievement some think impossible (Scolnik). 



Budget flexibility would be desirable if the Department 

determines the sentence: may Prison funds be channelled to 

half-way houses, group homes , and the like? Concern for 

-o:roced ural due process and safeguards ·was expressed (Scolnik) , . 
and it, was believed that the safeguard would exist if the court 

had authority to place on probation, conditionally discharge, 

or ref"er to the Corrections Department. 

Funding and timing (at least a six-month period was 

recommended for public acceptance) wer.e ·explored, prudence 

being counselled (probability of legislative disinclination to 

favor a new 'program with a substantial price tag) . A discretionary 

lump sum would be ideal. It might be useful for Professor Fox 

to confer with the Appropriations Committee on the possibility 

of a flexible budget. 

Pro.:essor Fox will write to 'd 2rd Murphy and CorrL11issioner 

Kearns to invite communications from them {or appearance at a 

meeting) on the matter of senteLcing and departmental 

assignment to a correctional institution. 

No hard decisions were made, but there will be another 

rneeting of this sub-committee, a._d meam,rhile Pro.:essor Fox 

will write in prose fashion the substance of today's drift, 

distr~bute it, and it c2~ je the b~sis of further d~scussio~. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs.Hilda M.Jacob. 

aespectfully submitted 
c· ., r.1/ 
(c.:l._tf? tJdtttu 

Bdi th L. Har;j 
Secretary 



' 

;:i.J m..kLJ. 

Sub-cormnittee B, Substantive Definitions, met at the 
r CJ 'I 'J✓-

Holiday Inn in Augusta on Thursday, July 20, with the following 

attendance: Jack H. Simmons, ~ichard S. Cohen, Daniel G. Lilley, 

Errol K. Paine, Hon. Thomas A. Jelahanty, HoL. Sidney W. Werfiick. 

Professor Fox pointed out that ·the definitions established 

would apply to offenses, no matter where the offenses might 

appear in the statutes; and that the number of classifications 

is the business of other sub-committees. Individualized 

judgment is called for: if the offense requires only a fine, 

it can be dealt with individually, and need not invoke the 

entire criminal machine. There should be a penalty for every 

class of offense, including imprisonment or fine. 

A fine imputes criminalit,y if there is also a prison 

s er, tenc e (','fernick) . r::any th::._:,gs can call for a r:1oney 

payment, and may not be labelled criminal, such as traffic 

cases. The problem of arres~ if the offense is not criminal 

( S irrJ110ns) was considered, which led to the further 

. ' . . ' • ' . ·1 1 1 . £'' •• co:1sioera.-;:,:Lon: wnat is civ:.. p2na ty c ass::u. ica"G:..on, and 

what is criminal classification? 

public servants is non-criminal.) And is the existing 

r;1.2.cLin2r/ adequate to collect .f'inss a:-,d L'lrtei tu.res? 



Section 9, p 2-2, of the draft will be revised to take 

into account less than misdeme~nor, fine-only situ~tions. 

Misdemeanor is the lov1est classification, and whe::i it is a 

fine-only offense is not deemed criminal. 

Much attention was given to th~ subject of conspiracy. 

The point must be defined at vijich criminal liability occurs 

when there is no victim yet. Criminal intent is not 

necessarily criminal liability. How far back should we go 

to prevent infractious harm? to protect potential victims 

of violation? Perhaps there is no such thing as a conspiracy 

to commit.an infraction·(Fox favors). Substantive offenses 

can be drafted to provide specific protection. 

Under conspiracy (there is TIO objection to a co~spir~cy 

statute -- at pres~nt it is a greater crime to plan than to 

put into effect), should separa~e offenses be specified, the 

prosecution to elect which to charge; or should the statute 

provide for merger? Opinion was divided on the question of 

merger. Misdemeanor is already (Cohen) a merger in Maine; 

merger would mean potential double punishment for the same 

-,.-. •... ,, ( : . ., . ~ ) C.c 1.rh::: ., ..., 11mnon0 . Merger has no~ been a practical problem 

(Delahanty) and the prosecution has made the choice. Various 

possibilities were considered: what to do 'Hhen six conspire, 

provision make a difference? (Fox) Would sentences be 

served concurreDtly? 



The state should decide between two persons and two 

charges -- which merits the punishment (Paine); planning 

and committing the crime do not constitute two crimes, and 

the state should not be permitted to try on two charges. 

A motion that the state cannot charge a person with 

conspiracy and also attempt, or committing an overt act 

resulting in conspiracy, the choice being made at the time 

of indictment, failed. (Yes: Simmons. No: Cohen, Delahanty, 

Lilley, Paine, Wernick.) 

A motion to eliminate conspiracy as a crime failed. 

(Yes: Lilley, Sirmnons. No: Cohen, Delahanty, Lilley, 

Paine, Wernick.) 

The essence of conspiracy is agreement (adultery is 

agreement; bank robbery is not), and there are varying 

degrees of culpability. (Fox) 

Opinion was divided on wl1ether the ptinciple of merging 

misdemeanors should apply to conspiracy. There are, however, 

ways of protecting, notes on sentencing in the draft may 

provide solution, although in their present form, it was 

doubted that they would solve the problem.(Wernick) 

Discussion of varying mergers followed, with consideration 

of possible benefit or disadvantage to the defendant, and 

whether or not the prosecutor should decide. The paternal 

theory W3S investigated, and the possibility of discarding 

conspiracy, and defining the crime as !'attempt. tr. (Conspiracy 

equals aereement plus an attempt.) 



Discussion of accessory before, accessory to attempt, 

conspiracy and substantive offense followed. The question 

was raised: what is the conspiracy draft punishing for 

an agreement plus, or an attempt plus? It was agreed that 

attempt is one thing, attempt plus agreement another, both 

punishable. The present draft seems an intermediate stage, 

some feeling that it was too radical. A suggestion was made 

to add II overt act. n If there is no way to Vffi te an atte:npt 

statute without some judgment (unless keeping a mechanical 

choice) , perhaps an a:ttempt statute is. unnecessary. 

Section 1 was acce~ted as written, subject to 

reservations relating to attempt, which is to be re-written 

to reach a greater approximation at culmination. The step 

beyond agreement should be stronger (Wernick), but conspiracy 

as written is satisfactory. Paragraph 4 of conspiracy may 

be left for the present, but certain wording is not welcome: 

11 or could expect, 11 iris presumed. 11 The section on 

renunciation will be restructured to make renunciation closer 

to the act of crime. 

E~ch section received detailed analysis, with careful 

consideration from the points of view of prosecuting and 

defending attorneys, and judges. More elaboration of 

affirrn~tive definitions instead of negative would be helpful 

to a judge.(Delahanty) 



The 3 ection on solicitation was criticized, and it was 

decided tu re-create it as ·war~ progresses; only solicitation 

of crimin~l acts as they are identified will be included. 

It was agreed that the section will say nothing is a crime 

unless in the code, or specifically identified. 

An explanation of the accomplice section followed, the 

distinction being made between knowing and intending. There 

was some thought that it opened doors to abuse. (Wernick) 

A motion to delete section 4 failed of passage (Yes: 

Lilley, Simmons, Wernick. No: Cohen, Delahanty, Paine.) 

This will be taken up at the next meeting. 

The chair ruled, with unanimous agreement, that issues 

are always to be open for r0de~ermination. 

Adjourned at 7:25 PM. 

Minutes taken and 
transcrib2d by 
~•,rs. Hilda L. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

/ 
Edith L. Hary, S cretary 



COMJViISS ION TO 
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AUGUSTAi MAINE 
PHLPAF;i~ J.. ~-.:=v::::; IOl-i OF TEZ 

A special meeting of Sub--comrnittee A (Sentencing) was 
\ C\ ') 

held July 21 at the Holiday Inn, Augusta. Present were 

Mrs. Caroline Glassman, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Dr. Bernard 

Sa per, Louis Scolnik, and Ward E. Murphy, Director, Bureau of 

Corrections, Department of Mental Health and Corrections, who 

was unanimously invited to attend meetings of this sub-committee 

as an adviser, and to receive minutes and notices of the 

meetings. 

Immediate concern was given to the allocation of 

authority as between the courts and the Department of Mental 

Health and Corrections. Reviewing discussion of the previous 

meeting, it was stated that upon conviction, the court would 

liave tv.ro basic choices: probat:;.,on or a com."nunity program, or 

commitment to the custody of the department, which would 

impose the maximum limit of custody. The department, when 

receiving the offender, would have the choice of committing to 

an institution specified by the department, or not; could 

transfer from one institution to another; but could maintain 

custody no longer than the maximum sentence. Procedural 

safecuards would be spelled out, including release to parole 

status. 



Discussion followed on the department's present 

alternatives, under which no program is possible unless 

the-offender has minimum sentencing. A lack of funding 

limits work with personality problems and other social 

services. 

Most liked the judge's responsibility of imposing the 

sentence, believing that the State of Maine was not ready 

to relinquish the function of sentencing to the department, 

that it held the judge responsible to society to impose a 

sentence as punishment. 

Society demands punishment, but psychologists and 

psychiatrists are more concerned with treatment of the 

individual, and the department is given respons iliility for 

treatment of offenders. The choice of an institution is 

presently limited by the statu~e pertaining to age, and by 

the kind of correctional institutions available. Community-

based institutions and a diagnostic center are newer ideas, 

which could be made possible, with the development of 

other new programs, if a budget of greater flexibility could 

win apprcval. 

Miss Murphy referred to a study of correctional 

institutions in Maine which recon@ends the use of Thomaston 

as muximum security, elimins. ting the 1'-Ien' s Carree tional 

Center for youthful offenders, establis~ing cer.ters for 

community services. Sne wa.s :::---eqt.·.estcd to supply copies 

for the sub-committee. 



I'-:inimum, maxj_murn, and indeterminate sentences vrere explored 

t~11oroughly. Capsule case histories were presented which seemed 

to indicate that long-term sentences do not necessarily achieve 

corrective results. Indeterminate sentences are unsatisfactory, 

but some limit to sentences should be written. Society will 

blci.me the judge if the sentence is regarded as inadequate, which 

led to the question of .comrnuni ty pressure on a judge. 

If the attitude of the public to hold a judge responsible 

can be reversed, he can share with the department the sentencing. 

It might be possible for the department t◊ return to the judge 

for anothsr hearing, after treatment of th~ offender, if the 

department felt that the sentence could be reduced. It was 

suggested that the department may be better qualified than the 

court to decide when rehabilitation has occurred, the judge 

presently having no further responsi~ility to the offender after 

sentencing. Professor Fox read the section of the Massachusetts 

law pertaining to this matter, which authorizes the judge to 

reduce the sentence on evidence of improvement. 

Questions about fundacental p~ilosophy were raised: are we 

sentencing for punishment or rehabilitation or as a deterrent? 

'::.'he public would vote f'or punishm':::r1t, but punishnent, r::.:,s not 

served as a deterrent. The sense of public security must 

~evertheless be satisfied, and the decision of punishment must 

board is not as visible as a judge. 



A motion that the initial sentencing responsibility be 

left in the honds of the court passed unanimously. 

Tentative decisions can te made at this point, and 

sentencing can be reviewed late.;.~, after the sub-com .. 11i ttee 

on definitions does further work. 

Should sentences to the department include authorization 

for the department to determine the exact location for the 

offender? A motion that sentencing shall be to the 

department rather than a specific location (the exact wording 

to be developed by Professor Fox) was unanimously favored. 

It was agreed that the court should have the alternative of 

ordering probation. 

If there is a minimum sentence, povier should be given to 

the department to suggest change, notifying the court, which 

can then approve or set up a hec.ring, which would be a 

safeguard, sharing responsibility for a release. It was 

confirmed that there are presently offenders who could be 

released from an institution in the judgment of the department, 

but who must remain to finish a minimum sentence. 

A motion the.:. t we have no i.:.;;. thori ty for minimum sentences, 

except under restricted circumstances to be defined later, was 

defeated. (Yes: Saper. No: ~l~ssman, ~colnik.) 

A mo~ion that we have no ~inimum sentences passed 

unanimously. 



It was agreed that we would not be radical if we adopt 

a maximum sentence rather than a minimwn, the maximum to be 

imposed for the most serious crimes (which will be specified). 

An option to return to the court for reconsideration in such 

cases would be desirable, or perhaps a required review. 

Procedural due process must be writien in, and it was 

observed that the trend is to require periodic review by a 

parole board. 

The August 31 meeting was changed to September 7, at 

2: 00 P M, at the Holiday Inn in .Augusta. 

Adjourned 4:30 PM. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Krs. Hilda E. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

I 
Edith L. Hary, Secretary 



CRIMINAL LAWS 

su·:;-committee C, General Principles, met at 3:00 PM, 

I l " l'd I A t At4:,aust 10, at tne ho 1 ay nn, ugus a. Present were: 

Le~is V. Vafiades, Peter Avery Anderson, Edith L. Hary, 

Col. Pa~ker F. Hennessey, Jon A. Lund, Gerald F. Petruccelli, 

Robert~- Wagner, and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

Professor Fox opened the meeting with a brief description 

of uncontroversial but necessary items, and explained that much 

of ~he draft under consideration is designed to eliminate ex 

post facto problems which might arise in changing from present 

to new standards. 

The final sentence in paragraph 2 of section 1 having 

cre~t~d some perplexity, it was agreed that it would be clarified. 

The problem of-sentencing an offender before the new law 

is understood received attention. Prosecutors might avoid 

such c~ses; it might be impossible to prosecute; there could 

be a nol pros charge. A safeguard could be written in, 

providine that offenses repealed by this act would be repealed 

as of a given date unless re-defined in the statutes. Caution 

was ur~ed about listing crimes omitted by the new code, so that 

the lerislature would not feel antagonism. 



The jury will not convict if the new law says the offense 

is no crime, and it was suggested that a solution might be 

generic power granted to the court to dismiss. The group was 

entreated not to give up certainty for uncertainty, and the 

feeling was that the timing of effective date of the new law 

was most important. 

Progress and timing of the bill was considered, including 

the orientation operation of getting information and the bill 

itself before the public as well as the l~gislature. January 1 

of the year immediately following passage was generally accepted 

as desirable. It was therefore unanimously voted that this act 

shall become effective January 1, 1976, subject to change if it 

seems necessary. Professor Fox will add a clarification sentence 

and the January date. 

DisGussion of various criminal offenses not spelled out in 

the statutes followed. Examples were cited from the Private 

and Special Laws, and provisions in city ordinances. Various 

wordings were suggested to cover the situation, and it was 

ultimately voted unanimously to accept section 2 as it stands, 

with the addition of a sentence to cover offenses specified in 

ordinances. 

_..,A, ....... .t--' ... ---------a 



Professor Fox referred to section 3, and said that ad hoc 

nuisances should not be in a criminal code, and suggested that 

monetary penalties assessed for civil offenses could be enforced 

in civil actions. Observations were that this would jam the 

over-crowded courts, that a civil court to collect fines would 

not be workable, that it does not pay to collect very small 

fines. The Bath and Portland systems of collecting fines were 

explained. Some of these things should not be included in the 

criminal code, but some option should be left to the State. 

Alternate methods of dealing with traffic offenses were 

discussed, with care urged not to infringe on existing motor 

vehicle regulations. 

A jail penalty for contumacious failure to pay a fine was 

agreed useless, because it would not be used, and 11 we should 

mean jail sentence when we say jail sentence." If only a fine 

is involved, a big corporation can take care of a monetary 

penalty. The question was raised: "Are we deciding that 

conduct which involves a financial penalty, but no jail 

sentence, is not criminal? 11 Professor Fox said that 

elimination of petty fine acts would solve this problem. 

Many small specific offenses can be covered by a blanket 

description. Language about the responsibility for enforcing 

and prosecuting should be clarified. 



It was decided to defer action on the first section of 

section 3 until a list of crimes can be studied. Not all 

municipal ordinance offenses are crimes, and we should perhaps 

pick up items from ordinances and make them crimes. Who will 

be the prosecutor, for instance? Should municipalities provide 

counsel? The Attorney General need not himself prosecute: 

wording "enforceable by the appropriate public official" was 

suggested. After discussion, paragraph 1 of section 3 was 

accepted with the changes, and certain minor amendments to be 

made. 

Paragraph 2 of section 3 introduced a question as to how 

many categories of crime would be listed. It was generally 

agreed that 11 the fewer, the better. 11 We will tentatively 

get along with four categories, and watch the Definitions 

sub-committee 1 s action. Each crime will be allotted to one 

of these categories. This will avoid having two sentencing 

systems, and a way of getting offenses outside Title 17 into 

the code, and will provide a frame into which future statutes 

can be fitted. Crimes will therefore be classified 

A, B, C or D, here or elsewhere. 

The difference between a felony and a misdemeanor was 

discussed, and it was pointed out that such differences can 

be abolished simply by not using the words, and using the class 

letters. We should have a list of consequences: when can 

deadly force be used, for instance, and when can an arrest 

be made? We should have a list of crimes and penalties, and 

postpone a decision on the use of th2 words 11 felonyu and 

11 misdemeanot1 until we have studied the list. 



Impeachment of witnesses received serious attention. The 

use of prior convictions should probably no longer be allowed, 

because there is too much latitude to show a prior conviction 

just to blacken character, and it may be unrelated to thea-ime. 

(There is a tendency to impose restrictions on this.) It was 

proposed that no prior conviction be used against a defendant 

witness. There is a lot to be said for the protection of a 

citizen brought in as a witness, but a witness should be 

treated the same as the defendant. A general discussion 

followed of the advisabi~ity of disclosing intention to use 

prior conviction. Perhaps such disclosure should be only in 

response to inquiry, or disclosed only to court in the absence 

of the jury. 

or the jury? 

Should the judge decide whether or not to include, 

Or should the information be available, but the 

judge decide whether or not it would be admissible? 

This led to a discussion of defenses: intoxication, insanity. 

Where and when should intention of these defenses be made? 

No decision being recorded, several actual and hypothetical 

cases were described, providing intellectual entertainment, and 

the meeting adjourned at 7:30 PM. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edi th L. Hary, Jecretary 



H~ lf~'JJ UB~i[,li 
AUGUSTA,_ MAINE 

COMMISSION TO PH.SPARE A 1-UVI;)ION OF THE cRn✓~INAL LA:•iS 

Sub-committee B (Definitions) met at J:00 PM, 
I "/ 

September 21, at the Holiday Inn, Augusta. Present were: 

Jack H. Simmons, Richard S. Cohen, Hon. Thomas A. Delahanty, 

Daniel G. Lilley, Jon A. Lund, and Hon. Sidney W. Wernick. 

Initial attention was directed to ,re-drafts. Chapter 21, 

section 1, incorporates certain technical changes discussed at 

the previous meeting: the definition of "attempt" has been 

revised to incorporate present Maine law; "other than class A 

felony" has been changed. On the definition of 11 facilitation11 

no change of mind was recorded. 

The definition of "accomplice" brought philosophical 

discussion, some believing that it is too vague, leaving a 

large measure of discretion to jury and prosecutor. Possible 

abuses and results were considered, it being agreed that the 

addition to law enforcement effort might not be balanced by 

commensurate benefit. It was finally decided that the question 

could properly be brought before the whole Commission. 

Professor Fox was requested to make a list of questions on 

which the sub-committee was not in substantial agreement, with 

the intent of bringing these questions before the whole Commission. 

Chapter 22, Offenses Against the Person, was then 

introduced. Professor Fox stated that a number of policy 

decisions were involved. Should there be one kind of murder 

or more? The sentencing for murder should be a separate 

category from other crimes, and we should provide some motivation 

for 11 not pulling the trigger on the gun. 11 The draft suggests a 



less mechanical approach to the felony murder problem, a more 

flexible standard. It is important that emphasis is placed 

upon 11 disregard for human life. 11 Otherwise, there is not 

much change. 

Analysis of this subject disclosed some unease with the 

wording, with the omission of 11 premeditation, 11 with only one 

class of murder, with the words 11 manifesting extreme indifference 

to the value of human life, 11 with the need for a dis tine tion 

between 11 intentionally11 and "knowingly." Inquiry about 

Massachusetts brought the information that with no death penalty, 

that state has only one class of murder. 

A discussion of mitigating circumstances explored reckless 

driving, with and without reason, and it was suggested that 

reckless homicide should be classified as a felony manslaughter, 

rather than a murder. 

A fundamental problem seemed to be: Should sentencing 

decisions be put into degree categories or put in the power 

of the judge to decide? 

Suggestions were made to leave A as it is, delete B, 

develop a draft on felony murder; to use "whoever causes the 

death of another, intending the death.tt 

The wisdom of retaining the present Maine statute wording 

was considered, with some modification, such as making a sharp 

dis-..:,inction between felony murder and manslaughter, inclusion 

of the word 11 provocation11 ( the diminished responsibility theory), 

and providing for mitigating circumstances. 



The opinion was offered that most of our crimes have 

been crimes of passion, of sudden anger; and they are regarded 

as worse when they are part of another crime such as robbery or 

contract murder. A felony should not be murder, but we should 

treat it just like murder. What is now felony murder could be 

called something else. The new draft as written gives the 

judge unlimited discretion. 

We should be cautious not to mislead by the use of words, 

because of consequences in civil fields or elsewhere; other 

provisions in the Maine statutes could affect the situation as 

we change the wording. • We can leave murder as Hintentionally 

or knowingly causing death'~ with the reckless portion being 

termed manslaughter, and have a separate section. on felonious 

homicide. We can specify that 11 if you do these things, you 

get these penal ties!1 

Felony murder should be re-labelled. 

There was a consensus that the getaway man, or one who 

doesn't pull the trigger, should be called by a different label 

from the trigger-puller. Maybe reckless homicide is manslaughter, 

or aggravated felony. The liability of the non-trigger-puller 

should be subject to a stiffer penalty if he knew he was a party 

to a felony which might result in homicide, but he should have 

the defense that he didn't know. His is the burden of persuasion. 



There was no unanimity on the acceptability of the 

wording of the Federal code. It seems weak in defense, 

and withdrawal is not covered, which we should encourage. 

A tie vote on accepting the Federal code, including two 

bracketed descriptions of defense provisions, motivated 

the sub-committee to decide that a new section should be 

drafted to replace the felonious murder section, specifying 

that anyone committing a felony to endanger human existence 

should be subject to the Federal provision. The new draft 

will be taken up when it is ready. Meanwhile , A is 

accepted as it is, and a new section on offenses against the 

person will be added to replace B. 

Crimes of violence against the person are horrendous, 

but death is even more so, and the penalty should be specific 

and severe. Crimes for which incarceration is obligatory 

should be specified, this sub-committee agreeing that there 

must be a period of confinement 11 behind bars, 11 and that the 

court must specify maximum security in the case of most 

serious crimes. 

The following statement was put to a vote: A person found 

guilty of murder as now defined, with no palliating 

circumstances, should be subject to some specified confinement, 

with a basic minimum, and no discretion by the judge. The 

majority vote was affirmative, and Professor Fox was directed 

to convey the expression of this feeling to Sub-committee A 

(Sentencing). 



Section 2. The manslaughter section will now be the 

only place where reckless homicide is to be found. The 

common law manslaughter wording is abolished. 

Family offenses, neglected children, etc., will be in 

a separate section. 

Regarding motor vehicle homicide: present section 1315 

must be repealed if we accept sub-section 2, but there is no 

conflict with section 1316, which section 3, chapter 22, covers. 

The question was raised: does not 11 under exceptional 

emotibnal disturbance 11 apply to Part A as well as Part B? 

We have defined manslaughter by virtue of the feature of 

recklessness, and murder by the concept of knowing. 

Perplexity centered on the possible indictment on two counts, 

whether or not it would weaken the prosecution, require a judge 

to inform the jury of its option. Professor Fox read the 

Massachusetts section pertaining to this feature, and agreed 

to do some research on the subject. The matter might 

require a judicial decision. 

It was observed that we may be creating more crimes, 

rather than eliminating; but opinion was expressed that 

as we continue the work, we will abolish some. 

Section 4, Suicide. This new statute places a value 

on human life, but does not weaken the possibility of 

murder charge in the case of euthanasia. 



Negligent homicide would include hunting statutes, 

which could be repealed; or they could be added to 

manslaughter. It was emphasized, however, that hunting 

laws occupy a hallowed place in legislative minds, that 

penalties are less punitive. 

It was agreed that this sub-committee would adopt the 

drafts before it this afternoon, subject to changes already 

mentioned. 

The next meeting of Sub-committee B was set for 

November 17, at 3:00 PM, at the Holiday Inn, Augusta. 

A meeting of the whole commission will be called for 

Friday, December 1, at 1:30 PM, at the Holiday Inn, 

Augusta. 

Adjourned 7:15 PM. 

l',:inu tes taken 
and transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edi th L. Hary ecretary 



AUGUSTA,. MAINE 
C,~;.J-.:1:.,;..,; 10:; TO F:·J::PAftE A l-L'JISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAitiS 

Sub-committee C (General Principles) met on October 12, 

1972, at ):00 PM, at the Holiday Inn in Augusta. Present 

were: L~~~s V. Vafiades, Peter Avery Anderson, Edith L. Hary, 

.... 1 p • Co... a.rr:er F. Hennessey, Jon A. Lund, Gerald F. Petruccelli, 

Robert E. Wagner, Jr., and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

In the course of putting together chapter 11 and working 

on joinder and lesser included offenses, certain issues are 

presented. Do we want to consider revision of the law now 

governing rules of procedure, or are present methods 

sa tisf i...lc tory? Statutes could solve more problems than rules, 

but it may not be our province to get into a revision of the 

rules, so if the rules are working well, we may want to let 

them stand. 

We could communicate by narrative statement to the 

co:nrni. t tee on rules, to make our feelings known, but. nei t.her 

we nor the Legislature should make procedural rules. 

should be a judicial matter. 

This 

Professor Fox is to confer with an individual from M.I.T. 

and a l~w student, and also the Maine LEPA on the possibility 

of a systems analysis on actual sentences, frequency and 

kinds of crimes, rate of increase, prediction of future trends. 

He may be able to have an outline of such a study for the 

Deceibe~ 1 meeting. 



Chapter 11, section 4, was an unfinished business from 

the August 10 meeting. <Jurisdiction must be proved beyond 

reasonable doubt, to establish that the State h&s an interest 

in prosecuting when the law has been violated, although the 

question of whether the court has the power to act is less 

important than bringing an offender to trial. An illustration 

was offered: wardens have a problem in hunting and fishing 

cases -- they don't know what county they are in, but the 

offender can be tried. 

The rule was cited about alibi and notice to prosecutor, 

and it was agreed that the use of alibi is part of our problem 

with the rules. 

We must watch section 5 for impact on other laws (fish 

and game, for instance). Exceptions being provided for, 

section 5 was approved as it is. 

Chapter 11, section 1, was accepted as revised. Section 2 

w~s accepted, after discussion of jail sentence for failure to 

pay .C" • a J_ ine. Municipal ordinances provide for jail sentence 

for such failure. The problem of an indigent (withholding 

sentence or rnakinr it a continued case?) is prob~bly a 

matter for the sentencing ccmmi~tee. 

In section J the language h2.s been opened up in the revisioP. 

to include anyone who can show proper authority. This section 

was accepted, provided the wording be made more felicitous. 



Chapter 11, section 6, is based largely on Federal, but 

includes some Maine, rule. In Federal offenses, it was pointed 

out, larceny is nothing under $500; and in Maine, the most frequent 

crime is larceny, but it is under ~500. Why should we take the 

most predominant crime in Maine and not want to impeach the 

witness? The answer seemed to be that "frequency is not related 

to veracity." 

Some of those present, having in mind publ~c revulsion to 

perpetrators of larceny, felt that any thief was an unreliable 

witness, and that prior conviction should be used. Polygraph 

experience was mentioned, tending to confirm that everyone had 

stolen something, if only as a childish prank. The general 

judgment was to the effect that presiding justices in Maine 

have used discretion in determining the difference between a 

minor and major thief, an accidental and a hard-core thief, and 

that we would be remiss to make it a statutory matter, rather 

than a judicial. 

It was unanimously agreed to eliminate the nolo contendere 

exception, it being rarely used save in traffic cases. 

A su~gestion was made to eliminate A of sub-section 1. 

We could direct the judge's attention to the period of time 

elapsed from the prior conviction, without naming a rigid time 

limit. Certain corrections of wordings will be made in C. 

Sub-section 5 received much a~tention. Should the 

provision be reciprocal? Would this create a pre=trial 

bottleneck? Modern retrieval systems can provide instant 

information. Invasion of privacy equals greater background 

data. This sub-section was finally accepted, with the 



understanding that the wording is to be refined to specify 

application to criminal cases only. 

A careful reading of chapter 11, section 7, is necessary, 

the subject matter being somewhat difficult to express. 

Section 8 received an explanation, illustrated by hypothetical 

cases. Manslaughter was excluded because it is a less serious 

ciime than-murder, and we want to highlight the seriousness of 

murder. To consider civil violations would be a "real Pandora's 

box, 11 and recognition of the tendency of legislators to increase 

the period of limitation would seem to satisfy one committee 

member's belief that the statute of limitations should be as 

long for civil as for ctiminal cases. 

Chapter 12, section 1, does not change the law, but states 

a fundamental part of law. A clause will be added to sub-section 

2, defining better 11 legal duty. 11 

Sub-section 3 was accepted as it is. 

Meeting adjourned at 6:00 P N. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 



, AUGU NE 
The October 26 neet:i.ng of sub-co:1:mittee A \ Sentenc:L."'lg) was set 

Present 1-;rere: 

Hrs~ C2roline Glassman, Dr. Willard Callender, Jr., Jon A. LLU1d, 

Hon. Harold J. Rubin) Garrell 5. l-lullaney, Hiss Ward E. Nurphy,, 

and Louis S_coh1ik. 

?rofessor Fox introduced the revised s,ections, poi,---it:L.'lg out the 

separation of murder from other offenses, the requirement of 

commitment to the Department of Hental Health and Corrections set at. 

either life or not to exceed forty years, and the optional feature of 

B ::>.na' G by us-l..-.g -'-'ne "",-~ord 11m,.--:.y,. n -· J ..i...u. l., " • ·"'-

Chapter 34, section 1, discussion centered on whet.her the judge 

or the Department should specify the correctional institution~ ai1d 

the advisability of including this directive in the statute. There 

are presently no degrees of murder, a..TJ.d the sub-cmTu-nittee on Definitions 

is d.-eali.11g with that question. 

'l'he transfer law3 are i.TJ.adequate (a person cax1 be tra...'1sferred fron 

a penal to a mental institution only if psychotic), but this is not the 

place to attempt chc.1.---ige. The p~blic :L.'1.sists on a sentence served Ill 

a penal institution, but there should be means of a later trai'1.sfer ii' 

warranti..11g conditions develop. 

The ten-yeer sentence was argued, doubt being expressed of the 

wisdom of erodL'1.g the life sentence, as possibly"treating murder too 

lightl;r. The Legis1B.tur2, it was said, will 11tinke};-.,!~ 1rrith this 

theory, but there is allowance for that in the const:ruction of the 



section. host judges 1·lill set a minimwn sentence. Public safety 

must be a consideration, but expe.1.1 ience shows that 50~b of li.f ers make 

an excellent adjustment to a penal institution. They- are not the 

same people after a prison term as when they enter. 11Si tuational 11 

and exceptionally vicious murderers were considered in the light of 

the suggested sentencing procedure. -~ plea .was made to trust the 

sentencing judge enough to provide the statutory authority to impose 

a maximum. He may not observe the prison adjustment, but he knows the 

offender's motivation and potential for harm at the time of sentencing. 

A motion to strike the word 11 ten 11 from section 2B an.d substitute 

therefor 11fifteen, 11 leaving the rest as it stands, passed unani.'11ously. 

Speculation on what judges would have done., with more latitude 

perrritted., is futile., but we must balance the public need for security 

wlth the advisability a..nd possibility of rehabilitation . While striving 

.for advance in penal change, we must bear in mind the judge 1 s 

responsibtli ty to the public. This sec~ion must deal with the 1-rorst 

kL"'ld of offender ~can include felonious honiicide) . 

.Sent,2nce reviewing and a separate sentencing body were considered. 

'l'he a0v2.ntage of having the trial judge 1.1alrn the determination is that 

he has actual contact ,;,iith all the facts of the case. He now has no 

discretion, because the law lacks flexibility. 

It was 1u1animously decided to make ma..n.datory upon conviction, 

a comni t::1ent to the De;.,?.rt:rr.ent for X r..1.L'iJ.ber of days for a complete 

i..'1.vestigation prior to sentencing, the Department to report to the 

court t<)_sethe:!:' uith a reconnnendation i'or sentencing by the court. 



Ch_apter 34, section 2, sub-sectbn 1, contains aut:1orit,y for 

a minimum term, but not necessarily in an :institution. Parole is 

possible at any time, or a corr-en.unity-type sentence, but supervision 

is provided. The ma,'d.1nu.In term simply· def:ines the time beyond 1-ihich 

the Department may have no more contr·ol. 

Host states do not have a habitual offender statute, us:ing for 

repeaters the upper reaches of the rna.."'Cirnwn term. Responses to the 

situation are numerous, and would be within the area of sub-com..rnittee 

B \Def:initions). 

Temporary holding in county jails .-ras not favored. Although 

less stigma is attached to them, it is better to send the offender to 

Thomaston, where programs a..Yld treatnent are available. 

progr2,J11s could be set up in Thomaston or Windham. 

Short-term 

After a brief discussion of the gap between specifications of 

maxinum years in sections 2A and 2B, a11d the observation that recent 

tendency h2.s been to shorten sentences, section 2 of chapter 34 wa.s 

unmimously approved as is. 

Chapter 34, sections 4, Sand 6 have not been revised. 

Section 5, sub-section 2, initiated some discussion about the 

pre-trial and classification report, and especially about the oeriod 

of detention, which led to condemnation of most lockups. Some are 

depressing, indecent, and have been ix1stru.mental in suicides. The 

Department has control over county j.:rils, but not l)ckups, although 

its counsel has been sought i..'"1 U?gracling attempts. It -uas clecided 



to add a small sub-section to section 5, specifying that lockups 

shall be subject to inspection and 2.uthority of the Department. 

Credit should be given for ti.rne soent in the lockup, even t'1.ough 

it be brief, usually twenty-four hours, and no more than seven.ty-twn. 

A problem exists in that lockups are not required to keep records. 

What provision are we ma.1dng for protection agai__nst self-

incrimination.relative to previous offenses? If the offender has 

some kind of protection, he might give more information. 

Some courts take into consideration previous offenses. 

The def enda."'1.t I s attorney could be asked if the man would like to 

participate in the sentencing proceedi.TJ.gs. If he ~-muld, the judge 

c:mld then ask any questions. \ The pertinent Ne1-r Hampshire law was 

read.) An 11 immu.nity bath 11 could proliferate post-conviction 

remedies, but it could encourage making a clean breast of it, thereby 

starting the rehabilitative process. 

The cow--ity attorney sh,:)l1ld be a:,le to ask through the defendant I s 

counsel, if other charges are pending: would he like to be tried on 

them now'? This would perr.1i t a man to enter a plea to indict~;1ent in 

another county, eliminating from his record other felonies. The 

judge being under limit of the statute would tend to regard all as 

one crime, and ,;-;rould have tne option to take into consideration or 

not. .A. plea would not be necessar;::, the judge getting enhanced 

sentencing authority, the defendant getting ii"""iU1unity. This c;.m be 

put into the context of section 3 struct:..:re. Clerks ca~ be required 

to c0mmunicate tha.t the cases in the other counties have been disposed 

of by the one conviction. If cha.r-ges in other counties are removed 



to the county 1-rbere the trial is being held, prosecutor and defendant 

rnust agree to the transfer. This will require a waiver of venue. 

It was decided to consider the Ne1-1 harnpshire provision, and 

Professor F'ox will draw up a draft for Decernber 1, a.'"ld we will inform 

the Conuaission that this sub-comi--nittee is considering it. 

Chapter 34, section b, is essentially the sarne as before. 

Sub-section 3 now includes the county j ,,il, and chapter 37 includes 

provision for halfway houses or new progra..,1s the Department may 

inaugurate. Chapter 37, section 7, has dropped the word 11pa.role, 11 

but makes mandatory a period of commu.D.ity supervision before release. 

This is not a reward for good behavior, but a testing period to prove 

to the cormnunity that the person ca...11. readjust to society. 

A discussion of semantics followed, some believ:ing that "good 

tir:i.e II should not be abolished, others tli::i.t mandatory supervision more 

se:1sibly replaces 11 good time" and conditiomu release. .Recosnizing 

th2.t there has to be a release sometime, the control period is deemed 

a workable r:i.ecu1s of assuring the public some protection. Our obligation 

to protect the co~rrnunity is better discharged by providing for a 

supervision period, than by keeping a pel'son incarcerated for the 

:maximum tirae and then letting him out. with no supervision. 

J.t w-;-13 er,iphasized that the offender can be returned to an 

institution to serve the rest of his maxtr:1.um sentence, if he abuses 

the supervision p·.Jriod. lnability of the f.arole 5oard to exercise 

t;1can:i.ngful supervision because of inadeq_uacy of staff would force 

t:ie sys tern to supervise the worst kind of persons,. allocating resources 

to those ,•;ho are the :1lJX:i.rnum threat to the public. 



The possible increase of length of sentence specified for class B 

crimes was mentioned; 2-'1.d the usefulness of a tabulation of C.L :i.mes, 

sentences, period of release and su?ervision, to discuss before the 

whole Commission. 

Onapter 35, section 1, differs from the present code. It is 

all-inl;lusive regarding fines, the a"":loLmts a.re higher than usu2.l, 

and provides for exceeding the maximmn fine in the case of 

organizations. 

Objections were raised that opportunity exists for buying one's 

way out of a.Tl offense, that this section favors the rich 2...,.'1.d 

discriminates against the person without financial resources. 

Section ·4, sub-section 2, was exar7ll.Iled. A person who should be 

made an example could recei:.-c:: a fine and a sentence. The question of 

eliminating fines in the case of class A felonies was raised, or making 

a fine 2ppl:Lcab.Le only in case of a suspended sentence, but it ,-ras 

insisted that we should not eliminate fines entirely, bE~, should allo-,-1 

the court cliscret-:Lon. The idea that ·,·re would be putting a price t2.g 

on crime followed, a.11d elimin2.tion of fines was still in mind. Instead, 

we could put on probation or g.i.ve an u..nconcc.tional disch:;.rge, except for 

corporate e:rcities, thus elimin3..ting discrim.L.ation bet-:-re9n rich and 

poor. 

For c.Lass A or B crimes, the judge could decide whetner or not 

to inr;iose a jail sentence, lL'1il1.fluenc2-5. b,/ the linanciaJ. status of the 

defend2.11t, but, fiL.es for lesser crimes woc:.ld be acce0t?,ble, it ueing 

agreed that .. Lioiposing & fi.i.,e is a .form of pu .. uish..rnent. 



Concerii was expressed fC1r the lack of rehabilitative value 

uf a fine sentence. It 1•1as pointed out tr1at opportunity to comr,1j_t, 

crime varivs inversely Hith the socio-economi::: -backgrom1d.s, ai1.d fines 

wou..Ld. a:,?lY t,o those who can least afford it. It is more pluri.shment 

to a rich man to go to jail, and to a poor man to pay a fine. 

Those in favor of retaining fines spoke of the poten.tial in 

terms of flexibility for the court, as useful in cases where profits 

have been realized. Restitution was discussed, out-of-pocket 

expenses, compensation for medical bills, as part of the release 

operation. Such compensation tprovable expenses only) would be a 

good selling point for the Legislature a..Dd could be added to the list 

of financial. conditions for probation in any. ju~ament aga:inst an 

offender in a civil court. 

It was thereupon decided to include the concept of restitution 

on the p.s.rt of the defend:mt to include out-of-pocket expec:ises of 

the victim as condition of probation, or as part of the con,:ri. tr:wnt. 

:Jiere victi,n.s are not lmown, restitution can be made to the coun.ty 

treasury. 

The situation of violation of probation was carefully considered, 

and procedure to deal with it. Suggestions offered included: all 

options are open, the court could now ii-.rpose the sentence it had 

authority to impose originally. The arresting officer should not 

be the :=•robation officer for psychologic3.l reasons. It could be 

the sheriff, the ;olice, having received a complaint from the 

probation o.:'.:'ficer. 



A problem is presented when violaters are arrested and tried on 

2. new crime. If they are acquitted, should they be returned to parole 

status? Should probation remain intact until after final determination 

of the new offense? ,ihat about preventive detention, pending the trial? 

1,.He could be transferred to a county where tri.:>J. can be held promptly, 

provided he waives venue. His option would ~e to remain in jail.) 

Grounds for revocation of parole would be if the violater is charged 

with a new offense and found guilty in Superior Court. Cases of violation 

of p.i:·obation should be accelerated on the docket. There is presumption 

of guilt in the finding of the lower court, but·the District Court is 

not the final court, and the Superior Court shouid not be influenced by 

what happened in the District Court. 

The hour of meeting of the whole Commission, set for December 1, 

will be advanced from 1 :30 PM to 10:00 AH. 

ii.djourned 10:40 P H. 

i-1.i....rmtes taken 
o.nd transcribed by 
hrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

Respectfully subnitted 

d 
Sjith L. Har~-, Secretarf 



ST IE ,'li:ff Y 
Sub-Coxrd.ttee .8 (Je.fiilt~J.A§J/2\c1eJvlAJ~1:Lday Inn, ;1.ugusta, 

November 17, 1'.:172, at J:OC P 

Hon. Thomas ~;_. .Jelahan cy and Jon ~.. Lund. 

were J a.ck H. Si1r,1ons, 

Justice ·,iernick sent a 

~essage that he accepts the draft. for this meeting. 

P:ofessor Fox expla.L.'1.eci revisions which had been made in 

conformity ·with decisions of the previous meei:,ing. Pleadi,.'1.g has 

been facilitated (drawn from the Ma.ssacnu.setts code) a11.d 11rnade more 

honest. 11 jQthough one interpretation 1-ras that this was 11bargaining 

1-Jith the judge,t1 a suggestion was made that this concept could well 

be h1cluded in more thm1 the murder section. Plea bargaining as 

written did not find complete favor. It was agreed that the court 

goes along with the county attorney's recommendation. 

The irnportance of judicial familia......-.i_ty with all procedures in 

a case w2..s stressed, including pre-sentence investigation. It was 

rec,,snizad ti1at sub-secti::m 3 ;:iresented some risk (if the defenda.11.t 

cor1.fe::;ses ;,i::; i'.:ilt, and the juclge does not accept, the case 1dll go 

to tried any-:ay), and allo~Is too little fa.i.th in judges a,,.d the 

ap:')ellate s;yster:i. Plea bargaining is to remain as it nm-1 is, 

leavi.nc; the ulti."1'.l.te decision to the court. The only change is 

ti:.·, t. 1•:hc:: a plea is bi·ought to the judge I s attention, the defendant 

is told ti1e consec_uences of his plea . 

.:.x.i:-rples of diffe1"ent courts a.'1d v.aJ:1.,ri_-r1.g sentences were recalled. 

1.";-:.:le:· ,--:ce -::::t, pi.0 •)ced11.re the def endaI1t is informed of the cou..'lty 

and t.he option of the judge to over-rule 

j'.):,1e p:coole :s have arisen 1;hen the attorneys have 



discussed sentc-3nces, includi.t---ig the past of ·~he defendant; but when 

the pre-sentence investigation shows offenses., if there has been no 

conviction, the judge is o.5ked to discount. Speculation as to 

11hether all felonies should have pre-sentence investigation resulted 

in a decision to leave the section in for now, and because of minimal 

support, the question should go before the whole Commission. 

Chapter 22, section 2, talces up the felony murder problem. 

Should it be treated separately from murder? Nothing in section 2 

precludes finding the person who holds the gun guilty of murder, or 

of manslaughter if his action is found to be reckless; and accomplice 

provisions are included. The penalty for the underlying crime and 

for an accomplice is different. 

Professor Fox called attention to the model penal code's 

s_::iecifications of circumstances to justify the death penalty. The 

id.e2. of distinction among murders, and :-ion-eligibility for parole, was 

accepted, a.rid a more severe penalty for the t;ypes of murder in the 

code 1s list was endorsed. 

The question of putting a narne to this type was considered: 

shbuld it be 11wilful, 11 0 af;gravated," 11 ;:;r:1:rder I., 11 defined as a 

setx3.r2.i:;e cr:i.':le, a new o.f.'fense? Those present. favored hav-lng 

F'rofesso:c Fox 11play 1-ri th labels. 11 

Section 3, l1Ia:nslaughter: the Stat,e is required to prove beyond 

reasonc1hle doubt, i-n.th no presuJnptions; but does not have the burden 

until the judge decides tha.t a genuine jury issue exists. The burden 

TbL.; ho·.•rever, is to be 

left -3.:','oiguous until Holli~ a.11.cl -Jilour are settled. ·t:e can codify 

:loll ins, su'oject to chc1.nge, b1;t a.re not to codify 11presrnnption of 

nialice. ~• 



The phrase 0 emot.ional disturbance" was cl.iscussed, it being 

e.x)la:i.ned that provocation was embraced in the rrording, a..11.d that 

diminished responsibility was thereby i.'1Iplied. If the court is 

satisfied that murder was committed under extreme emotional 

disturbance, the jll.r'J chould be instructed to find rri_a._,slaughter. 

This section does not cover a situation L-'1 which a person fails to 

ca_rry out a duty to a helpless or iri..firm person, thus causing death: 

this £alls under reckless or negligent homicide. 

Chapter 22, section 6, Assault. A suggestion was made that 

threat by oral communication (by telephone, for instance) should be 

covered, perhaps in section 8. Assault 1-.'"ith i..ntent to kill, or 

aggravated assault, raises the problem of proof of cause of death, 

assuming the State feels it could prove a charge of murder. This 

has been said by the law court not to be a lesser included offense, 

because the essen.tial elements are different. 

If hunting accidents come under this section, He could exclude 

su.c h accidents. Negligence might be considered civil rather than 

crircinal, but juries have recognized 11 crininal negligence. 11 :·re 

c-::iuld retain rtnegligent homicide, 11 but re:-:1.ove 11negligent assault. 11 

S:.·:,h:ion differed on this po:Lnt, and it ,;~as agreed to leave the 

decision about sub-section 2 to a further meeting of this sub-

co; 0,mittee. 

nespectfully submitted 

-:-.:.'---::::c::-:i':Jeo. by 
• '!'.~ • :-iildo. • •. 0 3.CCJ b, 
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AUGUSTA1 MAINE 
A meeting of the Conr.ission was held December 

,41.,... 

1 at 1 0: 00 )_ H 

at the Holida7 Inn, Augusta. Present ;·reTe Jon A, Lund, Peter Avery 

J.nd.erson, Dr. Willard D. Callender, Fernand LaRochelle for Richard S. 

Cohen, Hon. Thomas A. Delahanty, Edith L. Hary, Daniel G. Lilley, 

~-Jard E. Nurphy, Garrell S. Mullaney, Errol K. Paine, Gerald F. Petruccelli, 

Dr. Bernard S aper, Louis ScoL11.ik, Jack H. Sinrrnons and Lenis V. Vafiades. 

First on the agenda was the proposal of the Drug Abuse Council to 

revise completely the drlig laws. It ~~~s agreed that revision touching 

criminal law only should be our responsibility, and that we should keep 

a liaison with the Council as with all groups concerned -with revisions 

of laws 1-mich, might relate to criminal law. The question was posed as 

to the lack of a broad base on the Council, and 1-mether it :might be 1-n.ser 

for its members to develop educational progr~~s at this time, rather than 

attempting a revision with limited time for a thorough stud;y~. Professor 

Fox poi!'ited out that pressure for a w1iform act exists ( the proposed 

Federal Uniform Controlled Substances Act), but that Massachusetts had 

required tuo yea:rs to ad2._pt the act to Ha.ssachusetts, a."ld now it is found .,_ 

necessar-J to 11 scrap the 1-rhole thing. lf 

Suggestions that were put forward: thc1.t a moratorium on laws that 

af.fect our ,mrk be requested of the Legislature_; trat a sub-committee of 

our Co:-;inission ,mrk 1-rith a sub-co-.:rn:i.ttee of the Council; that a member 

of the '.Ji~1g J._buse Courwil rreet uith us ex officio; k:?.t ;-re nould. be glad 

to see 2.nythb .. g they ;nirht i;mrk u;-J, a:n.:i we co11ld report to them of our 



The • Comr'1ission directed Ch2.irm:m Lund and Fir. Scolnik to meet uith 

the Governor arid tell him of our work, discussLng with hirn the possible 

corulict and duplication; ai.--id to corrnrnmicate with the 'Jrug Abuse Council, 

re4uesting that a submission of their draft of drug laws not be ~.1ade at 

this time; explaining to both the Goverrior and the Council that we plan 

to include drug laws in our uork. 

Professor Fox brought up the printir1g of our report, indicating that 

West would probably issue it without charge. We will include in the 

distribution legislators, judges, laiwers, a.rid others interested; a.TJ.d it 

was decided that tHo thousa.Tld (2,000) copies would be a reasonable number. 

Pro.fessor Fox spoke oi' field research, ongoing evaluation in general 

terms, a:.rid the possibility oi' having a Cri.minal Law Reform Commission 

established as a monitoring agency. It would provide factual research 

into criminal justice as affec t,ed bJ the criminal code a.Yid 121formation 

1-lhich our Co1.L-o.ission could use, as for instance jur;sr instructions, the 

e:;....1_Jla..Y1ation of Federal code enforcer.ient, development oi' a.l'ld interpretation 

of crir.linal law a:1d justice. 

Such Lr1i'ormation may be availab~, dependi21g on what happens to the .. 
cr~ninal prosecution bill. This ttlll be a criminal d2.ta storage facility, 

b1J.t uould be Heighted ,;ri th the prosecu 0ion view, rather than defense D.,1d 

judicial. An indepe:;1deT1G agec,cy 1-rould the:refo:cc'l' be r;:ore desirable. 

_ l:=i6bl&tively esto.blis:.-,_~d continuL1g revier,r a;;;e~1cy r,;0uld be an official 

jecc,. 



Chapter 31, section 1 ( sentencir1g problems) ·was ne:-::t examil1.ed. 

:\.:;:•guments were m.J11y, pro and con, regaTding t,he inclusion of the word 

11punishment. tt Tbe difficulty of defining the concept of punishraeat 

was emphasized, but s01,!e felt that punishment as such is a legitLnate 

end and a.':!:Z restraint (not only a pris'Jn tem,) constitutes punislL'nent, 

so ,;e should use t,he uord, uhich carries a reassurance to society. 

Several motions endeavoring to encrn~1pass varying pbiloso'.Jhies regard.:L7.g 

punisl~~ent, retribution and deterrent failed of passage, so a motion to 

refer the whole question back to sub-committee A passed. 

Chapter 31, section 2. There is no alteYnative provision for 

fines for individuals because the body of crimes includes only those 

warranting a prison sentence. Everyone agreed that it is desirable to 

have some fine provision, wb:Lch is itself a deterrent, a.i.1d in some 

instances the correct punislnent (ycm.Tlg offenders, littering). It is 

not, as a jail sentence, part of a person 1 s record. -"-1 though the 

possibility of 11 cash register justicen was deplored, a.rid we should be 

prepared to condemn activity and not license it by f'L>1es, we believe 

that judges will ter;rper fines to cir~~"11sta.>1ces, &1d we favor providing .. 
fines as an alternative available to the court. It was thereupon 

moved and carried that fines ( the ma::cL'num to be established) be :raade 

available as an alten1ative sentence to cla.ss C a:~d D offenses. It 

HclS al.so voted not to include the death penalty 2.s 0.:.1 alternative 

sentence. 



Conditional discharge has not been included. The policing of it 

presents a problem, and probation sh::rc.ld. be sufficiently fle:clble ~ 

although some sentiment for limiting the conditions of p3_role was 

exiJressed, 

.Professor Fox described the Hinnesota expe:::-:L.rn.ent in working out 

restitution between the offender a.11d the i..'1dividual, by direct 

confrontation, This has enormous potential for changing attitudes, 

The proble;:i.s of evidence and proof, of ability to restitute, were 

recognized. A safeguard should be required to limit the probation 

officer's :imposing undue conditions. 

It was vot,ed to accept Chapter 32, section 3, sub-section 2G 

as ,,r.ri t ten. 

Chapter 32, section 3, was ap~roved, with modified wording of I 

a.11.d clarification of H to express 11without permission of Probation 

Departr.ient. 11 

Chapter 31, section 3, sub-section C, class action. Should this 
,,.. 

be talcen from the Attorney General or "the county attorney? If class 

action is ordered by the court, all ini'or1:1ation gathered by the State 

may in the court I s discretion be made available to a private attorney. 

_~. move to leave class action discretionary passed, with a plea to retain 

as much fle:x:ibilit.y as possible. It W2.5 voted that a judge may order 

discoVGI"J of documents including Grand Jury minutes. Chapter 31, 

section 3 was adopted, with the a::,.cmc::,~e:.--1ts. 



Chapter 31, section 4. The provisions for re-sentencing came 

U,_"'"lder scrutiny, especially regarding the requirement,s of location and 

particular jL.dge. By statute only the sentencing judge ca.-ri change the 

sentence; and ai'ter considering the practical and legal aspects, this 

section was adopted with the inclusion of 11 ,·Jhenever practicable before 

the sentencing judge, 11 and the u_nderstanding that there .-rould be some 

re-writing of sub-section 1. 

At the invitation of Ghairm2.n Lund, Hiss Eurphy described the 

intent of introducing permissive legislation before the 106th Legislature, 

to allow indeterminate sentences, w-ith a fixed max:i..mum, at the discretion 

of the judge. The Department proposes to submit to the Legislature a 

bill permitting up to five (5) years, stipulating that the prisoner must 

be heard no later than after serving f\-2 years of the sentence. A request 

for professional help for .evaluation uill be made. Sentencing to the 

Department will be asked, rather than to a specii'ic institution, and money 

to establish rehabilitative programs. ·this 1:rl.ll increase the potential 

for serving institutional offenders, and will serve to expose the judiciary 

to the new philosophy, acquaint the Le~slature ,;,nth the direction in which 

this Conunission is headed, and provide experience to show when 1-Te bring in 

our bill. i,Iiss Murphy HOuld also like provision for voluntar-J extension 

of control over a child, if agreeable to the child #nd the institution in 

·.rhich the child was formerly placed, after the present age li.imtation, to 

benefit the child by conV.nuing his educa·c.ion and guid211ce. 



Chapter 31, section 5, multiple sentences. Sub-section C provides 

tliat the maximu ... 'Tl. can be exceeded for any one of multiple crimes only if 

an offender is sentenced for one or more G 3J.'1d D crimes, having the 

effect that the comnussion of two class C crimes warrants a B penalty. 

Inconsistent findings were considered, and. it was decided that sub-section D4 

would apply only to tuo trials a.rid that somewhere else there would be 

p:2ovision for one trial ( assuming the facts to be inconsistent with two 

victims, one trial before one jury, the defendant would be entitled to a 

new trial on each offense). 

Sub-section A will be re-written regarding fines. 

Sub-section E will be re-worked. 

Subject to these re-writ:ings,section 5, chapter 31, was accepted. 

Chapter 31, section 6. What action should be taken on inadmissible 

evidence·? If an offender 11raakes a clean breast,:, and the court refuses 

to taJce into consideration, should the i."'1.f~rmation be used? Rule 11 

irr1plications were discussed. It was said that the record of a .foreign 

court should show which factual considerations are being taken into 

account, and that the judge must be satis£ied that the offender is guilty 

of unacceptable conduct claimed. In sub-section 
~ 

1:, 11prosecut:ing attorney" 

will be substituted for 
... 

11.:::ounty attorney. 11 This section was then passed 

over, pend:iJ:1g further consideration. 

Chapter 22, section 1, a..11.d chapter 34, section \, were considered 

t,.Jgether. Aggravated mirder aJ1d felony mu~der received close ai:,t.efition. 

j'clo,1y murder should be distinguished not only for sentencing purposes 

b,_1t, 2-lso fo:c the opprobriwn atto.ched to sucl1 a deed. It w;is decided to 

c,li .. i::,:,te fro:1 c:~c.ptcr 22, section 1, s·:,b-section 23, the ,m:['ds 11or threat" 



aggravated m1..1rder to include a.TJ.y murder which is cormnitted in the course 

of a felony, the off ender armed with any da...71gerous weapon. 

A motion was carried to eliminate from sub-section 2A the words 

"or by a person c,mfi_11ed in a penaJ. institution under sentence for any 

crime, 11 it being agreed that sub-section 23 would cover such a situation. 

Chapter 34, section 1, sub-sec·tion JA will have more attention from 

Professor Fox, 1arlth regard to suggestions of 1:-,aking the twenty-five yea:rs 

permissive rather than mandatory, or striking the last pai.""'t of A. The 

suggestion of reducing the sentences ,-.;ras countered with the statement 

that the nrurder rate has gor1e up as the sentence has gone dm-m. Successful 

rehabilitation for rape and other serious cri..-rnes, however, would indicate 

that we should be able to rehabilitate for murder. 

;-. :nove to change 11 shall 11 to 11may 11 in this sub-section was defeated. 

·rhe m.inimrun. as now 1-,r.tltten nmst be set by the judge, but must never 

exceed twenty-five years. 

Chapter 34, section 1, was accepted, subject to a clarification of 

the twenty-five year provision. 

Chapter 22, section 1 F was judge<l'--,,possibly vague, and the use of the 

word 11 heinous 11 was questioned, cllthough it is the language of the hodel 

Penal Code. F will therefore be re-drafted. 

Chapter 34, sections 2 and 3 were accented. 

The problem of an i_r1eorrigible W8.S mentioned, ac"J.d the observation 

r:ade that authority exists f n~ letting people out, but not i'or keeping 



Chapter 34, section 4. After a reading of the provisions, it was 

decided to defer further discussion until release and classification 

are examined. 

Chapter 34, section S was accepted, with the agreement that there 

be no de~d t:une, credit being given for all time from first being taken 

into custody, the prosecuting official to have responsibility ~or 

finding out how much ti.me is to be credited. Sub-section 2 occasioned 

an ex.pla."'12.tion by Miss Nurphy that this will give the Dep2.rtment 

authority for inspecting a.rid evaluating botb. county jails and lock-ups. 

The county will continue to pay for the jail, but the Department will 

have much more authority. 

Chapter 34, section 6. Several present believed that safeguards 

should be written in to ensure review of classii'ication, Hhicb is 

concerned with such directions as prograr,1s of counselling, academic 

classroom work, and vocational training, A move that classification 

decision be subject to review by the Department and sub-cornrnittee A, 

and that language be drafted to provide for such review, was carried. 

Section 6, sub-section 3B was aooented, with an amendment to provide -.., -

for appeal. 

A meeting of the whole Commission will be scheduled for December 15, 

at 12 :00 noon, at the Holiday Inn; and the Decembet 14 meeting of 

sub-cor.nnittee C is cancelled. 

Adjourned 5 :15 P l·I, 

i·tir1U.t cs t ".k'.'.)D 

.~11d tr;_L 1.s cri!Jecl. OJ~ 
LL::, iiil: 1 ,. J;,coo. 

r{23pectfully sub:sitted 



,(V ,~ 
fhe December 1jth meeting held at 

Holiday Inn, Augusta, at 12:00 noon. Present were Jon .1.. Lund, 

Peter Avery Anderson, Dr. Willard D. Callender, Jr., Richard s. Cohen, 

Hon. Thomas A. Delahanty, Hrs. Caroline Glassman, Edith L. Har.r, 

Col. Parker F. Hennessey, Ward E. l1urphy, Gerald F. r'etruccelli, 

Louis Scolnik, Jack H. S:irnmons, Lewis V. Vafiades, Robert E. ifagner, Jr., 

and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

Opening discussion centered upon the discretion invested in the 

. Department of Hental Health and Corrections 1u1der chapter 34, section b., 
(Corrnnitments to the Department). 
l'lention of a televised interview with Judge Spencer, and the recent 

meeting of Attorneys General in California focussed attention on the 

California experiment and disenchantment ,ri.th some of the results. 

The enlightened approach 1-ras co,nmended, but the need of progra,11s to take 

ca.re of the situation was emphasized, it being doubted th.:i.t Haine has such 

programs. Miss Nurphy pointed out that ,-,e have the capacity now except 

at the Prison, ax1d that ,·re propose to include Thomaston. 

The advisability of having furthE\£ i.nfonnation from a responsible 
~ ... 

source about experience ,Tith this approach was urged, including 

incieterminate sentenc0s, :in 1mat states, and with what results. 

could be of interest to legisla.tors also. 

This 

Professor .!."ox felt that progra.'lls would not be develo_:Jed without the 

aut,h,::irity to ,J.se them, and th2.G diffic;.'lties have been created from the 

use of t1clministr;:ti78 authority without regard for the rights of persons 

in su.ch pro;:~r;:;ms. He said th,:d; this is ~he approach taken by the 

• 
}:~1cl;~!:-;:.-·,'"l_l ·~r:L!(l}_11c1.l Cod.e, a..~(l ths.t ~-i'ederal judL~es u..~d~.::;.· t.l-1is ".·rill be no 



longer sentencing to an institution, but to a program. It was decided 

to leave this section as it is for the present, pending further 

consideration if further information warrants. 

Chapter 34, section 7, requires persons to be released by the 

Department, if they are placed by the Department, a designated time 

before the expiraGion of their term, and provides for a ueriod of 

supervision determined by the offense and the sentence, the purpose 

being mainly to ensure that they are not released 11cold, 11 that everybody 

gets out of prison, but has a period of supervision. 

Apprehension was registered about the mandatory nature of this 

provision, a~d the length of time stated. The proportions set are 

intended to take care of public safety, erring on the side of length 

rather than brevity. Niss Hurphy 1 s advice was that the first six 

months of parole constituted the most vital period, and that if such 

a released person had given no trouble for two years, it was most unlikely 

that he would be returned to an institution. A motion to reduce from 

five to two years, however, resulted in a tie vote, and section 7 was 

accepted. 

Chapter 32, section 1, sets forth the policy of putting eveFJone 

on probation save for the exceptions in A, B or C. (:c move to change 

the word 11may 11 to 11shall 11 failed of passage.) Thi~ ,muld avoid putting 

away -without good reason a person who really does not require custody. 

'.I'he judge is directed to make a positiv-a finding of .,,., cl or C to warrant 

a senten.ce. Hisgivir1gs -,,r2re e:::..-pressec., and some .fc:c.eling devcl·::iped that 

a convicted ;::i,;rson should serve a sene,cnce, that soci,;ty hc1~ a right to 



know that this will result from a conviction. A question as to the 

necessity of .1, B 2....rid C was answered by the statement that tl1ey are help 

given to a judge in focussinG his decision, ·-rhis se·ction was acceptedJ 

nith the understandL"lg that aggravated murder will be Lricluded. 

Chapter 32, section 2, is much the Se.'71.e as the present law, except 

for the period of probation, and was accepted. 

Professor Fox read the modification of chapter 32, section 3, 

sub-section 2G. Restitution was re-considered, and the possibility of 

L'1cluding damages. Vandalism is of increasL-rig concern, but the ability 

to collect twice (in both criminal and civil actions) should not be made 

possible. The concept of damages will be incorporated, and a phrase 

will be inserted suggesting that the judge give attention to the ability 

of the offender to pay, not eliminating partial payment. Sub-sec·tion 2G 

was then accepted. 

Sub-section 20 prompted a question: ii' it is determined that a person 

is mentally ill and should be kept beyond the length of his sentence, would 

he have to be released? The ans,;•1er was: Yes, but his sentence could be 

e.,":"tended by the c~urt, or the judge could order out-patient treat.m&~t. 

It was felt that some clarification o~sub-sections 2A, 2B and 20 was in 

order. These to be :nade, section 3 was accepted. 

Chapter 32, section 4 changes the ability of parole personnel to 

al.~rest, thus preserving their relationship vTi.th paJ:¥>lees. Instead o.f 

probation officers, ·the police will arrest. 'rhe probation officer 

Hill report to the court probable cause fa violation oi' prob2.tion, 

I'\1~ court uill th9:1 deter:·:1ine ,-,r1ether ':,-:, ciisrniss or to find a violation, 

If it is decid.eu 



c.o have a hearii.7g, a smmnons can oe issued or the judge can order arrest. 

l'i.1e probationer is entitled to notice of the hearing, counsel, Hitnesses, 

fact-finding. 

In sub-section 1, 11 the court'1 ·will be changed to 11 any court, 11 

superior or district. 

Sub-section 4 encountered objections, but a move to re-write it 

failed of passage. Much discussion follo,•;ed. Where the alleged 

violation is commission of a crL~e, should the court be permitted to 

revoke probation on something less than conviction of the cr:L'1le? 

It cannot sentence for the new crime. The solution ·would seem to be 

first revocation, then imposition of whatever the original sentence would 

have been, although some feeli:ri.g developed that the origi..1al sentence 

should be e::--.-tended. Concern was expressed that two different standards 

·were being encouraged. It was ad.rnitted that two standards often exist 

and that the probation system suffers credibility with the public. 

When and by what court should bail be set? by the court which has 

the power to revoke'? when the person is charged with the second crine? 

or set even if he is not charged ·with tl:"rt;i crime? Or should the com-rt . 
' 

1-inich is to hear revocation proceedings ord0r the person held 1ri. th out 

bail'? Even if he is not convicted of the second cr:L~e, circumstances 

:-1ay ·warrant revocation. There should be a distincti~n between violation 

2.::1d the original crime, one of the conditiJns of parole ' . 
□ ell1g to obey the 

la;•;s, and the De:oartment having a certain 2.'T.oun.t of control. 

Unless the whole Co~;mri.ssion refers a. section back to a. sub-committee, 

2. sub-comni.ttee should not re-co::1sider a:-, item, so section L w.::;.s pL1ced on 



Chapter 22, section 2, Hurder. Felony murder has been excised out 

of this section; sub-section 2 resolves lesser included offenses; and 

in sub-section 3 plea bargaining has been made more honest. 

The sub-section 1 definition of murder ,;-rould be considered murder 

under the present law. The original drci't we thought too broad, so it 

has been sub-divided, ·with a deliberate narrowing toward manslaughter 

and aggravated murder. Murder is a crine of specific intent. 

Various suggested changes of ·wording were offered regarding 11 reckless, 11 

11 a.J..most certainly result, 11 11knowingl,y 11 ; and semantic points were debated, 

,d.th Professor Fox explaining the degrees of risk implied by the different 

words. A statement was made that murder is murder, whether L"ltentional, 

knowingly, or premeditated, 11or whatever.u Reckless homicide m.ey be left 

as manslaughter, with the possibility of a minimum sentence, the judge 

having no authority to lock up the offender. In the case of murder, a 

miniJrru...'11 sentence would be possible also, but life could be the maximum, 

and the judge could lock up. 

The possibility of something between murder and manslaughter was 

suggested, to cover the non-i.r."ltentional but lmowingly specification, 

and such cases as the battered child 5'\tuation. 

Plea bargaining as it operates in Haine was explained, and discussion 

revolved about i·rhether or not to codify, or provide for a judge to make his 

own pre-trial investigation, and the possibility ol' jeopardizing a fair 

trial. Judicial vie,:s on plea ba.rg2.:L."'1ir1g have advanced, a:..-id a policy 

definition uas dee~11ed u11necessc.L.7. Noth-i ng ·will be of rccoru unt::_1 there 

• • th l a q- 1 ,-u' 'tle Sc"'·_·,._.e .c:t<:>,+.u+.e i· s +-o bP a,p·_n. 1-_; ed. to all is agree,:ien-c, on e p_c , a.:·:c. c.. - "'v v u - -

~c.::er sajsva:nt.ive oi'fenses. 



Chapter 22, section 4, 1·1anslaughter. Reckless homicide under the 

pn~sent law would probably be murder. lt illvolves illdii'ference to risk 

and disregard of human lue. Suo-section 1A ·nill be augmented by a 

further definition of 11 recklessly. 11 Sub-section 1B implies dimi.i~ished 

responsibility, and is a modification of connnon law manslaughter, in ,:,inich 

there is no requirement, that the influence of extreme emotional disturbance 

be adequate. J..n affirmative defense is hereby provided, dropping dom1 to 

r:ianslaughter. 

Th8 words "extreme e::1otional disturbance" caused u...n.ease, some 

opposition developing to the cL.lnlnished responsib~lity theory; and a 

respect for the tradition of "heat of passion" beillg registered. 

The questioned phraseology is found i.ri the Hodel Pen.al Code, which has 

been adopted by a nwnber of states. Ne1-1 Hai-n.pshire has the same language 

aB our proposed draft. The purpose is to set forth a worthwhile distinction, 

for the la,.-I to make allowance for persons under extreme emotional disturba.i-1.ce. 
~c_ 

This does not preclude a situation in -which drugs or alcohol are taken 

deliberately, thus inducing the described state, which some regarded as 
,_ 

d2.ngerous. Perhaps psychiatric help s1wuld be required in such cases'? 

Sub-section B was approved, save for this particular phrase. The 

concept of extreme emotional disturbance was accepted, although it does 
1t 

not cover mental retardation, a.~d clarification was urged. Professor Fox 

~-;ill ,:or~{ on a defjnition. 

---



The matter of judicial consultants voting ·was brought up, and the 

original decision was re-affirmed: that our consultants and advisers are 

of value in those capacities, but the privilege of voting is not extended 

to them. 

A meeting of the whole Cmmnission is called for Friday, January S, 

at 12:00 noon, at the Holiday Inn, Augusta. 

Adjourned S:OS P H. 

l:·Iinutes ta1<:en and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Rary, Secretary 



GOI-IdISSION TO PF!.SPAPL!i.: A RSVL3ION OF THE CRihINAL LAWS 

i, brief meeting of the Sxecutive Committee was held December 15 

2.t the Holiday Inn, Augusta, with Jon P-. Lund, Hrs. Caroline Glassman, 

Mith L. Hary, and Jack H. Simmons presnt. 

Professor Fox reported that Robert Glass, legal adviser to the 

Boston Police Department, would be available to uork as consultant 

on the drug portion of our criminal laws. He is reco~.mended for 

this work, and is equipped by training and experience. Office space 

is available near Professor Fox, to whom he would be directly 

responsible. He would present his work before the whole Commission, 

rather than a particular sub-committee. 

It was decided to employ Nr. Glass in this capacity, at $20.00 

per hour, plus travel ex-penses, for up to six months, the total expense 

not to exceed $6,000.00. 

i·i:Lnutes taken a..nd 
transcribed by 
i~rs. Hild:::~ J,1. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

J 
Edi th L. H2..J..~.f, Secretary 



COul--iISSIJN TO Li.1.hS 

The sub-committee on drugs held its initial meeting JanU2.Y.f 5 

at 9: 30 ,c H at the Holiday Inn in Augusta. Present were Louis Scolnik, 

Richa:;_•d ;:3. Cohen, Zdward J. Hans en, Jack Simmons and Robert Glass, who 

was introduced as the co:1sultant retained for 1-1ork on the drug laws. 

Hr. Scolnik reported that he and lfr. Lund had conferred with 

Jovernor C,'urtis as directed, to explain this Commission I s viewpoint 

a..YJ.d 1-mrk on the criminal aspects of drug law revision, and Hr. Lund I s 

letter to the Drug Council was read. 

A general conversation took place, providing Nr. Glass w-lth 

information on the manner in which our sub-connn.ittees and the 

Commission have so far worked. 

Professor Fox stated tho.t meetings of the whole Co:J11ri..ssion should 

be more frequent, and tnc.t the smallest piece which can be handled as 

a whole should be brought before the Co:nnission. 

Attention was accorded the question of whether to confine the work 

strictly to criminal law, or to i...YJ.clude such details as acbinistrative 
~ 

violations, in the drug la1.s. It is~customar-.f, and probably essential, 

to establish penalties for such violations. They a.:::'e not) strictly 

speaking, part of the criminal procedure, but are usually dealt with in 

tl:.e sa.n.e statutory chapter. The Unifor:n Act deals in unitar.f fashion, 

also -~he .B'ecJ.eral Controlled Substances >,ct, and the H:issachuse~c.ts act. 

~--~e mi..gh t 0,rrite a strictly criminal act, and subr.ii t to the .Dn:g Council 



Alt,hough the expertise of the Conmri.ssion is chiefly in the field 

of criminal law, it wc.s agreed that we could learn. Expert tec'cLnical 

assistance can be ours: for instance, the State I s chief chemist, persoffi,el 

from the Boards of Ph2,rmacy and Registration of Hedicine. .u.r. Glass said 

that Federal advice is free, and that someone would attend a meeting, on 

i_nvitation, and make a presentation, if we wish. l'Je must accept the fact 

that our code Hill be sub::nitted to the Legislature, and. they are not ex;..:erts 

on this subject, but they will decide on the bill. 

We don't want pharmacologists to draft the law, but Hr. Glass can 

interview pharmacists, doctors, hospital personnel, and others who are 

acquainted with the drug situation, to determine what abuses they would 

like to see ,stopped by legislation, and 1-mat improvements statutorily 

defined. 

He stated that the fastest grmd .. ng drug problem is not heroin, but 

pills -- really legitirnate drugs diverted to illegal use. Prevention 

should be our concern. Most drug users need s::ime kind of rehabilitation. 

Keeping d...."'Ugs a felony gives the State a hold for rehQbilitation. If we 

get into this, we must consider perrrii. ttini or forbiddir1g certain types of 
.... 

treatment. There has been a level.hi.Ilg off of heroin, the biggest da:.'lger 

being b~rbiturates. Diversion is the result of deliberate prescriDtion 

by doctors. 
~ 

There is no active Federal ~Jrosecution. It is done bT the 0tate. 

Haine has had undercover agents operating for some -i::,irne, and the ind.ica"~ions 

are that the drug problem exists, bu.t is not ci.S great as the neus r.ieclia 

uoulcl (1,Jve us believe. :i.iarij 0.an2. is t:1e cb.ief d.c""'Ug, iI,10ori~ed from Cw.ada, 



Je-cr:un.inalizing or de-penalizing of some marijuana statutes was 

i-?oated. There is some ·virtue in considering a civil proceeding., i-r:i.th 

only a fine penalty. It is important not to ta..L::e steps which will 

invalidate the whole program, but He should recognize the difficulty of 

eni'orcing a marijuana crime law. It fosters disrespect for the 3::aw to 

have one on the books 1vhich cannot be enforced. We nust also recognize 

that ten years from now jurors Hill include many who have smoked marijuana 

as kids, so we should have a realistic penalty. We could m.ake it illegal 

to possess, subject to a substantial fine, but othenrl.se not cr:i.Jni.11.al. 

Whatever the law, it must have public acceptance, and it may well be 

that eventually marijuana will be legalized for sale and use. Some may 

not agree that society has the right to establish minimum moral stand2.rds, 

but a court decision ilas said that it has. 

The Massachusetts law provides f0r a six-month maximum sentence, but 

the offender is given probation, -:.-:.pon c:ompletion of which the record is 

expunged . 11 Presence uhe.::en law has been eliminated, except for heroin. 

.ii. suggestion was offered to make possession of an ounce or less 

non-criiuinal, but cont~aband, subject ~o fine and seizure; over an ounce, 

a m.~sdemeanor. Possession ,-nth intent was considered. i-. more discriminating 
.... 

way to deal with the facts is to decr~se penalties for straight possession, 

b~t increase penalties for possession with intent. Intent ca.., be proved by 

ao.,mssion, amount, or equipment, but specific arnount should be stated. 
,t, 

It 1-12.s decided that ue would start as we have: with other sub-coBJ1i ttees. 

:.·:.r. Glass will analyze the field, bring a draft to the next meeting, 

s,_,bmitting it 1,r:i.th as objective cor:m1e~".tJT'J as possible. He will notify the 



Adjourned at 12:05 .? H. 

:•.lnutes taken 
and transcribed u<J 
Ers. Hilda E. Jacob. 

.... 
\ 

Respectfully submitted 

,£dith L. Hary J.,..,.. 
Secretar<.r of the Commission 



\ 
~'\'\ 

The January 5 meeting of the whole Co:n.,71ission was held. at the 

Holiday .Lnn, 11.ugusta, follo,:ing the mee-;:,in,~~ of the sub-committee on 

drugs. '.I'he follm·tlng were present: Jon .1.. Lund, Dr. Willard D. 

Ca..llender, Jr .. , Richard .s. Cohen, Hon. ·Thomas ,~. )elahanty, Robert 

Glass, 1-Irs. Caroline Glassman, Edith L. Hary, Col. P~xker F. Hennessey, 

0ai.--uel G. Lilley, Garrell S. HullaI1ey, ":lard E. l-~urphy, Gerald li'. 

Petruccelli, non. Harold J. Rubin, .Louis 3colnik, Jack H . .:,iimnons, 

Lewis V. ·vafiades, Hon. Sidney w. ,.Jer~:ick, Hon. Robert D. Williarnson. 

Chairman Lund invited Er. Scolnik, as chairraan of the Drug 

Sub-committee, to report briefly on the :i.J.1itial meeting of that group. 

1·.:r. Lll.i,d reported that the questionnaires have been corning in. It 

was decided to change the meeting place through the season of inclement 

,,ea.ther to the Howard Johnson I s nea.r exit 8 of the h.aine 'l'urnpi~:e, and 

~-u.ss Har;'/ was directed to make arranf;enents, pending notification of 

the next round of meetings. 

The advisability of having vario-:.1s elements of society represented 

in advisory capacity was considered,~,.,n..d the decision seemed to be that, 

ue could on specified occasions invite persons to the meetings. 

of partici9ation could be generated by h:.ving committees representing 

different groups ( for instance, Priso:'1 :L.>J..i.iates, 011iefs of Police) look 

at t -e total draft, or co::c;lete,.:i. segr.,e:"°!ts thereof . Until suci.1 points 

.:J.re reached, our ,mrk will go fonTarci. nore smoothly without :involvement 



Chapter 22, section 3, Cd1-;ri.nal Homicide. 'I'i1is is the felony 

murder. Professor Fox explained the proposed Federal. statute dealing 

-with felony murder, reckless homicide, e::..'i:.reme i.ndiffei·ence to human 

life, 2nd said that it is difficult to separate a reckless homicide 

1-mich has no indifference to human life, and that murder liability 

should not turn on matters of bad luck. J move to re-draft this 

section resulted in a tie vote, and a motion to adopt the section 

was carried. 

Section 4, Ha,.---islaugh.ter. ·rhe element of risk received close 

attention, Professor l?ox pointing out that where the circumsta;.-1ces in 

sub-section 2 are not present, the defendant should bear the risk of 

responsibility. 'rhe probability of protracted litigation resulting 

from new phraseology was faced. Hypothetical instances involving 

killing a person while fleeing from a crime were considered. 

Suggestions made included: to include extreme mental retardation; 

to re~ove the idea of flight, because if risk is an additional risk to 

huJna.c'l. life, there s,1ould be an extra penalty; to remove liability for 

deaths that result from conduct not connected with a felony . --in attempt 

.... 
uas made to articulate the Co~:md.ssioni s philosophy about .felony ,mirder . 

.i-'::oi'essor 1i'ox asked tliJo 1·rn want to focus on the crime or .:,he cr:L,linal·? 11 

a11d scid that ·we are hece dealing with the 1Jerson -,rho recklessly 
,. 

ciisre;-;a2.·o.s hu~nan life, that •:-:e ca.n.n.ot treat. homicidal conduct the satile as 

l'his bro•_,e;ht the conceDt of causation into discussion. 

lt o;:J )ec:r-s throu;j1 the code ,;,Tithout dei'inition, but nhen the suo-coimnittee 



Returning to the problem of death resulting in cases of flight, 

some doubt was voiced that t,he previously accepted section covered all 

contingencies. Is death from a vehicle operated by one fleeing, having 

committed a crirn.e, different from death uhen there is ~10 crime a.'1.d no 

flight'? At what point does flight become unconnected vii.th the felony? 

C2n we define 11 immediate 11 or must we wait for the court to determine? 

It was suggested that we make an attempt at definition. 

A motion to re-draft section 3 to take care of the penalty for 

death with relation to special risks in this kind of crime passed narrowly. 

Chapter 22, section 5, Negligent Homicide. Professor Fox read the 

pertinent sections of the Hassachusetts code, a.."'ld said that a reckless 

person is aware of the risk, a negligent !)erson is not. The possibility 

of having gross neglie:ence emphasized was brought up, also of deleting the 

section, but caution vJaS urged regarding deletion until we have definitions. 

3ection 5 was thereupon tabled, to be ta.ken up later. 

Chapter 22, section 6, on S1.;.icide, was approved 2nd accepted. The 

matter of built-in safe::;uards for institution heads i,_particularly at the 

Prison) is supplied by the phrase llintent to cause. 11 

' '\ 
Chapter 22, sections 7 and 8 were considered together. Soi:1e thought 

that ext.reme indignity should be spelled out, and that aggravated assault 

should be more serious if the offense were against an officer of the law , 
o::._o a 9r:;..so~-: guard who e:x:perie;;ce;s 1aore ex:9osure tha:.1 the ordinary citizen. 

:i.'i1e2e W2.S general 2gree:i1811t th ~t incr2asi:.ri.g the Den.,,lty 1-Iould not help, and 

':>ections 7 and 8 ;;,rere joi~,tly 

a.cco\)~ed. 



Chapter 22, section 9, Cri.rninal Threatening. There will be a 

section on extortion, but this section is designed to preserve 

psychological tranquillity and prevent breach of peace. A possibility 

th,-:,t it could be used to dampen demonstrations or speeches and abridge 

the First Amendment was thought to weigh less than the provision for 

curbing violence, the collective social need for peace and freedom being 

recognized as a basic responsibility of law. If we were to use the word 

"serious" (as in the Massachusetts code), we would thereby exclude childish 

pranks and jokes. Section 9 was adopted as written. 

I 
Chapter e£-, section 1, Conspiracy. Two basic changes have been made: 

to limit the objects serving as criminal conspiracy to crimes, and to restrict 

to overt acts which must be similar in proY.imity to the crime. Sub-section 4 

provides for conviction of both, but sentencing for only one. Discussion of 

"substantial step" led to an overall probing of the idea of conspiracy, 

vrhether such a statute is needed (If we do not punish an individual for 

thinking, why should we punish a group for planning?) or would invite abuse, 

whether crime plus overt act would be sufficient. 

The meeting was assured that at present organized crime is not a big 

problem, but because of the possibilit::,i;..of its increase, such a statute would 
"\ 

be an effective tool. The President's Crime Commission has felt that witness 

immunity, electronic surveillance, and a conspiracy statute are essential to 

combatting crime. It was at first decided to dele\e the entire section on 

criminal conspiracy and direct the drafting of a nev,1 section to define more 

s:pecifically those crimes wnich may be reached by conspiracy, but before final 

action, it seemed wise to avail ourselves of counsel from our advisers. 



Agree;-11ent was u .. ria..11.Lmous to give the advisers present the 

opportunity to eA-press an opinion. 

Justice Williamson preferred the present law, welcomed a 

conspiracy law, had no objection to 11 substantial step 11 but saw no 

need to spell out various crines. 

Justice ·,•,iernick favored a conspiracy statute as a move in the 

right direction, liked the present drai't, and said that much would 

depend on the prosecutors. 

Justice Delahanty has observed no abuse of the present conspiracy 

statute, and ·would adopt ·wi:t.hout 11substantial step. 11 

Justice Rubin agreed to the need of a conspiracy law, but would 

not require 11 substantial step. 11 He favored the merger of conspiracy 

v-i-ith the actual crime, if, in fact, the crime was committed. 

Hiss Hu.rphy regarded conspiracy an irn.portant crime, and felt the 

law a logical inclusion, and a tool of use in institutions. 

A move to adopt the section as d::--afted, with clarification to 

include sDeech as conduct, carried . 
.... 

A move to a.11end section 1, sub-s~ction 4, to incorporate the Federal 

lai--iguage, .ln.th alteration of actual terms (p. 26 Co,,r;1ittee ?rint., 

section 1-285, paragraph_;;_) was defeated. 
-:, 

Professor Fox 1•.rill co,rmnicate with Ci1airman L1n1d about the next round 

rlle next sub-coill..:1:i.i ttee to ;:,met will be the Sentencing. 

_-:esp;Jcti'ully subr:LL t ted 

'..:i T 2~ 1 C;. C ~_,j_ 0 8 C~ ·u-:,/· 
~·-:."'~. ~~:.i~li.i. _ -'"• .J .~ico{J. 



,...~ 
\ (\ 

i'he Jan.nary 1 8 meeting of the ,-mole Gomrriission was held at Hm-rard 

Jolmson I s .i:lotor Lodge at exit 8 o:f the Eai.-rie Turnpike, with the folloui:ng 

present: Prof. Sanford J. Fox, Chair::,1aT1 Jon ~- Lund, Hon . .rlobert L. Broi'me, 

Richard o. Cohen, Hon. Thomas E. i)elab.anty, i.Jrs. Caroline Glassnai.7., 

Daniel G. Lilley, Errol K. Paine_, Gerald 1'7. Petruccelli., Louis Scolnik, 

Jack H. Sir:1111ons, Robert E. Wagner, Jr., Hon. Sidney 1J. Wernick. 

Chapter 21, section 2, Crime o:f Attempt. There is little change 

from our present statute in this section, which is designed to bring 

together all attempt provisions in the code. Not i.c7.cluded is the list 

of circumsta,,.7.ces which constitute substa..7tial steps, because case-by-case 

decisions should be made by our court without the pressure such a list 

would exert. 'l'his section was approved as dra.fted. 

Section 3. There is presently no lfai.rie statute describing 

solicitation, although there are Hains cases involving solicitation of 

a felony. It is a rather narrow o:f:fe:ise, and would apply only in class A 

and B cr:Lues because it is inchoate conduct, and our policy is not to 

' 
i_nterfere with what people do tmless \ne action constitutes a serious risk. 

I'he sub-corrmittee 1 s divided mind as to whether there should be such a cri!ne 

at all was recalled, and the whole CoITESsion e:q:ierienced the sa';le division. 
. l 

It was felt that t):ii s statute would be a helpful tool :for the police, 

because the tendency lately has been to cha..,_"'1ge la,·rs t 1) benefit the crinin.al; 

others saicl it uouLl constitute a dragnet, and that ue shoulci ensure an 

e.c1c.l,1ring q_ .. ).tli ty by n,:rt mal-cing the code too specific. 

' 
accs'.Yt.n1-:,le, b1Jt it 11J.S s1J_8·~:estec1 tha:~ solicitatio11 and facj_litatioJ 1-1ere 



Assertion followed that this section could reach a Mafia high 

operative, that perhaps it should include protection for the one who 

reports a. solicitation attempt, and cover inst,ances of pecuniary gain. 

The potential for abuse was explored, most crLmes requiring an act, not 

just speech, and the probability that charges under this section would 

come from the least reliable persons. It was stated that the danger of 

abuse was over-emphasized, unless we have irresponsible a.'1.d Tu.--itrained 

persons, and that paragraph 2 preserves built-in immunities. A question 

was raised regarding the practicality of this statute in terms of 

charging and prosecuting, but most felt it would be workable, and 

Professor Fox reminded those present that we had considered instructions 

for the court, if they seemed desirable. 

Sub-section 4 will -oe made consistent with sub-section 1 . 

Chapter 21, section 4, Facilitation. This draft is drmm from 

several places, including the report of a committee which drai'ted the 

Federal code, although this is not now in the Federal code. i'o ma...:{e 

faciµ.tation a crime was intended to provide a comfortable tool for the 

courts. The section did not meet with general acceptance, and a motion 

to eli:,Jnate the section carried. , 
\ 

Section 5 will be changed in se-.reral wa:ys, including deletion of 

sub-section 2B. Affirmative acts are to be encouraged. ,~ mi ti.gating 

circumstance, for insta'.,ce, would be reporting ~o the police. This 

section 1-12-s accepted, subj ed, to the re-drafting. 

Chapter 35, Fines. Section 1 reflects the decision not to p:rovide 

for fi21es for A and B cri_ 1es. The e~-:cecltion is that authority exists 

for i::.::)'.JSli1[; a pec,mi_a.~··y gai~1 fine on any class of offense. 

V,J,l;1e ab the tb1e of sen;:,encing was considere:l fair. i.'he B'ecleral code 



The 1;1atter of charter revocation wo.s introduced. No revocation 

is provided, 'rhe cou.;_~t has the a_uthority to remove wrong-doers, and 

charter revocation should be a sep2Tate matter. 

Section 2 implements the Supreme Court decision not to put poor 

people in jail just because they are poor. The problem of de.finLng 

:u1c.',igenc;:r arose. Is it perhaps uI1co::cstitutional to require the judge 

to detennine the answer before sentencing? The assumption that, given 

sufficient time, everybody can pay a fine, did not meet with total 

acceptar1ce. Installment payments were considered, and the method of 

payment, whether to a probation officer, or clerk of court. Caution 

was recommended about a final decision in view of pending cases, so the 

chapter on fines was tabled, pending the law court's sneaking on two 

cases. 

Chapter 11, section 1, provides title and date for this code. 

Sub-section 2 takes care of ex post facto, and sub-section 3 carries 

the severabi+ity clause. This section was accepted. 

Section 2 abolishes cor;IB1on law cr:L'J.es jn i'faine, sayi__ng that unless 

conduct is prohibited by an act of the Legislature, it is not a crime. 

' 
Offenses in Private and Special Laws' will be civil, not cr:L"'11inal, if the 

pemilty is only a fine. This section -:,ra.s accepted. 

Section 3 was accepted. 
r 

The qi.;estion oi' juve::cile lm·rt, is t'J be settled. Ii' they are to 

remain, there r,m3t be 211 w:1endrilent, s:Jecifying crime or civil violation. 

Sub-

sectim1- 1 e::clucles jttr:Lsd.iction and -ret1uc from tll re;;so:i:iole doubt. 

-. b:c:L,~T discussion of tt:.e 2:::J.vis,1,)i.lity of this exclusion 'resulted in a 



motion to amend by i'.'.lcluding jurisdiction as ax1 element to be proved 

beyond reo.sonable doubt, Hhich carried. Ji. plea for consistency was 

buttressed by the statement that juries could be confused by the judges• 

instruction explaining both jurisdiction beyond reasonable doubt and 

venue by oreponderance. After consideration of present-day mobility, 

the necessity of laymen's comprehension and a rational sense of justice, 

a motion was carried that the question of jurisdiction and venue be 

decided by the court without jury. 

Section 5 was adopted. 

Section 6. A motion not to allo-;,1 impeachn1ent by evidence of prior 

conviction failed of passage, although it was argued that lmowledge of a 

record prejudices juries. Faith in the jury was expressed, ai.,d giving 

discretion to the court seemed to be a middle ground. To the objection 

that this matter is a rule of evidence, which we should not be putting 

into a crim:i.nal code, it was pointed out that compromises exist throughout 

the code, and where a rule of evidence conceptu-~y fits, we should include 

it. A motion to table section 6 carried. 

Section 7, Territorial Applicability, follows closely other codes . .... 
' Haine has jurisdiction in spite of contacts outside the state. .iITT ir1sertion 

will be made to express over-ruling of the com:::ion law rule in larceny cases 

crossing state lines. Possession of stolen goo°r can be dealt with in 

general terms here or included in the larceny section, and is subject to 

ch,mge. Section 7 was accepted. 



Se_ction B, Statute of Limitations. Line 3 will be amended to include 

aggravated murder. Otherwise, there is virtually no change from the Eodel 

Penal Code. The1·e is presently no statutor-y- limit on homicide cases, 

treason 211d manslaughter. A general discussion on limitation ensued, 

cu.,lminating in a motion to make it t1-ro years for class C and D crimes, and 

six years for class A and B crimes. I'he motion was carried. 

A further motion was made that there be no limitation for not only 

murder, but also manslaughter a.~d promoting cri..rninal homicide. 

carried. 

A motion to re-consider failed to pass. 

The next sub-committee meetings are scheduled as follows: 

The motion 

Sentencing, Thursday, 1',ebruary 1, at 10:00 AH, at Howard 
Johnson's, exit 8 ~laine Turnpike 

Substantive Offenses (Definitions), Thursday, February b, 
at 10:00 AH, at Howard Joh!1son 1 s, exit 8, Maine Turnpike 

General Principles, Thursday, I:·!.d.l'ch 1, at 10:00 _:,_ E, at 
Holiday Inn, 11.ugusta 

Adjourned 2:20 PH. 

.i'Iinutes ta..lrnn and 
transcribed by 
lcrs. Hild:__·. 1 •• Jacob. 

.... 
\ 

Respectfully submitted 

I 
Zd.ith L. Har-y- Secreta..7 1t , 



i..«f, 
'rhe February 1 meeting of the Sentencing sub-col11J:Tlittee was held at 

10~00 AH at Howard Johnson 1 s Yiotor Lodge_, exit 8 Haine Turnpike, i;d.th 

the follouing present: Prof. Sanford J. Fox, 1-:irs. Caroli...'1e Glassman, 

fr:'. Hillard D. Callender, Jr., Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Louis Scolnik, 

Ward E. Murphy, .md Ray Nichols. 

Chapter 36, Release from Inst,itutions a...TJ.d Community Supervision. 

An inqui!"J was made about the fi:nsibility of combining section 1 , 

sub-section 3, A and B, which Prof. Fox agreed could be done. 

Hiss Hurphy spoke on the concepts of parole, ax1d said that the 

Parole Board had always acted in accord w:i.. th the recornr.1endations of the 

Skowhegan institution, because of an identifiable progra...i of rehabilitation. 

This statement served to launch a discussion of whethei1 the release 

decision should be the responsibility of the institution, or of' a state

wide policy established by the Parole Board. 

Anyone outside ur1der supervision should h:we that supervision by one 

agency onzy, according to a specified, consistent policy. Should the 

Parole Board have the ultimate authority, by approving the decisions of 

the institution, or by malting its om1? What of a person under no 

rn.i.nimu.m sentence, in an institution as a result of classification, 1-m.o 

should be 11on the outside 11 after a month'? Who makes the decision? 

These questions led to a consideration of the Parole Board's function 

on a wider scale. The group debated having the Board enter into the 

classification proceedi-.rigs, for consistency, on the ground that the sane 

group should be making tll the decisions. The Depilrtment, some said, 



kno1·Js fro,11 J.aily •.)bse:r-.ration_, the reacl-in2ss .i'or ::.'8lease; the l'0'ole 

Board does not,. If the institution were to initiate the release 

recommendation, what review would the Parole Board make? If the 

institution should recommend non-release, would the Parole Board have 

authority to over-ride the recommendation'? 

The possible wisdom of doing away with the Parole Boa.rd found some 

favor, although no other state has taken this step. The prisoner 1-rould 

have recourse to the courts (habeas corpus, procedural due process). 

If the Parole Board were eliminated, we would have to structure whatever 

authority would perform the f1.mctions of the Board which 1-muld be retained. 

Such a group should be responsible to the Department, and an overlap could 

result. 

Argrn11ents in defense of the Parole Board were offered. Public 

interest must not be disregarded. The public looks to someone to be sure 

an offender is not released too soon. If we eliminate the Parole Board, 

we are leaving the matter of release up to the Department, and it will be 

decided solely on the philosophy of vrl1atever group is then the Department, 

vmereas the Parole Board is composed of differing philosophies. ·.rhis Hould 

cast a heavy burden on the Department. On the other hand, it was insisted, 

the Department can best assess the individual and determine a proper program; 

therefore it knows 'best when a pe11 son is ready :for release. 

No objection surfaced against classification by the Department, but a 

l~gal obligation to protect the public indicated a necessity to provide 

checks and balances at the t,ime the quest.ion of release arises. 

V 



:'fe co'1ld specify that any group (for c~.assifica.tion or rele2.se) 

include different elements of society, some representative of the public, 

the more important board for public representation being the classification. 

'i'he public in general may not have the expertise which the Department has, 

but although we are concerned ·with treatment of the individual., which is 

good, we must also be concerned ·with public safety, and representing all 

points_ of vie1-r. 

It was said that having a representative of the public on the 

classification board would be in.tellectually dishonest., a sop to the public, 

and that inasmuch as the Parole Board relies on the Department ai.--iyc-,ay, the 

Department should ta.~e the responsibility. The head of the Department 

being visible, he can be counted upon to err on the side of safety because 

of u..~desirable publicity. 

Because we are seeking to adopt a completely revolutionary policy, 

it may be questionable that the public is ready to trust the Department 1-rith 

both classii'ication and release, and it could be better to separate these 

procedures. An ideal classification board would include a psychologist, 

a security representative (the institutional classification officer), a 

vocational-educational person, a medical ev2J.uation person tmay be a doctor), 

and a social worker. 'rhis tea.rn would determine a progra."'11 for the offender. 

There might be too much work for one state-wide board, and the idea of 

area boards was proposed, Doubt was expressed --, such composition would 

still be viewed as the Department, presenting a particular, professional, 

non-public point of view. 

) 
'7 
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A further suggestion H3.G to i.nclude the d.:3f'e.nse la",,Y-3r Hith tl1.e 

judge, although it was reiterat;ed that the Department 2.cquired more 

intimate 1mowledge of the individual than the judge. 

did not meet with entire acceptance. 

This statement 

The situation was summed up as follmm: public interests are 

first, reassurance about firm action, disapproval expressed by sentencing; 

second, the need of assurance that the individual will not commit further 

crimes. Interest in crime prevention must count, but someti.rnes the two 

interestG conflict. After the judge's decision has been expressed, we 

should leave further decisions in the hands of experts. 

Further consideration was accorded the idea of two separate bodies: 

one to deal Hith classification, and one ~-Tith placement ~ the public safety 

factor). To ff.cite into statute the make-up of a classification board 

would not pernLi.t flexibility, ;:ind it might be desirable to change the 

make-up from time to time to get the point of view .from as many different 

segments of society as are interested in the proble::-:i. 

One theory holds that sometimes committing the crime is the answer 

to a person's problem, thus obviating the necessity for rehabilitation. 

It becomes a matter of }That risks to take for the benefit to the 

individual. Some workers are advocates of the individual, and some 

consider public safety of prime importance. Someone, however, must take 

the initial responsibility of saying the person is ready to return to 

society. 

It was conceded by some that if public representation were admitted, 

the classification stage would be the proper point. Such a representative 

could give some insight about contmunity reaction, though it was doubted 

that one person could reliably reflect the views of the state at large, 

f 



a.'1d this would be the weakest link, undesirable to put into the code. 

To have an inmat.e on the board was felt to be inconsistent, although it 

was pointed out that inmates were frequently harder on themselves than 

anyone else would be. 

The sentencing structure was recalled to mind (the judge to use the 

upper range of authority in exceptional ce~es only), and the possibility 

o;f giving the court greater fleribility in the matter of rninimwn sentences. 

The public safety element has to be regarded in indeterminate sentences. 

The Dep9.rtment does not operate in a vacuum, and daily contact and 

observation should guarantee wise judgment of release readiness. 

The possibility of having the judge express his vim,1)oint, recommending 

that the offender not be released before a certain time, was countered by 

the statement that the judge was no more qualified to assess public safety 

issues than the Department. Professional judgment on public safety should 

be separate from the classification issue. 

Those favoring the judge's entering into such decisions felt that he 

did recognize public safety problems, and experience equipped hi.1;1 to 

recognize certain types of people; and therefore he acquired a working 

professionalism in this area. 

the Parole Board. 

It uould also provide a safety valve for 

A motion passed to incorporate in chapter Jh, section h, a sentence 

which would permit the sentencing judge to malce a recosmendation to the 

Department as to classification and term, it being understood that the 

reconmiendation is not binding upon the Department. 



'.i:he e:xistencs of t.he r'cfrolo Board ~,r2.S ter;1por'U"ily in jeope.:roy, but 

there was doubt that the Legislature would accept its elimination. Its 

particular functions were examined and explained; the possibility of more, 

or less, litigation, if' an appeal were to go back to the court instead of 

to the Pa1·ole Board; the constitutionality of its elimination. 

An outside independent board, perhaps called a Classification and 

Parole Board, might be better psychologically from ar1 inmate I s poi.i--it of 

view. Institutional adjustment is important, a.;.1.d its relationship ca.."'1 be 

soured, but structuring something special for inmates was said to be 

u.nnecessa..ry, because they have recourse to the court, and this is better 

than appeal to the Department for rehabilitative reasons. 

The Parole Board is generally regarded as an agent, outside the 

Department in the eyes of :i.ri..mates, and tends to give a parolee the benefit 

of reasonable doubt. The group which makes a release decision should 

hear parole violation cases. If we called it the Release Supervision 

Board, it could be concerned with release into the community, and 1,tlth the 

present flmctions of the Parole Board. !m appeal from an institutional 

release denial would go to the Department head. 

Hiss Nurphy pointed out t,hat all this may eventually be under an 

umbrella, the Department of HlL~an Services. 

re-structure. 

\'le .should then have to 

The Parole Board could m2..ke policy &"'1.d he2.r appeals without having 

policies spelled out in the statute, but setting release policy is a 

legitimate legislative function and prevents ad hoc le~islation. A broad 

general policy is protection agaLr1st manipulation -- broad enough to allow 

flexibility. 

i-ti.11 do. 

All agreed that we cannot anticipate what a_.-riy Legislature 



Ln increase of appeals ;,rould require adclitionru. nerson._D.el in 

Corrections. (Hiss Hurphy said th:1.t Hai..n.e I s Parole Board gives more 

time to each individual case tha.ri any other state she knows of.) Arry 

addition2J. -work load must be provided for in terms of persoru7.el, and 

although a price tag on the code would diminish its cho,nces with the 

Legislo.ti:.re, it was agreed that the cost might not produce an increase, 

because of different channelling. It uas stated that if ,;-re have a 

Legislature which will buy the code, it ,•iill .fu..n.d the change, u'.1ich is 

a suostantial d.eparture from the present. Because there are fe:-rer 

inmates at Thomaston, fewer appeals uill be generated, and there would 

not be so many coming fro:n the county jails, community houses or iiindha111, 

so some savings might be realized. One ·way to diminish the burden on the 

Department would be f-:,r the judge to determine the institution and term. 

A move to approve chapter 36 1-Ias carried, stipulation bei.:og made to 

debate it further in the full Co;-rur.ission, and clarification of the impLi.cit 

authority of the judge to make reco~:mendation as to classification a...~d term. 

Attention was given to the advisability of making available to a 

person the conclusions of his psychol.ogical and psychiatric exam. A good 

relationship is based on honesty, and if a person is not ready to accept 

this evaluation, he is not ready for release. It was recognized, however, 

that confidential source is not the same as confidential :information, that 

irreducible elements of confidentiality exist, and a psychiatrist could submit 

such infonnation on a separate sheet. 

In chapter 36, section 6, sub-section 1, we will add that the Board 

can issue a warrant if the Yiolater absconds, a..."'1d upon finding of probable 

cause. If a cri.'1le is involved, the police can pick him up immediately. 

These measures are to guard ag;::.inst flight to avoid a hearing. 

7 



In sub-section 3, it is suggested that the provision about 11no 

further proceeclings 11 be e::-..'J)&."lcled by adding 11on this alleged violation. 11 

Recommendation was made to provide counsel, 1-1ith pay, at hearings on 

alleged parole violation. If the violation is important enough to 

prosecute, it is important enough to have counsel. 

Reluctance was apparent to have the Probation officer at the court 

hearing to terminate probation. The officer ca..'1 be notified, and he can 

comm11.i.'1icate 1-rith the judge by telephone . 

.Another meeting of this sub-conmri.ttee will be arranged before the 

whole Commission meets again. 

Adjourned 2: 40 P N. 

:Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob, 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Rary, Secretary 



.;i. meeting of the f'ull Commission ~-ias held at 10:00 H, _friday, 

c'\'J 
• - ' 1 /' I •1 ' ' h 3.1. 0 ~ B "--a:cci1 o, ac 1:, e uate Ifice uild..ing in Augusta, uith the follmdng 

-:;resent: Professor Sanford J. Fox, Cha.iman Jon A. Lund, Pet21° Avery 

_:,nderson, Richa:cd 3. Cohen, i-i:rs. Caroline D. Glassr::an, &lith L. R::cr-;t, 

Col. Pa.:rl:er F. Hennessey, Garrell S. Eullaney, Errol K. Paine, 

Gerald li'. Petruccelli, Hon. Harold J. Rubin and Hon Robert B. ilillia."TISon. 

Professor Fox distributed charts which tabulated the status of 

chapters 11, 12, 23 and 36. He suggested noting on these charts future 

action, 2J1.d ma:teria..l sent by him be-tween me_etings. At each meeting 

updated charts ,;,Jill be available. .-1. table of contents was distribc,ted, 

1ri.th identifying page numbers. '£his can be used as a guide to mak:e a 

set of 1nateriaJ.. done to date. Niss H2.r'J has a complete set, cL"1d doubts 

as to the correct pag2 to keep may be resolved by inquiring of her . 

. -cTPf ideas for codes, ch.:i.rts, etc., helrful to organizh1g a.nd '.~>~:aping 

track of 1;12.terial in ·oro Jer ords1' wi~l be ,-relcomed by rrofessor .lox. 

Ad::Jinistrative matters -were first considered. :t re-,rised meeting 

schedule H2.S proposed, ,Iith no sub-co:smittee a.ctivity; hoveve:r, an ad hoc 

co:md. ttee could be a~Jpo:L"1ted when necsssa.i7. Accordingly, the full 

Co,nmiscion will meet on a three-,-,eek basis for the tL1e ".Jein6 , ,-pril 6, 

April 27, Nay 17, at 2.pprox:imately 1 :OiJ - 5:00 P i-I, start,i r:r.g ,d.th lunch, 

in Augusta. Notices Hill be mailed to each me:;,.ber, co~:sultcS1t ai1d 

a.iviser, ~-rl t}1 det,2-ils. 

subnri.'cti~1g a request 



It is hoped that drafts will be completed in f'ourteen months, and 

Professor ii'ox can then begin 1-TTi ting coIIT:11.enta.ry for the Cor:JIT1ission. 

Professor l'i'ox was authorized to explore available automated data 

service for a11alagous provisions, or identical, or judicial decisions, 

relevant to our new criminal code, including continuous input, ai.7.d the 

possibility of getting a data bank here. 

Chapter 23, Sex Offenses. In section 1A the insertion of the 

word 11openly 11was reco:mnended so that it will read 11livj_ng openly as man 

and wife, 11 this being a defense to certain acts. In cases of alleged 

rape, the burden of proof is to be on the prosecution. Because 11 spouse 11 

is understood as signifying legal marriage, Professor Fox will t:r.1 to 

find a.7other word, restricting the definition of 11 spouself, and adding 

that it is an affirmative defense that the victim and defendant are 

l..i.ving together a.s man and Hife. 

Section 2, Rape. Juries are reluct,mt to give a rape conviction 

,;-mere 2_ny relationship at all exists bet,reen the po.rties. The problen 

of narrm-ring our definition to a .stated length of time ~one night'? one 

ye2r? hon long?) ca11 be taken care of by adopting the Nassachusstts 

l;Jnguage 11vollmtar,1 social coEponion, 11 w::ich is evidence of consent; a.c---id 

would be an element of proof for the State, and certaLDly reduces the 

seriousness of the crime. 

·1· ,_ • ·t.'11e •• .c, ~ _-1._ ·cuour;.1 in.Lrec1.::.enc:/ oi rape of' a r.12le {toss not ncc2s3itate a 

soecific la1.,c, the section on abuse of :f')Ung children could oe 



better co~wey the inherent danger. it Hill be ;:mde cleal' tb3.t this 

i'7m.ediacy applies to all three thl~eo.ts in 1 s3-ii. 11;,,.n,y other hlllnan be-i ng 11 

gives latitude, but it we..s agreed that this col,ld 1Je a jury question. 

The draft of section 2, sub-section 13-ii was therefore accelJted. 

Sub-section 3 received much discussion. Some believed that all 

rape should be class A, others argued for class B. It was agr0ed that 

rape is an aggravated crime, a serious oersonal Lnd.ignity, as Hell as a 

deep invasion of privacy. Class A a.'1ci B sentence provisions 1-mre 

reviewed, also the Massachusetts phraseology nv::>lunta..r'J social companion. 11 

It ,,ras suggested that Professor Fox j_71corporate the Massachusetts language 

and bring the revision before the Co:-:-1--d.ssion. 

Chapter -23, Sex Offenses, section 3, Gross Sexual i·Iisconduct. 

?he Federal terminology 11 se2,."Ual act 11 has been used, to avoid 11unnatural, 11 

11 devious II and 11 crime against nature. n Sub-section 1 A-ii will be re-:,orded 

to make it t.be same as Rape section 2-13-ii. Sub-section 1 ,E' . .S then 

accepted. Sub-section 2.A "',ill be c,d~0.sted to conform to the 

Massachusetts language. In sub-section 2A, hypnosis vm.s deleted, and. 

also inducement by misrepresentatimi~ 2B. 

non-serious bodily harm ( 11 slapping a.:cound."). 

Sub-section 2G was acce0te:3., 

"Threat" was defined as 

Th:":.s t,:cies to 

protect th:,se individuals ,·rho ca.71I1ot 2.Dpraise their .,:.ct.ions. 3u'o-section 2D 

was accepted. Sub-section 22 will be revised t,'.) ir:clud.e the proba.tioner-

prob:;,tion officer rele.tionsI1iD. 

1'lie assertion that sentences a:ce too long to oe rehabilitat~_ve directed 

attention to i:.he penalty provisir:ins. 

barriers which have been quite high if we consider making ;;my of these 



crimes class C, 

class B, m.1d 2~ cJ.nd ;:J to cl2.ss C. 

Section 4, Se;,.'Ual 1~buse of hinors. ,1ttention focused on the age 

d_j_:ffeyential. .3ociety h ,s re-st:r'Uct.ured our ,,,hole appro3,ch to the age 

element; tbe:cefore relationship, not age, should be considered. 

legislation which says th2t an eishteen-;:,~ear-old j_s an adult. ) It uas 

decided to modify section 3, sub-section 1B by raising 1114 11 to 1'18, 11 .?.nd 

adding 0 unless the defendai.7.t is hi."llself' over 1 J. 11 _\ ne-i;-r section will be 

added providing that the 11victim is 14 to 1 S, a.'1.d the offender is at least 

four years older. 11 

Conunission. 

This part ·will be re-drafted and re-submitted to the 

Chapter 23, section 5, Unlmr.ful Sexual Cont2.ct. Reference was nade 

to the definitions in section 1 D, a.'1.d it was requested that "intimate parts 11 

be specified as 11genitals, breasts, buttocks, ear lobes. 11 It uas voted to 

eliminai:.e sub-section 1D of section 5. Sub-section F will be made to 

conform ui:l:,h other cl2rif'ico.tions. 

Chc','.)ter 36, sec~ion 1 _, Pe:cs0'.15 Bli~;ible :L'or Release: C1·iteria. 

J.ela,ti-v-ely minor mociificac-ions Fe1·c~ cii:ccctecl o;r the sub-co:.-:--.:.;ittee. 

dete1,~1in2..tion shall be na.cle at the encl of c.he first year and 221mw.lly 

thereafter. Sub-sections 1 anci 2 co.:1c2r:r1 discrei:,ionary reloase, exc-2..:,c for 

murder. The sub-co. :::it tee meeting .. ;:::.s reca;Jitulated. 

1-r&s felt that t'.1e matter should coi,1e before the 1rhole Coin:::lissi'Jn, 

as a small number wal:l present. 1'18.2'.'ch 1 O, it uas suggested tha.t this chapter 

be placed early on t,he age~1da for the next fl1J.l Commission meeting. 

this to tne Q •• J.C. to see if they wiBh to accept it as an appropri2.te 

subject foy- role-making by them. 



Chapter 1 2, Criminal Liability. Section 1, Basis for Liability, 

nas unan:Lrnously accepted as drafted. 

Section 2, Ignorance and Hist alee. oub-s ection 1 :'i... The word 

11negates 11 -vtlll be replaced by 11raises a reasonable doubt concerning. 11 

To sub-section 4B-4 will be added 11This sub-section does not impose any 

d._lty to malrn any such official interpretation. 11 

Section 2 was accepted as amended. 

Section 3 raised questions about the juvenile court, but it is not 

in our province to make the determination. In sub-section 1, after the 

·word 11seventeen 11 will be inserted 11 at the t:L"Ue of such proceedings. 11 

Section 4 will be considered later. 

Section S was approved with the cha..7.ge of 11negated 11 in sub-section 1 

to 11 raises a reasonable doubt, 11 and re-writing sub-section 3 to preclude 

consent to any fight bet;;:een the individ11a.ls. 

Section 6, Causation. nunless othe::.~:;ci..se p!'ovided., ,:hen causing a 

result is an eler.1ent of a crime II will be placed at the begi11r..in6 . This 

section uas then accepted, 

Section 7, Intoxication. The first sentence of sub-section 1 will 

be revised to read nrt is a defense that 1-men a defendant. enga;Jes ir1 

conduct which would otherwise constitute &7. offense, there is evidence of 

ir.toxication w-hich is such as to create a reasonable doubt concerning an 

ele'lent of the crime. 11 

The definition of intoxication was not generally acceptc1ble. 

113uosta:nti,'=il Ln.pairment of physical caD?.ci~iesll 1r2.s sug 0~ested, but the 

,::crticul2:r crime charged NO ild enter into the pi.cture, and 1-,hether or not 



the judge thinks ii:, should go to the jury. 

Time did not permit a thorough determination of this point. 

Adjourned 4: 25 P H. 

Hinutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Har,J, Secretary-Treasurer 

I•, 
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COMMISSION TO PREPARE A ~§IBrJ ftU\l~fiE CRIMINAL LAWS 

~-,•, 
' The full Commission met on April 13 at 1:00 PM in the 

State Office Building, Augusta, with the following present: 

Professor Sanford J. Fox, Chairman Jon A. Lund, Richard S. Cohen, 

Edith L. Hary, Garrell S. Mullaney, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, 

Louis Scolnik, Jack H. Simmons, Lewis V. Vafiades, Robert E. Wagner, 

Jr., Hon. Sidney W. Wernick, and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

Professor Fox said that the complete draft of the drug 

material will come before the Drug Sub-committee some time this 

month, and should be reviewed and approved expedi:i.tiously. 

He recommended that the sub-committee avail itself of the 

advice of a pharmacologist. 

Chapter 24, Kidnapping. The four sections are arranged 

in descending order of seriousness. Interference with the 

custody of a child differs from incompetents. 

weighted toward non-interference. 

The law is 

Section 1, Aggravated Kidnapping. 

not numerous, if we don't use degrees. 
... 

The alternatives are 

Aggravated is the more 

serious. Six states of mind ar.e defined in sub-section 1, and 

basic conduct is defined in sub-section 2. 

In sub-section 4, "prior to trialll instead of "prior to 
r 

arrest11 acts as an inducement to the kidnapper, and 11 serious 

bodily injury 11 can cover black and blue bruises, burns, injuries 

suffered when being forced into a car. 



Sub-section 2 could conceivably cause a police officer, 

in cases of false arrest, to be regarded as a kidnapper. 

Alternative wording will be sought to avoid this possibility. 

11 Without his consent 11 will be expanded to read 11 knowing that 

he does not have his consent . 11 In sub-section 2A, it will 

read 11 his residence or place of business, 11 and wording will 

be added to cover schools. 

Section 2 will include a definition of knowledge. In cases 

of hi-jacking, giving information should be mitigation. Persons 

may not trust an officer, but they understand the law, if it is 

shown to them. 

The assigning of kidnapping to class C crime was thoroughly 

discussed. Aggravated kidnapping seemed to warrant class A, but 

opinions differed about kidnapping (unaggravated). If the 

victim is released alive, with no injury, some argued for class B. 

A suggestion was put forward to leave all kidnapping a class A 

crime and leave it to the discretion of the judge, but our 

philosophy is to let the Legislature agree that some crimes are 

more serious than others. ... 
'\ 

If the victim is returned between the time of indictment 

and trial, should the indictment be changed? (The indictment 

should, however, state the facts.) Anotfler suggestion was to 

reduce the penalty if the victim were released, without injury. 

~e cannot, however, change the sentencing categories without 

defining a new offense. 



A general discussion followed about crimes and penalties, 

after which it was agreed that sub-section 4 would be re-written 

and that exercise of legislation re sentencing would be provided 

in the General Provisions. 

The parent-child relationship was explored in the kidnapping 

context. Sentiment increased to collapse sections 1 and 2 into 

one offense, with an exception being made to cover a parent's 

taking his child. An alternative to combining would be to leave 

the chapter as it is, with different sentencing provisions. 

A move to make section 2 part of section 1, and abolish 

section 3, but add to section 1 11 except the case of a minor 

kidnapped by his parent," was carried. 

Criticism of setting the age of the child at sixteen was 

raised. Although it was made analogous to rape, it seems too 

high for this purpose, and a move to reduce sixteen to fourteen 

was accepted. 

A motion to make it a crime of criminal restraint for a 

parent to take his own child from custody and across the border 

of the state was carried. 
.... 

\ 

Section 3, sub-section lB will be modified in accordance. 

Restraint was discussed again, in section 1, sub-section 2, 
y 

and section 3, sub-section 2. It should not be limited by 

time -- even five minutes could be significant. Restraint 

might be made a civil offense; it could be assault or aggravated 

assault. A move to delete section 3, sub-section lA, was defeated. 



The difficulty of defining competency was recognized. 

The judicially-declared, with a guardian appointed, is one 

kind; but there are different kinds of competency. No 

distinction is to be made between a parent's taking a 

competent or an incompetent child. 

Chapter 36, Release from Institutions and Community 

Supervision. The Sentencing Sub-committee decided to refer 

this subject to the full Commission to decide whether to retain 

the Parole Board or allocate the responsibility to the Department 

of Mental Health and Corrections. 

Retaining the Parold Board would provide some check, and 

the possibility of correction, but would require the Board to 

have continuing knowledge, and there was some feeling that persons 

serving on the Board are insufficiently trained. 

Warden Mullaney described the work of the Vermont Parole 

Board. It holds frequent meetings, and there is more access 

to the members. In Maine the Board sees a man six months prior 

to the expiration of the minimum sentence, when he is eligible 

for release, and can release him q- grant a work release. The 

warden also can put a man out on work release. The Prison inmates 

would prefer a Parole Board to the Department. 

It was voted to accept chapter 36, sect!on 1. 

Section 4, sub-section 1-I. It was suggested that this 

stipulation was unnecessary, providing leverage for probation 

o~ficers; but the natural environment and previous associates 

of an offender make it difficult to enforce. 

s~ould work at correcting these associations. 

The Parole Board • 



In section 6, a provision has been included, forbidding 

waiver of the preliminary hearing. 

In section 7, sub-section 1, provision will be inserted 

that the Board may issue a warrant for the person on release, 

and if such warrant cannot be served immediately, the 30-day 

period will begin when the warrant is served. 

State funding of counsel in parole hearings would be 

desirable {perhaps administered by the Supreme Judicial Court), 

but may not now be constitutional. The public might think 

other fields more in need of counsel. Lawyers should be 

available elsewhere -- for instance, in divorce cases, where 

Pine Tree is available for the wife, but the incarcerated man 

has only the service of the Prison classification officer. 

Considering the Parole Board expansion, the responsibilities 

of the Department of Mental Health and Corrections, and pay for 

attorneys to represent applicants for preliminary hearing on 

violation, an appropriation bill will be necessary for this code. 

A move to delete the provision relating to court-appointed 
" \ . 

counsel in sub-sections 1 and 2 of section 7 was carried. We 

are advised to leave this out at this stage, in anticipation 

of the Supreme Court's speaking, and it was decided to keep 
~ 

silence about counsel. 

A move to accept chapter 36 as amended passed. 

The April 26 meeting will discuss the chapter on fines. 

Adjourned 5:10 PM. 

~inutes taken and 
transcribed by 
~rs. Hilda M. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

, , I '--, . . ; ,:, I 
( ([ctr1 t_ ./ ·;rd,~~p 

Edith L. Hary, Se~retary 
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AUGUSTA,, MAINE 
COHHIS2IOi'T TO PREPAES A J.7':'.TI~ICl'. CF ~:-;-s: C?::T-T'.AL LAWS 

,t\1~ 
The Drug Sub-corr_rnittee r,,et April 25 at 9:30 A H at the !,uE_;J.sta Civic 

Center, ·with the following present: Ro'::>ert Glass, Chai.r:r.12.n Loui.s Scolnik, 

Richard S. Cohen, Jack H. Sirrmons, and ?cbert Zricson, State Chemist. 

:Mr. Glass I introductory remarks pointed out the patchwork quality of 

existing l':aic1e drug 1aws, w':1ich do not describe ju3t what is crirrinal. 

;'le assume there 1.ctlll be perr:d.ssive sections for doc tors, pharmacists, etc. 

Unl2.wful is therefore defined. If the crininal revision including drug 

lav,rs (Title 17) 9asses before the admi:tlstrative laws (Title 22), the status 

quo can be preserved by saying "shall r, ot apply to ....• 11 

The possibility of coordinating OUT Hork vr.ith that of the other drug 

coJT11ni ttee ·was considered briefly, but the decision held to avoid the civil 

as~oect, a:r.d let the other grm.~.p regulate its 01:m statutes. If it is a 

cdY.le, it will be in Title 17; if it is not, it 1.,-Jill not be in Title 17. 

,\dr~inistrative rna tters vi:i..11 be incorpor,:;.ted by reference, and if the otber 

drug coDJ11ittee does nothing, we can go t'::.rough Title 22 and re-v;rite 1.vhere 

:--:ecessary. 

The right of privacy -was conside.(ed. 
"\ 

Should we regard the possession 

2.nd use of drugs a cons ti tutiom.l right o::.' privacy, in which case we would 

con~rol and regulate as we do liquor, ins-;:,e2cd of prohibiting. It would 

follow th:.t the direct adverse conseoue:1ces for oti1ers would be the basis for 

~,1_cqlity could be controll:Jd) a,.e. drugs co·,ld be nade 2.v2.2.la::;le 

~c ~hose u~1er 18 only on prescription. 

Phil0Ec_2h7..cally, people stould per:-.s.:::-s be e.llm·red to kill the2selves 

' ;.:ir:.:}_ 1_~,.')' ~- i °:13 tr:L d :L:1 a COT:7IttnJj_~_.~,- -_ -~:=-~h h· ~ ~i biz l18rcin pr~)ble:r·:, 



The majority felt that hard drugs are socially destructive, and opposed 

the legalization of any drug except marijuana, If penalties are not too 

heavy, resulting in disrespect for the law, and hostility, illegality is itself 

a deterrent. 

Offering the Legislature the opportunity of being a pioneer in this 

rr.atter ·was attractive, but it -was stated that the entire cod.e could thus be 

jeopardized. A rninori ty report can be presented to the full Comr:ri.ssion on 

the civil liberty points. 

Difference in types of dosage and rnethods of using ·were discussed, ahd 

physical symptons of vd thdrawal. Pure and counterfeit drugs merited close 

attention. Selling counterfeit should be a more serious offense, and 

trafficking in b,m substances should give the judge the ability to sentence 

for b.vo crimes. Selling one drug, believing it to be another, should be 

a greater offense. A definition of counterfeit is necessary; otherv-ri.se, ·we 

would have to use larceny by false pretenses. 

Chapter 41, section 411, sub-section 3B: Insert 11licensed 11 hefore 

"medical practitioner." Sub-section 5A: Or:ut "Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of 

the United States. 11 Vfo will tentatively omit definition of drugs. 

Sub-section 6 brought a discussion o.f hashish and other derivatives of 

marijuana. The constitutionality of presumption in sub-section B V/3.S 

questioned because of hashish analysis, and I'·fr. Glass ,·rill check into this, 

in view of the possibility of our legalizing mar:i:i.juana and derivatives such 

as hashish and THC ( 11The One"). Hashish can be dealt ',•,'ith by its percentage 

of THC. All marijuana has soEle THC, but 'de ·w:Hl class hashish as marijuana. 

Sub-section 9B v,ill be removed. :Manufacturing is trafficking, but 

re-packaging is not in and of itself trafficking. 



Sub-section lOA is from the Federal 12.w. Haine law is contradictory. 

This provision and also sub-section 11 were acce1Jtable. 

Sub-section 12. The definition of opiate is taken fror:i Eassachusetts 

lav..r, and includes synthetics such as derrerol and methadone. A discussion of 

the phrase 11 sirnilar to morphine" resulted in 2.n examination of the convertible 

su'.~stances on the Federal list (Federal ?.egister April 24, 1971). It Wis agreed 

that these should be listed, and that lir. Glass would obtain copies of the 

President's drug committee recommendations for each member of our sub-comnittee, 

Sub-section 15: The Board of Pharw2cy ~Till be authorized to add substances 

to Schedule Z as it determines. 

Sub-section 21: rde will reconsider whether to limit analyses to the 

State laboratory, or to include others under court order. 

Undercover agents should be included in sub-section 22. 

Sub-section 23: 1/Te are one of the fe,,r states not having 11possession Ni th 

ir!tent. 11 Possession penalties will probably be substantially reduced, so the 

intent provision would be advisable. Once the government proves traffic'.dng, a 

partial defense could show that nothing Vl3.S received in exchange. C ,,Till be 

re-1:-;ri tten to sho,.,- different levels: possession, furnishing ,vithout consideration, 
" \ 

and trafficking for pecuniary gain. D 1·.'ill be eliirinated. 

dTug 

Section 412: We will ex.elude frrnr. all schedules any non-prescription 

legally sold and unaltered 2.s to for~, legally available in the State 
~ 

l-'.'r. ~r·j cson v-.ias as1:Pd to revie\'1 t':-:e l~.::--ts of drugs c>.nd to notify 

_. Glas.c: or over- or under-class::.ficat_'_-::,·,, 2.nd 111.c1.l~e recommendations. 



Section 423. A suggestion was rmde, applicable to Schedule W, that 

in sub-section 1 we lrn-.rer the age of the child from 18 to 16, the seller to 

be over 21. Sub-section 2 should provide for a bifurcated trial in the case 

of a nrultiple offender for drugs on Schedules W, X and Y. 

Co11T:1entary on the rest of the r;iaterial (except for the 2chedules) vlill 

be sent to the sub-coJ11IT1ittee rnenbers. I 

We ·will have the next (possibly final) meeting of this sub-committee 

June 15 at 9:30 AM, and Robert Carr.pbell of the Board of Pharmacists will 

be invited to attend. 

A copy of the book Licit and illicit drugs will be acquired for 

each member of the sub-committee and for Hr. Ericson. 

Adjourned 3:30 PH. 

Einutes t2.ken and 
transcribed by 
Ers. Hild2- n. Jacob. 

Respectfully sub~itted 

Edith L. Hary, Secretary 
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AUGUSTAi MAINE 
con:ISSIC'.'i TO PR,:C:PARE A Rfi:VISIOI': OF THE Crtlllll-TAL Lt'\}'/3 

,'11., 
A meeting of the ·whole Commission Has held April 26 at 1 :00 P 1:i 

at the Augusta Civic Center. The follm-ri_ng v1ere present: Professor 

Sanford J. Fox, Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter Avery Anderson, 

Jr. 1,-.1illard D. Callender, Jr., Frs. Caroline Glassman, Edith Le Hary, 

Col. Parker F. Hennessey, Demiel G. Lilley, Garrell S. 1'.ullaney, 

Gerald F. Petruccelli, Louis Scolnik, Jack H. Sir.anons, Lewis V. Vafiades, 

Robert E. Wagner, Jr., and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

A brief report on the Drug Sub-conmittee meeting v,rci.s heard. 

Time and length of future meetings received attention, and the decision 

w2.s for staY'ting vlith a 12 :30 lur1ch, meeting at 1 :00 P N, a dinner break 

2. t 5: JO, follrn,1ed by a short e·Jening session. This schedule will apply 

to the Hay 17 meeting. 

Chapter 35, Fines. It W'}S voted tc establish the fine at tvtlce the 

a::.ount of any pecuniary gain derived, an::l the value of the property shall 

be established as at the time of taking. The amounts in section 1 were 

approved. 

$ection 2 highlighted the proble~ of determining the ability of 

the uerson to p2y a fine. The provisior:: is th2.t he r:iay not be sent to the 

De9c'.rtrnent of Fental Health and Corrections because of inability to pay. 

"'. .L ' l • t. t rh t ". 1t d 1· t • • bl t _:-ie couru nas c.iscre ion as o "iien o use a 11ne, -2.n is possi e o 

c~~bine it ~~th another 2en~ence. No fir.e doe.c: not n:en.n no punishr:ient, 

~c:n'Ji 7:i.cn r): 0~:JJ::-1. -Sion, or red11cin~; in cases 
- . 



Chapter 35, section 3. Sub-section 3 was deleted. Arg1Jments 

\,te~"e advanced for a record, bu·~ the District Courts have no stenographers, 

ar/J it may be that the defenda.nt does not even 2.ppear. Sub-sections 1 and 

2 v1ere accepted; and sub-section 4, no lon6er being needed, vrs eli:r:tlns.ted. 

Sub-section 5 was deleted, as being outside our authority. 

Section 4. 110r person" in line 3 of sub-section 1 ·will be deleted. 

If the fine is a condition of probation, paynent ·will be to the probation 

officer; otherwise, to the clerk. Instalment is another al term.tive. 

The clerk should send a form notice to the defaulter. 

VR.s approved, subject to giving credit for dead time. 

This sub-section 

In sub-section 2, a period will be placed after the word 11 Depe.rtment 11 

and the rest of the sentence deleted. Sub-sections 2 and 3 Here approved. 

Section 5 v,,as accepted, w:i. th an aLe;'ldnent which will provide for a 

refund of the fine and a revocation of the sentence when they have been 

erroneously imposed. 

Chapter 32, section 4, Probation ?.evocation. The question of revocation 

upon only the charge of a second crime occasioned much di:scussion. 

that 1,,.re should specify revocc.tion only upon conviction, proved by a 
"' 

Sarne felt 

preponderance of evidence, and that revo\a tion proceedinzs s~10uld have a 

::·eport.er. Others pain t.ed out t:v: t a s2c,1 once convicted a.nc. put on probation 

w,s alreo.dy tainted by the verdict, and th::-ct society is protected by probation 
.,. 

th8 2.cclls.2. tion c:i.nnot be 

.L . 
I_,,; 

•• .. i. ,.-,·· 
: ~ '·-" ,) 4 



Chapter 23, Sex Offenses. Section 4 has been re-written. The age 

,:::'._sparity engaged immediate attention, :rnd it \.'13.S decided th2_t in section 

l.Ja four-year disparity would be clearer th2..n specified ages, this being 

c°:",i8£'ly a matter of imposition and consent. A rr:ove to lower 1118th birthdaytr 

to 11 16th birthday" in sub-section lB passed. These paragraphs vvill be 

revised to conforn. 

Section 1, sub-section lD, pronpted an extensive consideration of just 

".·.'::at constitutes erogenous zones, and after several attempts to revise, it 

vs.s voted to eliminate "buttocks, or female breast, 11 and terminate the 

sub-section with the words 11 se:x:ual act. 11 A re-consideration move failed. 

I: 

-,-_ .... 

A possible a~biguity in section 1, sub-section 2B, will be clarified. 

Section 2, sub-section 3, it was charged, presented ·word problems. 

11as II1.an and wife 11 means 11not lawfully married, 11 1.,,re should say so. 

a continuing sexual relationship exists, we should say so. 

Section 5, s1.1b-section lC, ·will be revised to provide for a three-

:-e;x bridge at any level. 

Section 2 vrill be revised to read "unlawf1 .. :l sexual conduct. 11 

Adjourned 5:20 PM. 

>: .. :,u':es t2 .. ker: 2.nd 
-~d.bed bJ 

• "'-~:_J.1.-=- 11. LT·s.cob. 

..... 
'\ 

Respectfully suh-·,i t ted 

Zdd,fvfia '/ 
Edith L. Hary, slctary 



MAINE 

COMMISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS 

A meeting of the Commission was held May 17, 1973, at the 

Augusta Civic Center. Luncheon was served at 12:30 and the meeting 

was called to order at 1:15. The following were present: Chairman 

Jon A. Lund, Professor Sanford J. Fox, Jack H. Simmons, Daniel G. 

Lilley, Garrell S. Mullaney, Peter Avery Anderson, Mrs. Caroline 

Glassman, Gerald F. Petruccelli, Louis Scolnik, Richard S. Cohen 

and The Honorable Robert B. Williamson. 

A brief discussion was held regarding meetings during the 

sum.i--r,er months. It was decided to skip a meeting in July and get to-

gether in late August or early September. Professor Fox needs this 

extra time for redrafting and assembling material which will be dis

tributed to the Commission during the summer to read and digest before 

the early fall meeting. .... 
'\ 

The next meeting will be scheduled for June 18 at the 

Augusta Civic Center. It will follow the same schedule as the May 

meeting: 
,, 

12:30 luncheon; meeting beginning·at 1:00, continuing until 

5:30 when a buffet dinner will be served followed by a brief evening 

session. 

Since an Advisory Commit.t.ee on Rules of Evidence has been 

established, some matters for consideration now before the Commission 
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draw from other matters in favor of the new Advisory Committee. 

Chapter 25 Theft Section 1. Consolidation. A lengthy 

discussion on "receiving" preceded a favorable vote to accept Section 

1 as drafted. 

Section 2. Definitions. There were many areas of debate 

in sub-section 1 pertaining to "property" including some grammar and 

punctuation questions. Professor Fox has agreed to redraft parts of 

this section and a motion made to accept sub-sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 

as amended carried unanimously. 

After a discussion concerning "constituting evidence of 

debt" in sub-section 5-B, and a redraft, it was voted to accept sub-

section 5, A through F. 

Section 3. Theft by Unauthorized Taking or Transfer. It 

was voted to accept this section as drafted. 

Section 4. Theft E.Y, Deception. After some discussion and 

an agreement to some minor amendm,nts, Section 4 was accepted. 

Section 5. 

Section 6. 

Theft E.Y, Extortion, was accepted as drafted. 

Theft of Lost, Mislaid, or Mistakenly Delivered 
'!' 

Prooerty, was accepted as drafted. 

Section 7. Theft of Services, was accepted as drafted. 

Section 8. Theft by Misapplication .9£ PrC2_P_erty, was accepted 

,,.,ci th an arnendfclent to cover the "third party". 

Section 9. Receivinq .§_to_J_en_ Propertv. A motion to dGlete 
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feated. Another motion to delete the word "probably" was also 

defeated. It was finally voted to accept Section 9, sub-section 1 

as written. 

It was voted to delete Section~, sub-section 2. 

Section~, sub-section 3, was amended so that the phrase 

"'dealer' means a person in the business of buying or selling goods" 

was deleted. It was then voted to accept Section~ as amended. 

It was voted to adopt Section 10. Unauthorized Use of 

Property as written. 

Section 11. Classification of Theft Offenses. It was 

agreed to amend the class C crime (sub-section 3-A) to read "five" 

hundred rather than "one" hundred as drafted. A typographic error 

in sub-section 4 was changed to reflect class D rather than C. A 

motion to accept Section 11 as amended was carried. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:20 p.m . ... 

~inutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Mary C. Johnson. 

'\ 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ 

~- ( [;" 1 f_-, -r)~1}Lc / 

Edith L. HarY, Secretary 



,,c; 7 3 
J 1me 1 8 ~ at 

12:30 PE. Present 1:-rere: Professor Sanford J. J:i'ox, Chairman ,Jon .--:.. Lu.,."'1d, 

Dr. ~.'lillard J. CallenderJ Jr., Richards. Cohen, llrs. Caroline Glassna11, 

3ciith L. H2I'y, Garrell S. 1-iulla..riey, Gerald 1',. retruccelli, Hon, Harold J. 

Rubin, Jack H. Simmons, • Leuis V. Vafiades, and Hon. Robert B. ,,illiamson. 

The ne:;.,,,t meeting was set i'or :'ledr1esday., August 1, at 12:30 1,.lu..."lch). 

Chapter 26, Burglary. The co~'11.on law requirement about breaki...ns 

h~s been omitted as inconsequential. 

being on the premises, is important. 

Entering or remaining, the mmer 

The question of intent to invade privacy, as in the U..'1authorized 

copying of papers, was raised. The initial reaction was negative, unless 

the papers contai...11 a trade secret. Examples of unauthorized ex2Jnination 

1-,ere considered, a.c"ld whether criminal trespass would cover the situation, 

or ,;,7hether it 1-1ould be a civil ,natter. A sug0estion was offered that we 

broaden the definition of burglary to include some unla;;,;ful act such as 

violation of privacy, or define more actions as cri.t,1.es. 

The discussion procee~ed to the relative seriousness of brea...'-dng into 

a dwelling house or an office buildin5\ lt was generally a,g:~eed that the 

gtea:ter se1'l,YuSc1.ess la~, in bre2king L'1t:> a dHelling place, and the point 

,-;2.s made that a daytime in7ader was usually the mo:;.~e dangerous, 

prescL!ilably being anned and pre-oa.Ted to risk confro:ftation. .--.. duelli,.7.g 

h01_;_se break, or a broa.1<: b;c,- an .3.n;1ed ;:-erson, could. be labelled aggravated 

ourgla.r-J, thus increa.sL.'7.5 the penalty. ;~ plea was made to place 11 juct 

-'-' vD8 



Section 1. 11 Person or property 11 distinguishes between burglary 

:md aggravated burglary. i(ew sub-sections w:i.11 further emphasize 

the d,•relling l-1ouse, :::i.r1d heighten the o:fense if the crime contemplated 

is against the person. 

It was decided to ccmbine ser;tion 2 ·,ri th sect1 on 1 un(cr t):e title 

'31..:.rglary, eliT,in;:,_ting the word 11Aggrava tec:. 11 in the title. In addition 

::.o dvrellin0 place, the other place,c: en:.:...---:--:e,:;_ tcd in section 2, ::mb-

section 1, will be incluc.ed in section 1 1 sub-section 1. 

place ·will therefore become a f2.ctor in ag6r2.vated burglary. 

A :move to make breaking into a d,relling place where someone is present 

:,iore oori.ous ( aggravated) than when no one is present failed of acceptance. 

Burglary ,·tlll be a class C, ,-tlth a firearm. a class A, and other burglaries 

class B cr~nes, although all classifications are to be regarded as tentative, 

pending final revim-r of such assignments. 

Sub-section 5 brought a discussion of multiple charges, the possibility 

of double jeopardy_, and the ,;.risdo:m of trying for only the more serious 

crime charged. It uas said that. the jury shou.ld have tbe choice. 

Plea bargaining received attention, ac"'1d the possibility of havi_ng a 

"-
survey, to provide us with a factual 'il)asis on which to make our policy. 

Professor l"ox has confe1Ted 1,tlth a research assistant, 211d he was 

a.uthorized to follow up the proposal, if the uork could be made available 

in six months. r 

Ch2i1:·~ai1 Lund reported th2.t the 1.~.?--. hs.d rec;.;ived the Drug ,1.buse 

Council I s }ro~'..losal, 1-Thich seemed to be a duplication of our efforts, 



Chapter 26_, section 3, Criminal Trespass, deals 1:Tith the least 

serious of our cr:iJninal offenses. Provision w"i.11 be ·i;-r.citten in to 

allow for Great .2ond access. In sub-section 1 B, the word 11 la:-Jfnl 11 

,-r.i.11 be inserted before t:1e ,;-,ord "order. 11 A :move to el:iJni..nate 

sub-section 1 C as being a tra.ffic violation, properly in the motor 

vehicle la:-r, carried. 

Sub-section 3 1,r.i.ll be cl2.ss C, except ·when entering a dnelling 

place without license or privilege. 

Sub-section 4 met with divided opinions, and its deletion Has voted. 

Cha~)ter 12, section 8, Criminal Liability for Conduct of .Another; 

Accomplices. The wording in sub-section 1 1-Jill be revised to mean 

explicitly the offense uhich is committed. The words 11his mm conduct 11 

and 11 or both II will be eli::-:d.nated. 

Sub-section 4 ·will be re-drafted, and sub-sections 5 .:ind 6 B Hill 

be claTified. 

Sub-section 6 C brought a dieussion of abandonment as a defense, and 

i,hat exact ty:1e of a.bandonnent, or notice to authorities, sho-u.ld be 

required. ;_ motion was carried to aJilend to incorporate the statement 
\ 

th2.t complicity be extended to things reasonably .foreseeable as well 2.s 

t:1ose subject to agreement, also that in essence aba.ndo:n:t1ent be a defense 

if there is actual aba.ndonment nrior to the cotrLristion of tt1e act and the 

2.ctors are notified of t;1e aba.,xlomnent, an.d he removes h:L'11.Self frrn~ t.he 

sce:::1e of action. 



Sub:..section 7 orought consideration of acl111itting a. previous 

acquittal as evidence, but a move to elirri.nate 11 or has been acquitted 11 

2->1d place a period after 11 convictionn failed. 

Adjourned 5:30 P n. 

i'-Iinutes taken 
and transcribed by 
Ers. Hilda LT. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

Secretary of Commission 
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'l'he ,\.ugust 1 1,:eeting of trie .rngusta Civic 

Center, beginning i;rl.th 12:jO llL."'1.ch. Present ,,,ere: Gb'.lirma..'1 Jon A. Lund, 

liicinrd S. Cohen, .i!<lith L. Ha.r,1, Ger: 0 ld ?. £'etruccelli, Dr. Serna.c:5. Saper, 

Lewis V. Vafiades, Willi.au B. HcClaren ~Cnief of Police, Portl.::1nd), a..."'1.d 

Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Chapter 11 , Section 9, l·Iul ti.ple Convictions. Incor,sist::mcies were 

pointed out and previous discussions recalled as bei.11.r=r, conce:cned uith 

multiple charges, not :multiple convictions. It was .felt that the 

discretion of the prosecutor should not be limited by this kind of 

provision. The general law now prov'.1-des for no restriction. This 

bei:rg considered desirable, it was voted to delete section 9. 

Section 10 helps to focus attention on conscious states of riii-T1d, 

a.rid Hill be referred to for jury instructions. Case law an.d stat,utes 

are not clear. It is not lmcmrn.on for the state o.f mind to deterr:une 

the seriousness of the crime. Hotivation releva..11cy was explored, and 

the difficulty of determining 1-1:ith assurance just what is in a person's 

;71.i11d. Some re-drafting for the sake oi clarification was advised, so 

1-ii th the understa..---iding that nintention~y11 and 11 lmow:ingly 11 would be 

' more precisely Horded, Section 1 O, 1 an.d 2, were adopted. 

Sub-section 3, A, B, C and D, were accepted, 1-r.Lth a vote to 

re-consider later, when more Commission members, es~ecially judges, 

are 9res ent. 

Sub--sectioYJ. 4 is not co:1cerned -:dth ::1ental st.J.te, but ~,i;~h action. 

It ~i2.S ado~ted, uith a proviso tor'?-,rie-:: L1ter. 



Section 11, Requirement of Culpable Mental States. This interprets 

\• 

.. ~e presence and impact of mental states, ·with overall application. The 

final sentence of sub-section 1 will be clarified.. 

was adonted. 

The entj__re section 11 

The matter of inconsistency about mitigation in the section on sexual 

contact was raised, and a request to discuss t:1is subject at a later session. 

The remaining material, inte:ided for rev-ie:•i, was postponed for a later 

meeting when more members are present. 

The next meeting is scheduled for September 13, beginning -with 12:30 

lunch. At this meeting, the fall aJ1d winter dates ·will be set, and the 

convenience of various days, times and places wi 17 be determi.ried. 

Professor Fox recommended having more frequent meetings in the coming 

months. 

Adjourned 3:25 PM. 

hinutes taken and 
tr.::,nscribed by 
;-:.rs. E:Llda i;f. Jacob. 

2.espectfully submitted 

&li tn L. Hary, ~cretary 

... 
'\ 



COMMISSIO~nff ;,{~Erw, A ~~ff:jRf~» OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS 
.. . ~~Ir'~~~ Lu~J t~&Hl.i~~d , 

AUGUSTA, MAINE ,c,.1') 
The Drug Sub-committee met September 13 at the Augusta Civic 

Center at 10:00 A M, v-d.th the following present: Chairman Louis 

Scolnik, Richard S. Cohen, Jack H. Simmons, Professor Sanford J. 

Fox, Robert Glass, Robert Ericson and Richard Clarke. 

Introductory remarks by Mr. Glass preceded consideration of 

Title D4. A general discussion regarding the decriminalization 

of marijuana emphasized the changing attitudes in the past two 

years; although it was agreed that this course should not be spelled 

out to the Legislature, we could well leave the position open for 

future action. 

Mr. Clarke, who is working under an LEPA grant, his work to be 

coordinated with that of our Commission, described a survey which the 

Drug Abuse Commission had undertaken, involving ninety-six persons, 

including police, county attorneys and judges, which showed that a 

majority favored complete legalization of marijuana. This reflected 

not an official, but a personal, off-the-record liberal opinion. 

A similar recommendation by the Criminal Law Revision group 

would contribute to acceptance of""<iecriminalization, even of 
'\ 

legalization. Reference was made to the book Licit and illicit drugs 

and the influence it had had on the sub-committee's thinking. It was 

agreed that hard drugs ought to be illegal ( 11W~ don't want to make an 

invitation."), and Nr. Glass pointed out that even though the :Maine law 

were to be liberalized, the Federal law would still make marijuana an 

illegal commodity. 



.Recent Maine legislation regarding forfeiture was held in 

disfavor, the forfeiture often being deemed worse than the penalty 

for possession. 

Our concern is with street level, unregulated, traffic in 

drugs, not with supervised dispensing or rehabilitation, and should 

result in a sound criminal law framework. We are not out to put 

addicts in jail, but to prevent people from becoming addicts. 

Chapter 41, section 411, Definitions, and 

Section 412, Schedules W, X, Y and Z: Certain punctuation, 

spelling and word clarifications were recommended and approved. 

On page Sub D 12, the final paragraph will be adjusted to read 

"•· .legally sold in the State of Maine without any Federal or State 

requirement as to prescription ... " 

Section 411, sub-section 10, page Sub D 3: The definition of 

marijuana is of long standing, but exceptions will be clarified. 

Page Sub D 5, sub-section 22 was judged unnecessary and is to 

be eliminated. 

In the definitions and also the corranents, even though penalties 

may be identical, trafficking, fll{,nishing and possession should be 
\ 

clearly defined, as well as "knowingly or intentionally", especially 

in regard to trafficking. 

The schedule of drugs will be scrutinized,by rirr. Ericson, perhaps 

with a pharmacist (Mr. Campbell as possibility). 

Page Sub D 12, Schedule Z: The discretion delegated to the Board 

of Pharmacy was considered, and the possible risk that this authoriza

tion might not be constitutional; but all felt it to be acceptable, 

if the Board's decisions were made responsibly. 

Heroin will be removed from Schedule Wand placed in Schedule X. 



. . 

Section 421, Trafficking. Adjustment will be made to allow 

for the penalty to fit whatever the drug turns out to be, and this 

drug may be a more highly classified drug than the trafficker thought. 

Section 422, Trafficking in Counterfeit Drugs. A question about 

the constitutionality of sub-section 1 being raised, it was decided to 

take the issue before the whole Commission. 

"Furnishing" will be included with "trafficking" in the title 

and sections 422 and 423. 

Section 423 2 Aggravated Trafficking: 

Sub-section 1: 1121 years of age or older" will be eliminated. 

Sub-section 2 will be clarified regarding previous conviction, 

the conviction to be before the second offense. 

Section 424, sub-section 3: Schedule Z to be included with 

Schedules X and Y. 

Section 431, sub-section 1 will be adjusted to read " ... possesses 

a usable amount of Scheduled drug ... 0 11 

Section bbl is to be taken up before the whole Commission. 

Sections 442 and 443 will be kept, but with the "attempt" language ... 
deleted. Mr. Glass will see that\ penalty for attempt and act is made 

consistent throughout the code. 

Section 445 will be revised to include "furnishes 11 as well as 

"possesses." 

Section 451. It -was decided that the chemist 1s certificate would 

be prima facie evidence unless the defense demands a chemist present. 

Section 47_2. A period will be placed after "State" and the rest 

of the sentence deleted. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Nrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

ecretary 



SIPJE tr.~t1! UBnJtRY 
AUGUSTA,, MAINE 

COMMISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS 

I\") ,l\ 
The Commission met September 13 at the Augusta Civic Center, 

following the Drug Sub-committee meeting, with attendance of 

Chairman Jon A. Lund, Richard S. Cohen, Mrs. Caroline Glassman, 

Edith L. Hary, Daniel G. Lilley, William B. McClaren, Garrell S. 

Mullaney, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Lewis V. Vafiades, Hon. Robert B. 

Williamson, Professor Sanford J. Fox, Robert Ericson and 

Richard Clarke. 

ltr. Glass prefaced the meeting with introductory remarks, 

explaining that the second draft incorporated earlier notes, comments 

and revisions determined by the Drug Sub-committee. 

The administrative angle has been avoided. This chapter does 

not deal with rehabilitation, prescription, pharmacists, which should 

be left to those with expertise (chemists, doctors, hospitals, etc.). 

The criminal portions of ~laine drug laws are our concern, and we 

should leave to the Drug Abuse Commission the definition of permissive 

sections of any drug law. We are not sponsors of revised Title 22, 
" 

only the repealer sections. We ~ect Titles 17 and 22 to be 

available at the same time for the Legislature. The Drug Abuse 

Commission work is to be submitted to Professor Fox and Mr. Glass, 
r 

and through them to this Commission. 

Section 411, Definitions, sub-section 24, page Sub D 6: Insert 

11 otherwise 11 before "transfer." 

Section 422, sub-section 1: The subject of counterfeit drugs 

received a long discussion, culminating in a decision to re-phrase 

as follows: A person ~rho intentionally or knowingly trafficks in or 

furnishes a substance ·which he represents to be a scheduled drug, but 

w'nich in fact is not a scheduled drug, but is capable of causing serious 



·-

bodily harm or death when taken or administered in the customary 

or intended manner, shall be guilty·of a class C crime. 

Mr. Glass will adjust the general rule, and also provide that 

anyone giving anyone else a Schedule W drug shall be guilty of a 

class B crime. 

Sub-section 3 was deleted. 

Section 423, Aggravated Trafficking: A motion to delete 

sub-section 2 A, Band C carried. 

The meeting returned to the subject of decriminalization of 

marijuana, which is being recommended by responsible organizations. 

In Iowa and Oregon, it is now a civil offense. Arguments pro and 

con were heard: 1'When a law is no longer enforceable, it ceases to 

be a mandate of society," and "It is basically dishonest, a cop-out, 

to decriminalize marijuana. 11 A non-binding vote taken showed a 

majority of those present to favor decriminalization. 

The next four meetings were set for October 4, October 29, 

November 15 and December 3, beginning with 12:30 lunch. 

Adjourned 5:20 PM. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

..... 
'Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Hary, cretary 

' 
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COMMISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS 
(il'?I' Pi 'fl""" I l'l v r,f I 

'\'? ~Ef~ ! E LP~ t~ dB flY 
The Commission met Octobei-°'4 at t~V~~g§.J{k &!#~~~enter. 

The following were present: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter Avery 

Anderson, Dr. William D. Callender, Jr., Edith L. Hary, Erroll K. 

Paine, Gerald F. Petruccelli, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Dr. Bernard 

Saper, Louis Scolnik, Lewis V. Vafiades, Hon. Robert B. Williamson, 

and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Chapter 27. Falsification in Official Matters, was taken up 

first, and Professor Fox pointed out that this section does not 

pertain to property or a false report to a law enforcement officer, 

but is evidence in a more or less foriral setting. The importance 

of the matter furnished is to people outside one's own interests, 

such as swearing or affirming before a notary. 

Section 1, PerJµry. This is not very different from the 

present law. Perjury, it was agreed, is a real problem in the 

courts, and a careful consideration of the wording resulted in 

certain alterations. "In any official proceeding" was regarded as 

important and will apply to both A and B, deleting 11in the same 

official proceeding." This sect~n as amended was accepted. 
\ 

Section 2 1 False Swearing. The severity of the penalty was 

questioned, and a move to delete the section as being unnecessary 

lost. The code, it was said, is supposed to ~stablish a scale of 

penalties, and the Legislature will have an opportunity to judge 

its appropriateness. 

Section 3, Unsworn Falsification. In sub-section 1-A, a 

recommendation was rrade that we specify the size of print in the 

notification by using the ·word "conspicuous" or some such 

qualification. Criticism of the ·.'lording in 1-B(2) showed a need 

for cl&rification. 



Chapter 11 1 Section 10 1 Definitions of Culpable States of Mind was 

reviewed, especially sub-section 4 1 
11Negligenty. 11 The real meaning of 

negligence was examined, the standards (individual or community) involved, 

society's stake. Substitute wordings were offered: cu]pable awareness, 

culpable unawareness, criminal indifference, wanton and willful. A strong 

plea was made not to omit the law which makes negligent homicide a crime. 

In sub-section 4-D, the objective test for risk is the individual's 

capacity for awareness. The objection that this is a license for those of 

low intellects to commit crimes was answered by the assertion that they 

should be aware of what a law-abiding citizen would observe. 

In sub-section 2-C "almost" will be substituted for "practically." 

In sub-sections 3 Recklessly and 4 Negligently. paragraph A will 

be omitted, and,nobody will be guilty of a crime unless his action is 

voluntary. Hunting laws were discussed here, to which the word 

11negligently" should be applicable. "Criminal negligence" will be 

incorporated and the homicide statute adjusted. 

Section 11, Requirement of Culpable Mental States, sub-section 1 is 

a plea for uniformity in mens rea. Simplifying language has been used: 

intentionally, knowingly or negligently Crecklessly" will be deleted) . .... 
The final sentence will be revised to re'ld "is either not specified by 

such law, or is specified as willfully, maliciously, corrupt or in some 

other specified state of mind ... " 

Sub-sections 2 and 3 are providing uniformity. In a case of attempt, 

the defense is that the crime wa.s corrnnitted. 

found, but not of the crime. 

Guilt of attempt may be 

Chapter 13, Justification. In sections 1 and 2, an exception will 

be incorporated to provide for a search warrant, knowingly defectively 

procured by an officer. 



Section 3, Competing Harms. 

doctrine, which is seldom needed. 

This is the "Choice of Evils" 

The harm is qualified by the 

sense of immediacy and the degree of physical hann. A possible 

re-wording of sub-section 1 to emphasize the imminence of harm 

was suggested. 

Section 4, Use of Force in Defense of Prerni_s~s, will be 

considered when section 7 is before the Commission. 

Section 6, Physical Force by Persons with Special 

Responsibilities excited comment regarding corporal punishment and 

differing opinions as to its need, and will be reviewed later. 

Adjourned 5:10 PM. 

Minutes taken 
and transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob 

Respectfully subnitted 

d 
Edith L. Hary, Secretary 

.... 
\ 
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of v~e· s 021 the of force o~- _:iolice. 

of.' res ist2nce. 

Sec-ticm. G, 

a:.:d the like. 

2.bout breach of pc,ace, de '.lli..ng 1r:ith act.ions "ihich Ftay uell le~:d. to violence. 

Sub--section 1 A see::lS V;?cgue, if it :C':?lates to beh2..vior. It could 

cosr,:::::r the pers:::r."l2.l clea:::li:-:ess, grorn;1ing as'Ject. So::-n.e stanc:b.rd should be 

3ub-sec c.:Lon 1 B wa,3 stricken, a~,cl tb.e:::eupon Section 1 ,.ras accepted as 

Gest1 1res or physic21 1!1--=i::id.uct ~•;hich is offs::sive .... 
\ 

!lOt a cl .. ls 



CO:rIMISSION 'l'O PREPARE A LAWS 

A meeting scheduled for November 26, 1973, had insufficient 

attendance to justify taking any action. Present were 

Professor Sanford J. Fox, Richard S. Cohen, Jon A. Lund, 

Garrell S. Mullaney and Jack H. Simmons. 

General conversation raised questions concerning possible 

exemptions in the criminal statutes, on account of religious 

beliefs, in cases of the safety and protection of children. 

The desirability of an incest statute was stressed. Public 

corruption being currently of such public awareness and concern, 

it was felt that some statute would be necessary. 

Professor Fox said that he expected us to have a report 

out by the end of next summer, and between then and January 1975 

it should have a lot of public debate. He hoped that various 

organizations (such as medical, bar, chiefs of police) would look 

carefully at the report. 

.... 
'\ 



The Commission met at the Augusta Civic Center on December 3, 1973, 

with the follo1.n.ng present: Professor Sanford J. Fox, Peter Avery Anderson, 

Caxoline Glassman, Edith L. Hary, William B. McClaran, Garrell s. Mullaney, 

Jack H. Simmons, Lewis V. Vafiades and Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

Dates were set for the next six meetings: 

December 21 in Portland 

January 18 in Augusta 

February 1 in Augusta 

February 22 in Augusta 

March 15 in Augusta 

April 11 in Augusta 

Chapter 28, Section 4, Unlawful Assarnbq, and 

Cha2ter 28, Section 5, Obstructing Public Ways, were reviewed. 

These sections represent an effort to produce rules to enable police to 

control incipient riots. It is difficult to prove, and should be, because 

we do not want to keep people from standing around, but we do want the 
.... 

police to be able to move before something happens. The public expects 

this sort of protection. Discussion centered about the possibility of 

misuse and misinterpretation. The safeguard of jnclud.ing a requirement ,. 
to declare an assembly unlawful before taking action was written in as an 

amend.>nent, and sections 4 and 5 were then adopted. 

_Chapter 28, Section 1 , Disorderly Conduct, sub-section 3, will also 

be amended to include a provision requiring a warning. 

Chapt,er 28, Section 6, Harrassment, was accepted. 



Section 7, Desecration. A.fter a~disc~ssion of outraged sensibilities, 

it was perceived that this section was not designed to protect property 

interests, but solely the sensibilities of citizens. The words 11the 

defendant knows" were el:i.m.inated, and sub-section 1 was amended to require 

only that the structure not be owned by the perpretrator. The implication 

of the word 11desecrate 11 was carefully examined. Either 11desecration 11 or 

11defacement 11 will be used. This section was accepted. 

Section Bi Abuse of Corpse, was accepted; but parts of present 

section 1251 of Title 17 will be saved. 

Section 92 False Public Alarm. The use of 11 alarm11 was felt to be 

too strong, and it was cha.i.-iged to 11report. n The section was accepted. 

Section 10, Cruelty to Animals received brief attention, and the 

suggestion that views and comments from veterinary organizations, humane 

societies and a.nimaJ.. weli'are leagues be obtained met with agreement. 

The section was thereupon tabled. 

Chapter 27, Section 4, Tampering with Witness or Informant. In sub-

section 1 and in section 5, "section 5A 11 should instead read "sub-section 

5A of section 1. 11 

In sub-section 1 , the adjustment; to confom to the ABA decision was 

reconmlended. Action on this matter will wait, pending a determination 

of the current rule. (See enclosed ABA material, cburtesy of Mr. Simmons.}--

Adjustments in assigning the crimes to a cla!!ls were made: in 1A, 

attempt to induce ... to testify or inform falsely will be class C; absenting 

will be class D; and in 1G, class C will pertain. Agreeing that it should 

not be a cri.me to induce a person to assert his right to refuse to testify, 

and that i...'1-court cor.1£.1unications not be reached by this, the meeting 



It was voted to eliminate sub-section 1 B because 11unlawf'ul 11 means 

"civilly actionable. 11 

Section 5, Falsifying Physical Evidence. Objection was raised to 

what was judged the wide-open nature of sub-section 1 A. Explanatory 

words will be written in to require that whatever is destroyed have 

relevance to the investigation. Although there was some misgiving 

about the need of this sub-section, section S was accepted. 

Section 6, Tampering with Public Records or Information, was 

accepted. 

Adjourned 4:40 P.H. 

Y.d.nutes taken 
and transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

.... 
'\ 

Respectfully submitted 

Fdith L. Hary, Secretary 



The Commission met January 22, 1974, at the Augusta 

Civic Center, at 11:00 AM. Present were: Chairman Jon A. Lund, 

Peter Avery Anderson, Richard S. Cohen, Edith L. Hary, Erroll K. 

Paine, Gerald F. Petruccelli, Lewis V. Vafiades, Hon. Robert B. 

Williamson and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

The problem of local citizens' mounting dissatisfaction 

with court leniency, especially in the district courts, was 

discussed. Organization of community vigilante groups 

emphasizes the feeling. It is important for this Commission 

to recognize the motivation. It could hurt our effort. 

Suggested solutions were: an agency responsible for 

reporting to the Legislature; the inclusion of supervisory 

language in the statutes to enable the Chief Justice to monitor 

lower court decisions; limiting the privilege of filing cases , 

making it subject to the State's approval. 

Dates for the next four meetings were set and/or confirmed: 

February 1, February 22, March 1... and March 15, all in Augusta. 

" Our material should be ready for the printer by late 

summer, and ready for introducing in the Legislature by 

late January 1975, prior to which the Revispr of Statutes 

should be consulted. An appointment with the Revisor will 

oe made by Chairman Lund and Professor Fox. 

Chapter 29, Section 1, Bigamy. This provides for liability 

only when a person knows he is married, and does not intend to 

trap one who makes an honest mistake. Accepted. 



Section 2, Nonsupport of deoendents. The criminal 

statute will function as a lever. Accepted. 

Section J, Abandonment of Child. The penalty has been 

reduced. Clarification will be written in to include a 

babysitter. Accepted. 

Section 4, Endangering the Welfare of a Child. This 

covers the entire child abuse statute. In sub-section 1-B, 

"near beer11 will be eliminated, but we will comply with the 

State liquor laws. Exception: parents who, in their own home, 

permit their own child to consume a "reasonable amount." 

Reference to firearms, and sub-section 2, will be made to comply 

with the Fish and Game laws. 

An appeal was made for a strong child abuse statute, and 

it was agreed that the restraint should be written into the 

law. Section 4 will be re-written. 

Section 5, Endangering the Welfare of an Incompetent 

Person, affords the same protection as section 4, except that 

the person is incompetent to care for himself. The elderly 

should be included also. 

Professor Fox will judge the adequacy of the present 

reporting statute, it being agreed that one is advisable, 

particularly affecting nursing homes. 

reported by a nurse or physician. 

A~uses should be 

Section 6, Incest. This is drawn to be a bit more narrow 

than the prEsent sta~ute. It will be a class D crime. 

Accepted with the amendment. 



Chapter 29B, Robbery. Our basic policy is to separate 

the more serious robbery from the less serious, and identify 

the harm done to a person, as with a dangerous weapon. 

distinguished from simple larceny by the threat. 

It is 

Discussion centered around specifying the use of force. 

Is this necessary, in view of the presence of a dangerous 

weapon? A weapon, or force, used to accomplish a theft, is 

robbery. Some believed that robbery should include an 

intended threat to a person. 

Section 1, Aggravated Robbery. 1-B (i) and (ii) will be 

transferred to the sentence preceding 1-A. 

Section,2, Robbery will be re-drafted. Section 2 may 

become section 1, and Aggravated Robbery may be 11 piggy-backed 11 

(as we did with Murder and Aggravated Murder) on Robbery. 

Chapter 36, section 9, Establishment of Parole Board. 

The provision for a full-time board, and the cost, may have 

legislative disapproval. On the other hand, a full-time board 

might be sanctioned, but with fewer numbers. Accepted as written . 
.... 

Chapter 28, Offenses Agains~Public Order. In section 2, 

11 to the assembly11 will be omitted. In section 7, sub-section 2 

will include words to cover ashes of a human corpse, the remains, 

or parts thereof. 

In section 9, False Public Alarm or Report, sub-section 1-A 

will include ttor causes false information to be given. 11 



Section 1, Disorderly Conduct, prompted a discussion or 

what really constitutes disorderly conduct and a disorderly 

response. It was voted to delete in sub-section 2 the words 

11 to provoke a disorderly response, or. 11 

Sub-section J will alter an 'brdet' to a 11 request. n 

Sub-section 5 should include bars. 

Adjourned J:45 PM. 

Minutes taken 
and transcribed 
by Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

... 
'\ 

Respectfully submitted 

ZdahfJio/--
Edi th L. Hary, Secretary 



COEKCSSION TO 

'l'he Commisr-iion met in August;a on Februa..ry 1, 1971.i, ,•lith the 

followi,."1g present: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter .Ave17 imderson, 

D-.c. Willa.rd D. Caller..der, Jr., Hon. Thor.ias E. Delahanty, Hrs. Caroline 

Glassman, Edith L. Rary, Gerald F. Petruccelli, Hon, Ha.l"old J. Rubin, 

Louis Scolnik, Jack H. Simmons, Lewi;:; V. Vafiades, Hon, Sidney W. 

Wernick, Hon. Robert B. Williamson, a..'1.d Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Chapter 29B, Robbery, was reviewed. Concern was expressed. for 

the balance between aggravated assault (-which is now cJ_ass B) and 

aggravated robberiJ (which is now cl2.Ss A).· To qualif-J for class A., 

:i.t was asserted tha:t real injury should be sustained. It wa.s pointed 

out that the penalty uses the words 11up to,n not 11mnst, 11 so there is room 

for judgment in sentencing. After a discussion of just ho-:-r much harm 

and physical contact equals 11bodil:r inju_ry, 11 it was decided to broaden 

sub-section 1 of Aggro.vated Robbery to include threat, and 2.;,~ended 

lar1guage w:i_ll include the use of an:t i'orce. The use of reckless force 

will mean plain robbe:rJ, but intentional force will be. aggravai,ed robbe:c:r. 

,?ha,::iter _ _19B as amended was approved. 

Chapter 29A, Of__fenses Involving Conduct of Public 0Ificials a~d 

Employees consists of three parts: definH,ions, oriber-.r, and coru:lict 

of interest, not all entailing cri:7;-i rial penalties. 

Section 1, Definition of Terms. In sub-section 2, the word 

11responsible 11 met with favor. Sub-section 6 should be 2.d,justed to 

include quasi-municipal :=i.gencies s1..:.c:h 2s 1rrban renewal ae-;:mcies. 

plarming boards, school ad::1inistI·ative districts, multi-coc:.nty agencies, 

task forces. l!.nabling lsgislation -r1ill be consulted by Professor 2ox. 



Suggestions were made: to simplify- the l&---iguage by referring to 

those who are discharging a governmental function and writing in 

exclusions (this would be complicated); to list broad prohibitions 

with exceptions for disclosure (this Derrnits the danger of gaps); to 

define municipal employee and say that anyone else is state or county. 

It was decided to reserve decision. 

Sections 4, 11 , 17 2 J.mpro:9er Compensation and Representation by 

State, County and Nunicipal Employees. 11Particular matter 11 gave rise 

to differing interpretations. Present statutes on conflict of interest 

are largely inadequate and ve!"'J narrow. 11Special state employee u 

created doubts, and possible problems ~rare aired. No solution had 

ready acceptance, so Professor Fox will distribute to the Commission 

a couple of different models on conflict of interest for consideration, 

2nd the subject will be tak:en up again. 

Section 2, Bribery. Sub-section 1A should cover an arbitrator, 

an auctioneer, anyone acting in a judicial capacity. 

Sub-section 2 is sweeping. It was amended by agreeing that a 

pardon would wipe out a conviction, and that a limitation on holding 

office be written in, the time to be based oa the date of fii.,al 

conviction \at the conclusion of any appeal procedure). He will add 

to sub-section 2 that the forfeiture does not apply to a constitution8l 

office. 

The meeting voted for suspension with pay from public office upon 

indictment, and suspension with out pay u:9on a j 1:u--,1 verdict of guilty. 

If the conviction is reversed, or the case terminated, the official 

should be naid for the period of suspension, or to a time 1-rhen the 

office itse1f is term..i..nated. 



Dates for the next two meetings were confirmed: Friday, February 22, 

and Friday, March 1, both at 11 :00 AM :in Augusta. 

Adjourned 4:10 P H. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda N. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Hary, Secretary 



' 
4."~ 

The Comnd.ssion met June :; at the Augusta Civic Center 1-1ith the 

foll01-:ring present: Cn::drr1a.n Jou A. Llmd, Di.chard ,S. Cohen, Hrs. Caroline 

Glass:-,1an, William .ti. hcClaran, Garrell s. Hu1-1aney, Ward 1~. Murphy, 

Louis Scolnik, Le,-d.s V. Va.fiades and Professor Sa.nford J. I•'ox. 

Consj_der,ition of the conflj_ct of interest law is postponed, pending 

more consul tat.ion with attorneys. 

Prof. Fox outlined matters to be tal{en up at the August meeting: 

1. a tentative finaJ. draft of provisions which Nill have 

b'3en reviewed 

2, a sentencing table for review 

3, offenses outside 'I'itle 17 -- disposition and definition 

1~. disposition tables describing 1-mat happens to Title 17 

items outside the code 

5. derivation t"lble listing every-thine; in the code, referr:l_ng 

to present co1mterpB.rt, or 12.belling as new 

The date of the Auvist meeting will be ThuTsday, August 1, 8, 15 or 

' 22, determined after polling the members for the largest ?.tt::mdance possible. 

After this review, Prof. Fox wiJ.l ready the m.3.terial for nublication, 

a.~ticipating e8.T'ly or m:Ld-September distribution. Next -will be meetings 

r 
,.,j_ th org,CJnizat::i.ons and an7 inte-c-ested, m.scussing :--ind eXl)J.aining, picki~ng up 

c:ri. ticisns a.nd suggestions. ~12 or two f2ll meetings of the Commission uill 

he schednl_cd, and the fin2.l decis:i.ons 1-riJ.l be nut into bill form for 



Chairman Lund 2JU1ounced that Dr. S2per had sent a letter of 

:·esignation, but it 1-ras agreed th.'.-1.t a11 e.ffo:::-t would be made to nersuade 

hiJn to reconsider. 

Chanter 29H, Unlm-rful Ganbling, ,Section 1, Inapplicability to Beano 

arid Bingo. I\ criticism of sub-section 2 !ras th0.t it gave an opportunity 

to those not directly connected. with the organization to t2Jce advant2ge, 

These games are sometimes contracted out, Hith no supervision by the 

orga.11ization. The law is designed not. to prohj_bit recreation -- only 

commercial interests, It will therefore be adjusted to agree with 

legislation of the 1974 special session, and a requirement will be lv.citten 

in that the game must be rim by the organization itself. 

Section 2, Definitions, sub-section 9. The wording ,;-rill be c'.1.anged 

from 11particip,J.te in11 to 11raceive p8rt ofn the proceeds. 

Section 3, Aggravated Unlauful G::t 0 blin,g;J brought a discussion of 

b0okmaking tmd gambling, poker gc1mes, friendly bets, and a concern about. 

()roviding a~;,j_nst an influx of orp1nized crirrle and the promotion of 

floating games. 

Prof, Fox said that comments in the STu71ITler printing will siT1plif'y 

1.r,d0rstandi!1g: 1n,mat this law does is ...... n. He will senn all new 

' 
sections to the Commission and request'notii'ic2.tion of what needs to be 

revieueo at the August meeting. 

Section 5, Possession of Ga101bling Records is meant to catch the , 
Derson in hus.;_ness. 

This ch .... oter D:"'ovides H major c'',3-':f".e from the nresent laH in 



Chapter 22, Offenses Against the Person. Our law must be 

sufficiently clear to incornorate the rule in the Sondergaard case. 

The title of section 11 ,-rill be changed to "Threatening Communication_, 11 

end. the word 11fear 11 to 11apprehension. 11 

'fhe threat nrust be 11 against the !)erson to whom it is connmmicated, 

or an.other. 11 Sub-section 1A will read 11to place the nerson to whom 

the threat is connnunicated in reasonable apprehension of serious bodily 

-injury. 11 The phrase 11da11gerous to human lii'e 11 was discussed. Should 

,·re loosen it, covering threats to witnesses, £'or instance? It was 

decided to make the change to 11 serious bodj_ly injury. 11 An observation 

,-:as made that the present malicions vexation statute is very usei'ul, 

and ,;-re could well include such provision in our code. 

A section parallel to section 1 will be drafted, broadening the 

scope of the threat, perhaps limiting it to the immediate family. 

Sections 11 and 1 2, with :=m1endments, were acce"9ted. 

1·/hen we submit the code to the Legislature, we can sugi::est th2t any 

neu crim:i_.11?.l bi.11 be exami.ned as to how it fits with the code. It f'light 

be feasible to establish a monitoring,.f't.mction, with responsibility for 
\ 

suggesting amendments and additions, Should this Commission be continued, 

nith one or two paid assistants, for this purpose? 

Chaoter 29c, section 8, Negotiatmg a Wo:rthle~s InstrW:1ent, uses 

UCC temi..11.olo~r, and ,r?~ 2.cce,:,ted. 

Ch.-10ter 1 2, Gri.1ni212 7_ 1:i.abili ty. Spctio:ns 9 10 and 11 all change 

"il.P:Jr0r,ri-J.te nnblic or ',,rivate facility 11 r.,j_ll bA uritti=m into 

Section 9 '>r'f: 2ccci<,tecl, imd ue clecided to ask 

·_r,r, Sc hu ,·ac her to Jr:i,,k it over. 



Sections 10 and 11 occasioned a disci:1ssion of .flexibility in 

moving a person from one institution to another; of two-stage trialsj 

of more th,m one test for insanity (before the triaJ., and af'ter a 

finding of guilty) . If judged insane at the time of the crime, but 

sane at the time of trial, it was sa.id a person should not be sent to 

a st.2te hospital, but could be held LTJ. custody to have a sanity hearing. 

We could specify that the_Bu.reau of Corrections should transfer to a 

state hospital anyone 1·lho meets certain standards. It was pointed out 

that rehabilitation funds and programs exist at state hospitals, but 

not at tre Prison. 

Sections 10 ."'nd 11 were accepted. 

Chanter 29D, Section 7, Trafficking LTJ. Prison Contraband, was 

accepted. 

Consideration of alternative sentencing 1-ms postponed, to be taken 

u-o 1,Jhen a l'ITger attendance could be obt'::l.ined. A meeting for this 

,-rill be held June 1 O or 18, af'ter a telenhone poll of the Me!"'lbership. 

Adjourned 3:ho PH. 

Hinutes taken and 
trcmscribed by 
l-irs. Hild;, H. J 2cob. 

Respectfully submitted 

?ddh [~---½L-
Secretai--y of the Corrtr.1.ission 

~ 



CO~MISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS 

t[~ i 
AUGUSTA1 MAINE 

The Commission met at the Augusta Civic Center 

February 22, 1974, with the following attendance: 

Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter Avery Anderson, Hon. Thomas E. 

Delahanty, Robert Ericson, Edith L. Hary, William B. McClaran, 

Gerald F. Petruccelli, Jack H. Simmons, Hon. Robert B. 

Williamson, and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

The photocopies of conflict of interest models present 

a bribery orientation approach. We must consider wnether 

we want to restrict corrupt influence laws to bribery. It 

is possible to pick up the more egregious offenses and add 

them to bribery. We should include the misuse of office 

concept, an,d guard against people leaving government service 

and enjoying unfair advantage, but we don't want to prohibit 

people from having any business with government officials. 

Chapter 11, Section 11, Definitions was adjusted to read 

"Public servant means any officer, official, or employee of 

any branch of government, and any person participating ..... 

function. 11 Acceptance was tentative because later we will 
... 

go through all definitions and ~djust as necessary. 

The drug laws (Chapter 41) were deliberated. The definition 

of marijuana being judged still vague, it was finally decided to 

use that of the Federal criminal code. ft will not be an 

offense to possess (although it is still contraband), but only 

with the intent to sell; nor is it unlawful to grow. 11 Useable 

amount!! should be in the lav,.r. !O:issp ellings w ;~ 11 be corrected. 



Chapter 42, section 1+21, !:J.!:.11.:.1.v!ful Tr_c3:fficking in 

Scheduled Drugs incorporates the penalties suggested at our 

last meeting on this issue, and varies in accordance with what 

the drug turns out to be. The question was raised: Are you 

guilty of possession if you think you have heroin, but don't? 

This point will be clarified, and we can drop the definition 

of counterfeit drugs. 

Section 424, Unlawfully Furnishing Scheduled Drugs: 

any transfer of marijuana (including giving it away) is 

illegal, whether for consideration or not. After a discussion 

of whether to revise the provision by saying that giving, 

without consideration, should not be a crime, it was decided 

that the group on February 22 was too small to make this 

decision. Section 423 gives the option of restricting so 

that it wouldn't apply to young people. 

Section 451, Analysis of 0cheduled Dru~: some misgiving 

about the constitutionality of sub-section 2 was expressed, 

and it was noted that we have provided an option to require 

the defense to produce a "live;; witness. 

' Following speculation regarding the way we want to present 

the marijuana question to the Legislature, it was agreed that a 

mild compromise might find support, and ~ccordingly a motion 

was made to decriminalize furnishing marijuana without 

consideration to a non-child, for immediate personal use. 

This motion carried. 



Section 471, Arrest Without Warrant ... The whole 

arrest question was postponed, penJing final scrutiny of 

classification of crimes. Section 471 was deferred, and a 

note made to bring it up later. 

A revised table of contents will be distributed soon, 

and new pages of text including revisions since last July, 

which can be inserted in the original book. A copy will 

be sent in answer to a request from A.L.I. ,marked "Tentative," 

and will not be for dissemination. 

Chapter 29C, Forgery and RelEted Offenses. Both forgery 

and aggravated forgery require the intent to deceive, the 

subject of the forgery determining the difference. Sections 

2 and J turn on section 1, which is an effort to deal 

comprehensively with everything we consider forgery (not just 

paper, but coins, etc.). A government official will be 

included as a person deceived. 

A motion to make section 2, sub-section 1-E forgery, 

rather than aggravated forgery, p\acing it in class C, was 

carried. There was a discussion of the advisability of moving 

forgery of a prescription into the drug law, 1 • maKing the penalty 
~ 

equivalent to the penalty applica ":Jle to the drug in the forgery. 

No formal vote was taken, but the consensus was to leave this 

matter in the forgery chapter. 



Sub-section 1-F. The amount will be reduced from 

fifty to five thousand dollars. 

Sub-section 1-G was eliminated as impractical, judicial 

discretion being relied upon to co~sider the situation and 

the flexible sentencing provisions. Check-passing needs 

no proof of intent, and we don 1 t need a habitual offender 

statute for "paper-hangers. 11 

Section 3, Forgery, sub-section 1-B. A motion to 

relate the penalty to pecu.niary gain was withdrawn. Instance.s 

were cited of harm caused with no such gain, as in politics or 

divorces. The political process should be dignified wherever 

we can, and the specific question of forged signatures (even 

inadvertent, or not intending deception) on political papers 

is already covered under false certification. 

Section 5, Criminal Simulation induced a number of 

questions. Should the penalty section be divided, making 

the offense for pecuniary gain class C, and otherwise class D? 

Should all criminal simulation be class C? 
.... 

false pedigree a class C offen"\3e was lost. 

A move to make the 

Sub-section 1-B occasioned considerable discussion of 

scholastic imposters, term pap2rs written as a favor or for , 
pecuniary interest; whether to penalize the writer or the one 

A motion to amend if the authoring 

is done for pecuniary interest carried. 



A move to accept chapter 29C as amended at this 

meeting carried. 

Adjourned 3:30 PM. 

Minutes taken 
and transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 



COMMISSION TO PREPARE A RE7ISION O:? THE CRIHINAL LfU,iS 

The Commission met AYGilJ ~T J\,97tl.f\ l~ the Augusta Civic Center. 

The following were present: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Dr. Willard D. Callender, 

Richard S. Cohen, Edi th L. Har,J, Garrell 3. Hullaney, Gerald F. Petruccelli, 

Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Louis Scolnik, a.rid Hon. Robert B. Williamson. 

Although the cLT'Ug laws were not on the agenda, the subject of arrest 

without a warrant (section 471 of chapter 47) was brought up, and the present 

law ( 22 MRSA 238 3) was quoted. Concern ·was expressed about, possible abuse, 

violation of civil liberties, and expansion of warrantless arrest. It was 

agreed that better training :Lr:i police departments, and having their own 

legal counsel, is desirable, Observation was made t,hat a new criminal code 

would put a "t>urden of learning new things, not only by police, but by others 

who are affe8ted by the new code. 

the law of arrest. 

No action was taken, pending decision on 

A report from Richard Clarke indicated that a working draft of the drug 

material for which his group is responsible could be presented to this 

Co1nmission in Si..."'C or eight weeks. The Commission decided agai..T1St. accepting 

this procedure, a...---id will review only the final draft . 
.... 

Chaoter 29D, Section 1, Obstruc~ing Government Administration. Escape 

and contraband in institutions ,·tlll be added later. Influencing a juror and 

jurist is not covered by this, and although we have a section on improper 
r 

influence, this is worth defi..riing seoar.::.tely. Sub-section 2B was judged to 

be too bror1,d, aTJd will be narrowed to cover a judge. 

narrm~--ing, section 1 Has ap1:)roved. 

Subject to this 



Section 2_,> Resisting Arrest. D2ngers of over-reacting were voic~d. 
·~-' 

the amount of ,!orce used by an officer, the tendency by some officers to regard 

any attempt, to avoid arrest as resistance. Examples of undue harshness 

(handcuffs, immediate jailing) were presented. The point at which an officer 

has physical custody of the arrestee should determine when resist occurs. 

This led to discussion of as5c!.ult on an officer, and the possibility of raising 

the penalty. We could have a fourth sub-section of Aggravated Assault, 

patterned after Aggravated Murder. The defense would be that it is not 

assault if it is in response to police use of force clearly in excess of 

authorization. Assuming that we reach a satisfactory def:inition of arrest, 

our policywas established that it is not an offense to run in order to 

prevent be:ing arrested. All offenses in this area, including escape, do 

not occur until arrest has been made. 

A suggestion was made that we a.dd to Aggravated Assault an assault on 

an officer committed after arrest has been ma.de and custody has taken place. 

This is not a general protection of officers. Distinction should be made 

between evasion and assault, and possibly the degree of physical danger or 

harm should be graded. Further distinction could be made so that scuffling 

or jostling will not be escalated into a charge of bodily injur-.r. It was ..... 
lo 

decided to leave assault o:n an officer in this chapter, and section 2 will 

be re-written in conformity with today's discussion. 

Section 3, Hindering Apprehension or Prosec4ion was amended by 

agreeing that hindering in the case of nmrder should be class B, 

but in other instances it would be one class lower than the crime 

charged, except that D will be class D. 

amended. 

Section 3 was approved as 

Section 4, Compounding. After a brief discussion, a move to 

strike sub-section 2 was made, and carried. Section 4, as thus amended, 

,si--as accepted. 



Chapter 29E~.__fl.rstm, consolidates the Haine, statutes, of which there 

are a large number. Tbe risk to human life is the most serious type. 

We ·will a.dd that in prosecution, it is not necessary to allege or prove 

the o~mership of the property, but it must be identified. The word 

"structure" being deemed insufficiently descriptive, we will say that it 

includes, but is not limited to "tents, <::ampers, mobile homes, etc. 11 

Section 2, sub-section 1, Class C was considered too lenient in 

the case of~ arson for gain, so 1 A ·will be class B, and 1 B will be class C .. 

Protection will be written in for a person hired to burn property (grass, 

for instance) . Section 2 was then adopted as adjusted. 

Section 3, Causing a Catastrophe. Following a brief discussion of 

11recklessly11 (conscious disregard of substantial risk), this section was 

adopted. 

Section 4, Failure to Control or Report a Dangerous Fire was accepted. 

Sections 5 c1nd 6, with some ad.justment of 11 intentionally or lmowingly, 11 

were adopted. 

It was recommended that the law on obscenity be left as it is now, 

the potential hazard being that any change would be regarded by some as 

... 
too lenient, and by others as too sever~ 

The date of the next meeting was changed from :i'farch 15 to :tfa.rch 14. 

Adjourned 3:40 P 1'1, 

, ,tnutes tc11<:en and 
trmscribed by 
i·,rs. Hilda :i. Jacob. 

tt 
Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Rary, Secretary 



COHt1ISSION 'rO PREPARE A s11{itoll~U(}tJ:3~t:t~v\L LAWS 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 
The Commission met Narch 14, 1974, at the Augusta Civic Center, 

with the following attendance: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter r-.very Anderson, 

Lt. Jerry F. Boutilier, Richard S. Cohen, Hon. Thomas E. Delahanty, 

Hrs. Caroline Glassman, Edith L. Hary, Garrell S. Hullaney, Hon. Harold J. 

Rubin, Lewis V. Vaf'iades, Hon. Sidney W. Wernick, Hon. Robert B. ·Williamson, 

and Prof'. Sanf'ord J. Fox. 

Prior to the agenda, there was general conversation about rural crime, 

the public's desire to increase punishment, and criticism of' the courts' 

leniency and laxity. Lack of conmmnication between the public-at-large 

and the courts, and between the Legislature and the courts, accounts f'or 

some hostility. This emphasizes the hazard of our colliding with the 

Legislature which can well reflect the sa..'lle hostility. To present a 

criminal code which flies in the face of the philosophy of the Legislature, 

dooms it. We do not want to £'ind ourselves 11 on the shelf', 11 and compromise 

f'rom an ideal situation will theref'ore be advisable. A choice of sentencing 

structures, with reconrrnendations, might meet with acceptance. 

One area contributing to the antagonism is that of vandalism, breaking 
... 

and entering, with apparent lack of concern for the victim. Financial 

compensation Tiight relieve the feeling, but Haine is probably not ready' to 

accept this idea. Several states have such a plan, which can be constructed ., 
in various Hays. Prof. Fox will gather and circulate information on the 

subjec·t. 



Public distrust of the probation process was mentioned. 1l.lthough 

statistics are lacking, it is probable that the program is more successful 

than we lmow. 

We should be aware of the Quaker theory of advocating a set punishment 

for a given cri.rn.e, and doing away with rehabilitation. It was recom..rn.ended 

that we purchase two copies of a small book by the American Friends Service 

Committee, Struggle for justice, and make them available to the Commission. 

Initial steps should now be t3ken toward acquainting the public with 

our work, and involving the public, especially legislators. Suggestions 

were offered: a TV presentation, with a panel of judges and legislators, and 

audience participation; the possibility of adopting the Federal idea of 

sentencing institutes; a two- or three-day oonference; small groups, or 

regional, meetings; using available public relations expertise from the 

LEPA; i.rivolving bar associations; making this a project for Law Day, or as 

a follow-up; taking advantage of the Legal ii.ff airs Committee's statei;Jide 

hearings; the possibility of a TV package, or a. documentary film. 

Nr. Vafiades wiil discuss the matter with Charles Smith, President of 

the Nai_r1e Bar Association, and Just,ice Wernick will bring it to the attention 

of the Cumberland Co1111ty Ba~ Association. Prof. Fox will make inquiries as 

to the way the 1.i'ederal sentencing institutes were organized. 

It was voted that the Executive Committee of this Commission under-~ake 

meetings with the media to explore ways to begin a broad-based educational 

program to reach the State of Haine on the whole criminal process. 

A report that the anticipated drug material from ifr. Clarke was not in 

progress led to the decision to have a letter sent to him from the Chairma.."'l 

to the effect that his services would no longer be required. The LEPA grant 



to Hr. Clarke for this purpose has been terminated, but the money 1,rill 

be held and can be made available to us, in case we need it for e..xpenses 

involved in 9reparing the material. 

work, or have it done. 

Prof. Fox will undertake to do the 

Chapter 29D ( D. 29D-9) , Section 1 , Obstructing Goverrnnent l,dm:L'listration 

was not narrowed. In sub-section 1, the word 11 intimidation 11 ·will be 

strengthened, and raised to a level which will exclude picketing. On consid-

eration, it was thought best to eliminate the original sub-section 2B, and 

include the escape from custody. 

Section 2 was accepted. 

Chapter 11, Section 12, De H..i_nimis Infractions. No offense which 

carries a mandatory sentence can be considered De .::linimj_s, Sub-section 1B 

would include a lot of threatening com~u...~ications. It was voted to a..~end 

sub-section 2 by requiring the judge to notily the 0rosecutor, and give him. 

opportunity to be heard; and to file written reasons for dismissing under 

this section. 

Section 1 2 was adopted as amended. 
' "\ 

Further discussion followed about filing after a f:incUng of guilty, 

whether it is possible to file without referrin.~ to this section, the problem 

of cases where the defenda..11t has skiuoed and these cases are carried for t,,ro ., r 
or three years. It was decided to lea're the section as it is for now. 

Chapter 29F, Prostitut;on and Public ;.Endecency. Structural aspects and 

promotinz activities are dealt with here. Section 1, sub-section 2A, ·will 

be clarified by including 11 other them a_s a pa.tron. n Sub-section 2B ·will 

s9ecify soliciting 11for a.11other, 11 and will Drohibi t solid.tin::t in a public 

place. Procnrin17, is 0rohi bi ted an;,r,,here. 



Someone said that the VD problem comes not so nruch from prostitution 

as from yolmg people, and should be a health issue. We would only 

aggravate the VD problem by making prostitution a crime. A discussion of 

legalized prostitution resulted in the observation that the presence or 

absence of a law would not matter -- Hif the business is there, they'll be 

there 11 -- although some wanted to guard against organized crimeJ arguing 

that ii' we don't make prostitution a crime, we have a wide open opportunity 

for police corruption and organized cr:une. 

and patronage of prostitutes offenses. lost. 

Motions to make prostitution 

Section 2. The title has a peculiar ring, and will be smoothed. 

Sections 1, 2 and 3, as amended, were accepted. 

In the final product, the comments will be at the end, rather than 

sandwiched between sections. 

Section h, Public Indecency. 

put in the prostitution section. 

Sue-section 1A will be removed and 

Sub-section 1 will be revised to specify "in a private :place, which 

can be publicly seen. 11 Sub-section }:f should include both public and 

private places, and is really what we call indecent exposure. Although 

}re can expect adults nowadays to take a sophisticated view of such matters, 

we should protect young children from possible trafu11a, so it was voted to 

add rlin the presence of a child under 12. 11 Prosecution might not result, 

with the only witness a child, but there would be an investigation1 anyway. 



We will also specify that the exposure is to one or more persons, 

in circumstances which objectively evaluated are likely to cause affront 

or alarm. 

Adjourned 4:30 P M. 

.Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

&li.th L. Ha.ry, Secretary 



SlAlt lE11J:J U~Rf~RY 
cornuss IOi'T TO Pm:PARE A RE{;\rs~~Plf\,1'S4A),~1'rrnrn.L J_A~,.JS 

The Commission met April 11, 1974., at the Augusta Civic Center, with 

the folloHing attendance: Chairman Jon ,(. Llmd, Lt. JerI"J F. Boutilier, 

Edith L. Hary, Daniel G. Lilley, Louis Scolnik, Le:-ris V. Vafiades, 

Hon, Robert B. Williamson, Professor Sanford J. Fox; a.11d guest Wayne 

Blacklock, who is 1rorking ·with the trial court group, 

our ·work ·was described in general terms. 

For his in£ormation, 

The next two meetings were scheduled for May 8 and June 5, at 11 :00 A M 

at the Augusta Civic Center, At these meetings, we will act upon drai'ts, 

after which Prof, Fox will go through everything to ensure consistency, and 

then our meetings will become review sessions. 

A bill (S.300) now before Congress is a modification of the Safe Streets 

Act, and would provide Federal flmds to helu states compensate victims of 

violent cri.r11e, but not for pronerty darn2.ge. The Com,~ission considered the 

drofti:ng of a similar scheme, but decicted it should be a separate bill, and 

not part of our code, It uas moved a.nd voted that Prof. Fox draft Sllch a 

bill, to be presented with our recorrunendations to the Legislature simultaneously 

with our code. .... 
\ 

Public feeling about leniency i-11 sentencing was brought up again, and the 

possibility of alternate sentencing struct~res suggested. £he wisdom of 

classification is that if a criirte is clc,_ssified, th~ sentencing structure can 

be ch,7nqerl. Reference ,m.s nacle to t11A recent Haine l<>.,,r requiring a mand2.tory 

se1i-r,cnce for a second offense of breakiT'P, enterin~ anc1. larceny, and it was 

no;nt3d Ol'.t th.?.t thA fir.st ti111e T-ras nrobc=i.bly just the first time he got cau~ht. 



rhe exercise of' discretion h::i:ving gone largely uncontrolled, perha.ns we 

should include mandatory sentences. One favoring factor is that prisoners 

would then know 'l'ihen they are due to get out. During the period of our 

work, conditions have changed and attitudes to-uaTd sentencing, so we should 

take :mother look at our decisions on sentencing. 

Chairman Lund reported that he ha.d approached two TV-radio stations 

regarding proposed programs, and had met with initial interest. Further 

discussion will produce more definite in.formation. Bar seminars -were also 

suggested, and the importance of involving legislators was stressed. 

Chapter 22, Section 10, Endangering Hu...rrian Life. 11Product II will be 

re-defined s,o that 11service 11 is included. This law si_mply says that no one 

is allowed to endanger peonle's lives and health in order to make money. 

It does not extend to pollution lawsJ b,1t it makes Haine a safer place to 

live. The Federal regulation is there, but this adds another arm of enforce-

ment. It is a gamble on the ze.cilousness of the prosecution system. Diligent 

lobbyists 1-r.i.ll be energetic in a.ttempti..YJg to defeat it, but th2..t is not a reason 

to avoid this statute. '-Je are really goi_ng after corporate offenses. 

inglyrr requires that notice be given, for instance, of an intolerable level of 
.... 

beryllium. If nothing is done, the 11w is twice violated, and the endangering 

becomes a criTfle. It was suggested th::.-\; i_n any instance where a.n individual 

hos been given time to comply by one responsible for enforcing the codes, this 
~ 

statute 1-rou.ld not apply. 

,9hanter 29G, Fraud. 

Put to a vote. this section ~-m.s carried. 

There is wi ff'liforITJ. decei,tive practices act. 

1:'his is desirrned to control oractices ,.~~ich are esse:ntially fraudulern:., 

c,~msol:~d.2.ti.ng hciiJ1e, pro•r-Ls:i ons J ·\Th:i..ch ':O:'.'e sc'Otte--'.'ecl. !3uh-section 1 of 

Seeti_on 1 li .. rits •--h::i!~ c:1nYJot. be do".le, 3ub-sAction 11": add '11alt.erecl. 11 



S~Q~ion 2, Defrauding a Creditor. In sub-section 1-B2, 11orally or 11 

1-:d.ll be eliminated. In sub-section 2, and throughout section 2, 11ad...rninistrator" 

'\·Till be ch3nged to 11 assignee for the benefit of creditors. 11 

acce9ted with these changes. 

Section 2 was 

Section 3. The title 1,rlll be changed to :1Misuse of Entrusted Property. 11 

No provision for negligence will be included, this being judged a violation 

of duty. Section 3 1-ras then accepted. 

Section 4, Private Bribe~r is an all-new section, in addition to bribery 

of public officials. In sub-section 1 A, read "to" for 11upon. 11 Prof. Fox 

-..rill draft a section covering false advertising. A disclosure requirement 

is what we want. Section 4 was then accepted. 

A brief discussion of Chapter 29F, Prostitution, resulted in a decision 

to ta.~e up the matter again at a later meetj_ng. 

Ad,journed 3:h5 P ;-:,. 

1'linutes t<Jken 
and transcrj_bed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

Resnectfnlly submitted 



The Connnissio~1 met Hay 8, 197h, at the Augusta Civic Center, with the 

follo-;r.Lng present: Chairman Jon A. Lun:l, Pete:>'.' Aver-:1 Anderson, Dr. Willard D, 

Caller1der, Jr., Richard s. Cohen, Eo.it!-1 L. Hary, Lt. Jerry F. Boutilier) 

1·:illia:n B, NcClaran, G,:irrell S. Hullan'='Y, Errol K. Paine, Hon. H2..t'olcl J. Hubin, 

Jack H. Simmons, Lewis V. Va.fiad~s, }-Ior,, Robert B. Williamson and Professor 

Sanford J • Fox. 

Before taking up the agenda, conversation revolved around the problem 

of placing sentencing responsibility with the Depart,o1.ent of Hental Heal th and 

C'Jrrections, or with th0 courts. The i,'llplication of recent judicial decisions 

h3s a bearing on our recommendations, and we are obliged to consider the 

political an.zle. The Department has sufi'ered budgeta._7 cuts, especially in 

personnel, and this means our origin2i thi.nking on sentence referral should be 

modified. The discretion of the court is traditional. We rr.ay have to 

make more categories, and define more closely, and also look at overlap 

in sentences. 

Chapter 29D, Sect~Lon 5,_ EscaDe, ~::-isolidates a lot of existing statutes, 

defining esca.pe from different institutions under different circumsta_r1ces. 

Sub-section 2:\.. The word "not II Has deleted, an.d it 1-rc1.s voted to add that 

II" 

resistin,:; :i.ller,al arrest, ui.th no use of force, sh~.11 not be an offense. 

Sub-section 3 1-tl.ll j_nclude p:i:-ob2.tion 22YJ. pcirole, as being considered o.fficia_l 

cnstocJy. Venue 1tl.ll be nhere arrested, or 1-rhere any elK1en-t,s of the offense 

occurred. 1'he ex~C]nse is to the connt~r :nu:-r, but ue cct11 inc1YC'por2.te a general 

D~cif;ion. 1r1.s po:c;tp01wcl on consoliclat·i.o:--: 0f m:is i_-,j_n[: offenses. 



under-18-year-olds to cover the escape of_those judged to be incorrigibles. 

Sub-section 4. Force means force against a person; this vtlll be 

clarified. Discussion followed of esca-oes from various places -- from 

courts, or from the State Prison, escapees from the latter being more 

da..ngerous persons. It was suggested cl2ssifying tte offense as a B, or 

even an A if a gun were involved, and maki_ng escape without force a C. 

Professor Fox will prepare a new separate section for the crime o.f 

escci.ne uhen it is deviation from place or route of tempor3.ry leave, 

S!)ecifically on prison furlough or work release. 

Section b, Aiding Escape, After a discussion of what really 

constitutes contraband (anything which is prohibited in the institution, 

but under this section., intent to use it i.TJ. aiding escape mnst be present), 

~md the suggestion that a dangerous wea-oon should be more serious than other 

contraband, it was voted to require the prosecution to ma1<e a selection of 

one char::;e only, either aiding to escape, or accessory. There is opport1.Lnity 

for multiple -indictments, but the prosecution has flexibility and mnst 

resolve for the one charge. 

Chanter 29G, Fraud. Sections 5 and 6 were accepted, although it ·was 

felt that with only a D classificatio~ difficulty in mal{ing arrests could be 

eX9erienced., and there was some sentiment for auth0rizing the police to arrest 

on probable cause. 

Cha?ter 26, Section 3, Possession of Bur~lar'~ Tools. A move to delete 

this sectton lost. It was .TI'o:ued th.cit it wo1 1J_d :=:ive police an opportunity to 

a.rrest in s 1J.spicious circ1)mstances, but -:·TOl~ld be s11bj ect to m-5.s-1..1se ancl could 

It, ,T'S ;:i,lso -r:iointed 

and the vari_ous oolice forces 
' 



accepted, -~ further amenci1Ttent w2.s offered to require a.1_1thorization of 

Drosecutor before a complaint is issued, with protection of the officer 

in caBe of non-issuance of the complaint (and if declined, the test of 

the officer's liability to be his good faith). This failed of passage. 

S..xamples of illegal use of keys and ingenious slugs were described in 

off-the-record conversation, 

In sub-section 1, word changes: 11vehicle 11 will be cha.71ged to 11lock 11 ; 

11a criminal offense" to 11a..riy such offenses. 11 

Section 4, Tresnass by Motor Vehicle. This section (labelled a 

11:$20. 00 case, with court-appointed counsel 11 ) will be re-drafted, with 

additions: 

a 2Li-hour rule for the bliilt-u'!) section of a community, 

except for urban community parking lots; 

exclusion of claims of right; 

presumotion of ownership, without which the section would 

be ineffectu2.l; 

the present statute about blocking driveways, the 2Li-hour 

rule not to apply. .... 
'\ 

GhaDter 22, Section 11, Terrorizing was briefly considered. The 

nerson to whom the cornmu.nication is rnade should be the person in fear, but 

it is unclear. No decision ·i;.ras reached on this sJ'ction. 

\dj ourned 3: 5.£5 P h, 

.. 7 nutes tc'1.ken ;:incl 

+.:r 0 nscr:Lbed by 
.Ts, '.-1,1"'- n, ,J,1cob. 

fiesp"?ctfully submitted 



COMI<ISSION TO PhEPA;(~ A. HBVL;J:C:·.; OF THt: Crlll'vlINAL LAVIS 

with the following present: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Edith L. Hary, 

Ganiel G. Lilley, William B. McClaran, Garrell S. Mullaney, 

Gerald F. Petruccelli, Louis Scolnik, Lewis V. Vafiades and 

Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

The al terna ti ve sentencing system, chapters lA, 2A, 3A and 

4A constituted the agenda. Professor Fox explained the features 

wnich are different from the present system. A lot of existing 

discretion is transferred from judges, lawyers, corrective officers, 

to the Legislature, partly because it is based on diminished 

reliance on corrections and prison, reflecting our belief that 

the public is not ready to accept the rehabilitative philosophy 

embodied in our first proposal. 

The alternative chapters provide probation but no parole. 

Parole is not well desi.§:-;ned to accomplish rehabilitation. Probation 

is more u~.eful. It is neither desirable nor possible to send 

everybody to prison, but services should be provided for these 

people. 
'\ 

The new system provides seven sentencing classifications, 

each with a mandatory feature. We need revision of our prior 

classification of offenses, because prior co,nvictions, depending 

on the crime, bring a higher mandata~y sentence, at the time of a 

later conviction. Plea bargainin~ is still possible, but not on 

prior conviction. 



The new system was warmly and thoughtfully debated. 

The pendulum of public reaction to so-called 11 permissivenessir 

~n courts was re~drded as extreme, and will probably moderate 

in time. We should not be influenced from our first proposal, 

which has flexibility, and expresses more essentially what we 

·.·.'2.nt to accomplish in the field of rehabilitation. 

The new draft rigidifies the system, tends to eliminate 

rehabilitation and individualization of sentences. Mandatory 

sentencing makes it politically attractive, because the public 

wants to see punishment, and expects an offender to serve a 

sentence in prison. Our first sentencing structure would not 

find ready legislative acceptance, and might imperil the whole 

code, but to incorporate the wider range in the new draft would 

lessen resistance. The new draft would be more acceptable, but 

we should write in some flexibility. We cannot count on the 

Legislature to fund halfway houses and rehabilitative measures. 

Because there is no parole in the new draft, a greater burden 

will be placed on the Prison. We would lose a lot of ground 
""' 

that 
'\ 

we have made in getting a man ready for release. Strengthening 

the parole-probation system held appeal for some, and reserving an 

institution sentence for those who just cannot make it, especially , 
because so~e supervision after release is desirable. Criticism 

of parole does not take into account the amount of success that 

it has had. 



Release on bail pending appeal, and denial of bail as a 

means of detention were discussed, and examples of malicious 

m.i..schief given to show that fear of continued vandalism or 

other harm keeps the system inoperative. We were reminded of the 

right to trial in ten days. A person can wait in jail until the 

case comes up. Preventive detention is reasonable in the 

situation of a repeater or prior conviction, and the case could 

be advanced to the top of the docket. Professor Fox will put 

together a bail and bail-on-appeal section for our consideration. 

Opposition was not firm to mandatory sentences, but a plea 

was made for a lower maximum in the whole range of sentences. 

The possibility of submitting both the developed sentencing 

structures to the Legislature was explored, but it seemed too 

complicated, though candid (one said it would show our "fantastic 

integrity"). 

We were urged to approach cautiously vri th our new recommenda-

tions, in view of the new prosecutorial system. 

change was emphasized as a deterrent to passage . 
.... 

The cost of any 

f·fJanda tory 

sentences cost, and it must be e~plained to the Legislature that 

every additional crime made mandatory has a price tag. 

After laboring over a decision, it was decided that 
'2:-

Professor Fox will clean up the offense and sentencing definitions 

and will bracket for the alternative sentencing title, and that 

the August meeting will be an extended session to reach final 

de~er~ination on the sentencing problem. 



Of the possible August dates (1, 8, 15 or 22), the 15th 

seemed most acceptable to those present. Unless a major part 

of the Commission cannot attend at that time, an all-day 

meeting will be scheduled, beginning at 9:30 AM. 

Adjourned 4:JO PM. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Mrs. Hilda M. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

~!~ 
Edith L. Rary, Secretary 



the follm·ring attendance: Cha.irff'.an Jc:c A. Lund, Peter Avery Anderson, guest 

Vlayne Blacklock, Lt. J errs F. Boutilier, Dr. 1:Jillard D. Callender, Jr.; 

Richard S. Cohen, Hon. Thomas E. Dela:12.r.ty, Hrs. Caroline Glassr.i.an, Edith L. 

Hary, Daniel G. Lilley, ~•;'illiam B. HcClaran, Garrell ~. )Iullaney, Errol K. 

Paine, Gerald F. Petruccelli, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Louis Scolnik, Jack H. 

SiTI'mons, Lewis V. Vafiades, Hon. Sidney 1tl. Hernick, Hon. Robert B. Williamson 

and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

One more full rr_eeting is anticipated, this to include reviei·ring 

Title 17 offenses. Septel7'.ber 16 was set for this meeting. 

The work session opened 1,,r;_ th Pro:. Fox reviev-ring briefly the sentencing 

structure developed by the Cormnission in 1973, and the alternative proposal 

now being considered. 

Various possibilities of loosening the term were explained. Parole 

can be JT.ani pula ted. Sentencing clauses are open to definition. The basic 

decision is: is it ever appropriate for the Legislature to say that a judge 

has no discretioh to deter;td_ne whether o:- not anybod~r can be locked up? 
.... 

This does not eliminate probation. 'A mandatory sentencing structure can 

include a specifica ti.on V1a t a person rr.ay not be locked up. 



of ', 
T,["l.8 Co,niss:Lon I s r-hilostJ[)h~r regarding FtJndato:r·y 

co1 1·-"·t, discret.ion devel':lped. ·fne 91.1.blic I s c0ncer:ri 1-ri.·th invisible authority 

Co~rections less so. ~-fe should find. a -r.~r::t~r to irrrpart mo~e infam_a.tian to t,he 

9uh1ic) ,·mich does not u.nderst2,1cl, for inst;nce, th.cit 11five to trn ye."'.J'.'s 11 

re.ci l ly me2c."':s 3. 8 yea.rs. 

Eliminatio:1 of the Parole BoTid 1,r2s 2.dvoc'-'ted by s0me, who felt that a 

rehtrn to court for revie,·r (perh 019s at a cert:a-in po:L"TG in the sentence) 1·1as 

n:·eferable_; and th::i.t the judge should specif;r initi;:,lly the e::,.rliest date 2.n 

offender conlr:l be subject to releas9, The term could be set, less good ti.~e 

arid dead ti!lle, c1nd the judge sho1.1lcl so 1-ro::-d t.i1e sentence. 

A motirm w2.s carr:Lecl th2.t 2.:..11..y pro:t;osc1l re3;a2•d-i11g sentencing prov-:i...cling 

di.sc:retion in the court ti. e., ir1prisonment) -i Y1clud.e a provis5.on th2.t the jwl:::,:e 

!'1"' y suspend or unconditionally disch,:1.rge. 

A motion c':lrried that for any sentence can be suspended in ,;-;hole O!' 

j_n p::>..rt, the ,iuclge ma.y give a split sentence ( 3.nd if urobation is violated, the 

rest of the sentence r1J.1Jst be served). .... 
'\ 

It 1-;ra.s also voted th8.t the initi2l ue>.riod served i11 Thorn.astcin in a split 

se::-1tence be li,,i tecl. to not r.Ylre th-"n ninety ( 90) days. 

'' -c,ne court be 21-1 t~1orized. to sent~nce to 8. pa.t'tict1l2T 

::i_,~.stit.ution, ;:,ncl th::i.t. the inst:i_i·,ution on its responsibility may as\: the court 

f,y,_.., C"TlY releci.se lmcl•.,ff such ti3~".'Tl.s as the c01J::--t may d.eterriine, 1rith the p::.~oviso 



It was voted th2.t the court b2 cn:thor5_z0d to sentence offenders un to 

f'::.ve yea:rs, less gobd tine 2nd dead tine, J1!dge Hillio..nson ,rent on record 

Pehabi_lj_t-=d:;~_on Hc!S discuss?d at length, and progra"'T!s e:cLstent or 

prosp8ctive at rrhomctston a11d S011th :-Jindhen ;-;ere descr:Lbed, also the 

possibility of ma_l.dng South 1lindha-rn a minii7U51 security institution, and 

Tho,aston a m2.xLlTlum, 

A trend tm-rrrd accepting some 1x=i.rts of the original sentencLng draft, 

2~d some of the alternative, develo~ed. Althot1gh a su~gestion 1-1;:i.s made to 

offer the Legisl2._ture choices, specifying nriorities i.__11. our estir:lat;ion, 

stronger voices insisted tha.t ue should cone up with a code as nearly as 

nossible representing the Comnission I s co::!.lecti.ve judgne:r'lt, It is realized 

t:1-t the Legislature can a.lter it, a..Tld 1-r.:i_ll :.1alrn the decision anTi"'-Y, 

regardless of our reco·,1mencla.tion. 

Prof. li'nx 1,rill endec1.vor to incorpor2te tod2.y 1 s c021rrn:mts and bring ,:t ne:-T 

dI~i't to the Sept8mber meeting. 

Adjourned 3: 10 P H. 

~_:,n+-.8s t,,ken r•nd 
-=,r-:O.c!SCc7Jl8d b,,-

Y'"' 1-{iJ_r:l2. Vi. ,J.~-::ob 

.... 
\ 

Resnectfully subBitted 



AUGUSTA,, MAINE 

')a:;me Blc,r::klock, and Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

A co,·mrnnication from the 8vidence ? 0 v.; sion Col7JJ"'li ttee WEt.5 introduced J 

re~ys,sting ol1r Corrmtlssion I s counsel on the exemption of certain proceedi_ngs 

from rules of evidence. :leco-1Jr1encl."=1.tions '.:'.fter considerati_on of the noints 

P::"0ceedi_ngs for extradition -- not to exchi_de. 

Prel:brr:ino.ry exarri.i_nati_on -- not to e li,..'li n:ite the rules of evidence. 

-,) t .L. 1 • • • • l 1 · . ' .Ll l ( 11 , _ e ent.,ion ne2rinr~ J_n crin:i.n?._ casPs -- e JJnlYJP.r,e v,e ru _es m":ce 

",_ • f 7 11) ii.; in orma_ . 

Sentencing -- rules shrn,ld not appl:,r. 

Revoking probat:Lon -- rules should 2p~ly . 
..... 

Issucrnce of w2.rrants for ?_rrest, d·-i--"'7.inal nroceeclings, and se2.rch 

,;,rqrrants -- rules should not "'~r:i\;r. 

Juvenile nroceedings -- rules sh011ld be retained. in adjudic?.tio::1, 
r 



It u,,s d2cider:l to strike our nrovision about -oresurmyt,i0n, 1Jhich is 

nro'lerly in the evidence, rath-?r th::m crjJ·,i:Lnal, code. 

Ghar:i+.er 31~, Section 2 1 Iinprison 'ent fo:r Cr-i__rc10s Ot.her thw \_o;p:r·:i-vated 

Viu!:"der OJ' Hurdn.r. Good tir'le 1-:as immediately brought u-o, and the lc1.ck o.f 

urderst?Ddi.11'' by the publj_c nhich contributes to lack o:f confidence :Ln the 

'•fe.rdcFl Hullaney exol::1.ined the system and the Federnl lo.F Hhich 

V ::ir,_011s 1-rays were exolor0d o.f Y'l,"lki~g the sentence 

visible, the act11.P.l time served known to the public. 

Present good time is :=,even days a T1onth. The Ne1 ,r En::;lrind aver,?.0e is 

ten days, a.nd so:1~e st.ates rn-rn.rd a h:L3her rn~ount. It w::,s voted to 

e.st.2,blish <=:ood time in i·L3in.e at t")n days. 

Sectin-n. 4J !!.elease from In,,rison!7lent, Sub-section 2. -rl-1e CoITJ01.ission. 

c0nsj_derecl the non-1.mi:f0:".'Pl.i.ty of' ::i 11life 11 sentence, and debated whether a 

clj_2ti1:c 1·,ion shonlcl be m::de betT-men nurder 2nd 2[:=:ravaterl murder. I.f 

.,.,,_?J'1d,:,tor:r l:i_f'e sentence is -:irononncl?.d, there 1-ri 7_]_ he no dece_',tio:1 ab·'.)Ut 

hry-T I''\1-1Ch tir,,,~ is serverr. 

~rears f0r 2.'_:f:T-'-lVatecl murdPr sho11ld ::1P2...r1 P lesser sentence for non-:cr_;gravr•.ted 

:'1urc1e:':', ~1Jch as no le.ss th211 t•-mnty years. If " life sentence is det9r;-·,j_ned, 

nrovision fo:Y.' :request:ing a reduction 2~ter a SD-3cifiec1 ti.ne c011ld be ,-Tritten 

ir1. 

A move to fi:: the sen1~ence for azgrav2.ted murder .s.t mandatory- life 1-:i th 



A move was passed to retain the mandatory life sentence for aggravated 

rr.i . .::cder, with the eligibility to petition the court at the end of sixteen years, 
(~Llt see later action on Criminal Hom.icide I) 
2-r:d request a commutation to no less than b,,renty-five years, which ,vi th good 

ti-me allowance 1,-vould • require actual time served of approximately 16. 78 years. 

It ¼ras voted to change the terminology- in Chapter 22, Offenses Against 

the Person, in sections 1 through 6. These -will now be labelled 

Cririnal Homicide in various degrees. 

Some thought new terminology would present difficulties, but others 

pointed out the wisdom in removing some of the public's emotional response 

by using neutral terms. 

The sentence for Criminal Homicide I will be mandatory life as voted 

for t:1e former Aggravated Murder, but after having served actual time of 

fifteen years, a, petition to the court wzy be made to have the term reduced 

to not less than thirty years, w:iich with good time allowance would require 

actual time served of appr.oxirr:ately 20.14 years. 

For Criminal Homicide II, it will be any term at the court's discretion, 

but not less than twenty years. In a sentence for twenty-five years or more, 

a petition to the court may be made at the end of hrelve years, for a reduction 

of the sentence to not less than twenty, 1111ich vrith good time allowance would 

.... 
require actual time served of approximat~ly 13.42 years. 

In Chapter 34, Section 2, sub-section 2-A, thirty will be changed to 

b,enty for Class A. 

A blrsnket recidivist statute was considered, an!l it was decided to keep 

t>::e 0resent lavr w:1ich is discretionary. Any prior conviction within ten 

:,7e2.~'s ,·.rill nean, except for Cl2,ss E, moving up one class, except for Cl2.ss A, 

C,:msecutive sentences will be left 



The next meeting 1-p,s set for Tuesday) September 2Li, 1974, at 9:30 ,,_ H, 

at the Awrnsta Civic Center. 

ii.d,j ourn eel Lr : 00 P H. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilrla H. J;:i.cob 

Respectfully submitted 



MAINE 

D. C,-:,_llender, Jr., Rich22'd S, Cohen) G.,rrell 

Petruccelli, Louis ScoJ._-r1ik, T-:011, ?_o"nrt 3. ~-!illi.,T'lson, a:"cl Professor 

Sa:iford J. .Fox, 

It nas riro:9osed to make the effecti_ve d9te of the Gode Harch 1, 

1976 1 rather th:m J311uaY1J 1, to allo 0 -1 fo:!:' possible legislative c111.encl-

ments. Title 17 can remain on the books, to include those statutes 

,rnich 1 •,e clo not ch2nge. 

Hill .::'epeal selectively. 

Subversive activitios -- can be re-dr:_r:m •,rit'1 no tr·o1-1.ble. 

Troason -- repeal. 

Oleo 
... 

Cure for venereal disec1s~ -- re9eal. 

Boxin':' -- leave, hut inse-,.-,-1:, ?'7 exemption for non-nrofit 

or~:c,__n:Lzatioc1s. 



':lhite cane 1 C)w --- lesve it in. 

Litter control -- leave i_ t j_n. 

llfuisance st2.tutes -- leave in. 

Consecutive or concurrent sentences c2:n.e u:o aro-ain. The decisi0n 

should be discretionary but with gui'ielines, the court setting forth its 

re':l.sons. Consecutive sentences ,-Jill be only in unusuc1.l cases, just:i..fiecl 

by the court, and cay,..not exceed the maximum for the TTOGt serious offense 

involved. The atte7ot to eliI:,in?te sentencing ineqnities 1-ioulc'l. be kil<:en 

care of b7 a specification that th8 c:nirt must consider not only the 

offense, but also the offender. 

the !•rison sta£f, shall be rn,,:ncl.2.t-::r:~r consRcut5.ve. 

Assigning cl-=i.ssifica,tions next received attention. 

B"omicicle III (felo!'ly mu.rder) •-rill be Cl-'."ss A. 

Crinin-:1.l Homicide IV. A move ,to eliminate section 3, sub-section 2, 
.... 

lost. Section h, suh-section 2, 1wcis acce:!)ted as 1-rritten. 

Section 5 1ras .snriroved. 

The ouesti.on of ·,~e-0°-f'i ni nz lesser i:::cl11ded off2nses w2.s deb2.ted. 
~ 

'·e -:~2:--it to nreve,..,t a ju.r:1r 1 ,s co·,·i-o:r-o:r0 iss verrlj_ct. b11t ·,P r1o not 1:-8.nt to 



Sect-i_on 6 Hill be Cli'_SS D. 

Gection 7 Hill be Class D, and th_e term 11 itssault 11 H:Lll be retained. 

Section 8 i:-tlll be Class B, a:'7d the tPr:m 11 ;\~~ravated jtssaultn will 

be ret,ciinerl. 

Section 9 ,.,j_ll be Class D, So:me adjust111ent of' nhr;:iseology will 

be effected. 

·-!--:-rrl..ino: ,·tl11 be 31 tered to read 

A brief discussion f'olloT•red, as to i:-rhere enforcement lies. There is 

no worry until bodily i_rijury occurs. We are concerned that the little 

guy doesn I t ta.ke the ran, that the l,:::1-r reaches the one with resrionsibj_lity; 

arid therefore Chapter 1 2, Section 13, requires some adj ustrnent by 

Professor :F'ox, It i:-rill be amended to restrict res~)onsibility to high 

rrrmagerial positions. 

Chanter 22 2 Section 11, ,;rill be Class C, 

Section 1 2 1•rill be re-named "P..e~1<less Cond11ct" c1ncl c1ssigned Gls.ss _!), 

Char,ter 23, Sex Offenses, Sectio"' 1, sub-section 1-D. rhe bracketed 

1:-ords -r-Ti_ll be included, In sub-section 3, the corrob0r2.tiYe stinul2tion 

will be elirriin2_ted. ' '\ 
In2s·,1_1ch '}.S the c1+,tend2nce ,:-;ras s-.,,all, it 1-r=:is decided not to t31<:e UD 

further discussion on ch::inge of forn. Professor Fox ~-1ill :proc 0 ed to 



The recent Corrections ·rask Force report nas referred to, H:i.th 

a lJlea that Ol1r Commission take into consider?tion its recornmendations. 

It n~s argued that our p!'esent sentencine; policy is a compromise between 

our ftrst draft and the alternative, a.,_1d that '-:re should leave an ontion 

for the judge to sentence to the B''2"eau of Corrections for a cci:31Ilmity 

. nrogrc1J11, or ,-,n inclividual1zed pla.11 to he acbi.nistered by Corrections. 

·rhe elimination of the P."::role Board should mean that more money will 

be available for halfway houses a."".d better probation. 

Titles 15 and 34 ,-:ill be pieced together and brought into Title 17. 

The next meeting is scheduled for October 10, 1974, at 9:30 -~ N. 

Hinutes taken 
and transcribed by 
1,crs. Hilch N. Jacob. 

Res~ectfully submitted 

Edith L. Hary. Secretary 



MAINE 

G'n:---r;ter 12, .Sect:i.on 9, 11ent-=il /i..bility to Stc1nd ,'rial. ;~ strict ti:7.e 

li~•1itat 7_0n is i 1mosed on the determmation "•n1ether to stand trial_, but the trial 

The 0 11tst.317 rJing rule nroposed by sub-section 7 is that the 

conrt ~rcmts no continuance on the 1:;rounds o.f the defendant 1 s incompetence, 

Suo-s"'ct7_'J,,s 7 ~, 73 cind 7C sho"·· hon to modif:· the tri2.l to tc1.ke mto consider2.tion 

tli.e mental :Lc1coni.TJ0tent I s di.s2.bility. One of the ma.j or nurnoses is to separate the 

0·,10 is not ::i..ffected by 

d:i_s.::i.bil-i.ties should be annlic:1ble. 

~·-ctiv~s 2 r11le of eviclence_, thA r1Jle is 1-r2..iv~d for both na.rti_es in t(i.:.t ciirect-i_0r1 . 
.... 

I'his -,.=11<:es the court 2. 11bi~ broth PT II to t;1J defend211t, but insures a f2.ir trial 

fen~ thP defenrl=-nt uho is inconoet.211t to st:cu:cl. tYial. 

Cb2Dter 12, section 9-

• ('. \ 



Section 10 1 sub-sectio:1 Lr, \'rill be moved to General Principles, 

a move to drop it having failed of acceptance. 

Section 10, sub-section 3. It 1.ns voted to alter by stipulating that 

once there is some evidence raising the question of sanity, the State shall 

have the burden of proving sanity beyond reasonable doubt. 

Section 11 presents a procedure for bifurcated trial. It is very 

close to the Wisconsin law v.Jhich is ,,;orJrj_ng well there, and not causing 

delay. Approved, ·with this modification: that the defendant should be 

able to get the insanity issue tried by a judge, even if the first phase 

of the trial was before a jury. 

Section 10 is a particularized statement of the rule, and not an 

insanity defense. The ad var. tage in this formula, v-r.i.dely acbptec., is that 

other jurisdictions ,-r.i.11 understand Eaine's law. 

symptoms, is considered. 

Capacity, rather than 

At the break for lu.rich, it \vas noted that a ne,,13man had been present 

during the latter part of the morning. The Chairrren introduced the 

question of the presence of any repc-:cter, and the CoIIIIT'ission unanii11ously 

voted that the remainder of the day's meeting would be held in executive 

session, and the newsman \·,-as so info::--med. 

Chanter 29A is substituted for{'he chapter on conflict of interest. 

Discussion centered on requirement of disclosure, and consideration of placing 

a li:m t on the amount of contribution, and a requirement to keep records. 

• ' L t d _., S _._ • 2 B • b " , l ' Cl •• This cnap\,er vras accep e , anu ~'::~_::::n , r"J: .. e.ry, 1,,'-ras Qec area a .-ass c 

Cha2-t.~r __ ?5..,. §~s;ti.9J.1: .1.1., 1:.ri.ll b2 a,:1ended to rnake clear that sub-section 1 

rule reJ.a tes to tTade s ec~et[~ as 1.-r~l=-. 



/ 

~'Te ;;-1:i_ll include just:i_fj_cati ')rJ to n .e re.ci_so11able 

S'J.b-section 1-i a:ri.11 st.C't8 th0_t it is cri.;elty to a.nim-,ls to 1.-:8e•1 sheen on 

Che.nter 29 I, Crirn.inal Use of Exolosives 2nd ?_elated Cr;mes, Ln .Section 1 -

.3""'_1':=1-s ection 1 -B, -insert the ~-rord "s enrls II after 11 tr2nsports. 11 Sub-section 2-B 

"..3Sl'.-?'.J 1Jy lciHful 2.uthority pursua::t to ·r 25 sec. 21)1:1." 

,, discussion of the use of T'la.ce brought a suggestion to allon l:l,' enforcem.e~1t 

! -,tr-::il r-i_ots, for self-defense). 

- - " ct 0 cision 1:-;c1.s fo".' .-u1 a.d hoc rule that disabl -i_n-:r chenir::2ls a.re ':l_ --,011-oeaclly force 

Se,::t-i_on 1 rill be Class C 

of :·n offe!1se J 

Sectior1 2 i:~l__l he Class D. 
'\ 



Chary!:,er 1 2, 3ection 3. 'l'he nrobls, of c1. 17-year-olrl of.fender's reachins 

··:" s 11'3th birthd2,y before he coHes to trial, and no court therefore h,wing juris-

clictio::1, wets solved by stating that a11y juvenile la:w 1-muld ap':)ly. 

Section L~. Re-phr.:1sing Fill fol lo,-; existing langua.::;e: "f'irrmess of' a 

1'easo:"1able person. 11 

C'0Etnter 23, .Section 1 , suh-secti0r 3. 'Phe C,,r'!ffii.ss:i_on mo,_r•,~d to st".'ike out 

th':? necessity for corroborative testi·"lony. Sub-section 1-D, the •-,ords 

"buttocks, or female breast" will be strick'"'"n, 

C'.1-'3.Dter 11 2 Section 8, sub-sections 2-;i. a.11d 2-B Hill be modified in view of 

o,_;y creating riore sentencins- nrovisions: 2-~ will carry a lir:1it..,tj_on of 6 yearsj 

2-3 i:·Ti.11 carry a limitation of 6 ye.::,_rs for Class C, and 3 years for Classes D a .. nd E. 

Professor Fox ,-rill c:Jm11Jnica.te 1-rith ~Jest Pnbl i_shing Company reg:1.rcling the 

nr:i_:_rii~ing schedule, and if it is unsuited to our neerl_s, 'rouer Printino: Corrr'.1any rrill 

Ch.,i-r-man Lund HilJ. T·mrk 1-ri.th Pro.fe,ssor Fo:<: on the nr:l.nting, 

Chcir;'l.:::tn Li_md Hill ciccent res_!)onsibilit;,r for .!:1.rran:,:in? to h2.ve the code 

i::-,troduced in the Legisla.ture. It was urf8d th3.t 2t public 2 .. nrl lertisln:t.ive 

hec'rj_ngs the Com 1ission nembers cittenr1 ax1d su0nort the code. 

A. move to close the executive session·••.-oassed, and i..n onen meeting the code, 
\' 

1-.i.th r.i_inor ,;-mrcl ch 0 n!=".es, hut no 9olicy change, :·ms lmanirriously acceryted, 

Adjourned 3: 15 P H. 



ri r 
L,.,J 

the Au~usta Civic 

Center, for a final review of the proposed Criminal Code. Present 

were: Chairman Jon A. Lund, Peter Avery Anderson, f.Irs. Caroline 

Glassman, Edith 1. Hary, Garrell S. Nullaney, Ward 

Gerald F. Petruccelli, Hon. Harold J. Rubin, Hon. Louis Scolnik, 

Jack H. Si.mmons, Lev:is V. Vafiades, Hon. Robert B. \•.;illia;nson., and 

Professor Sanford J. Fox. 

Chapter 2A, ~ection 16, Subversive Activities. It was af-reed 

that the behavior here described is controlled ~lsewhere in the Code, 

and after considering the infrequency of treaso~ a£ainst the state, 

it was voted to delete this section. (17 MRSA 3651 will be repealed.) 

The split sentence provisions were considered, and the 90-day 

limitation was removed. The court may require imprisonment in a 

designated institution for any portion of the probation. If the 

initial period of the probation is to be in the ~tate Prison, that 

period shall not exceed 90 days. 

A move to adopt the double jeopardy provision as set forth in 

the model penal code was carried . ..., 
"\ 

The offenses of being under the influence of drugs in public, 

and o~ glue-sniffing, were deleted. 

9hapter 23, Section 5, Se~ual A buse __ o_f../linors, vl2s revio\·;ed, 

aLd the problem of setting t}1e age differential was discussed. 

The final decision was to amend by adding that the actor be at 

le~st three years older. 



The discon~inuance of the furole Doard was discussed, and a 

c,cthod for providii1E supervL3ion -.<:,ile phasing out the Bo2:-:.rd > and 

also after it is no longer in operation. 

necessary at this time. 

No action was felt 

~iss Hary_explained the prospective printing plan. The Code 

will be filed (or pre-filed, if time permits) as a legislative bill, 

and printed as a legislative document. It is estimated that this 

should be available by mid-January, and it will be distributed to a 

statewide list, including the judiciary, bar, legislators, police 

chi~fs, libraries; colleges, medical associations, district attorneys, 

Com.uission members, and press. 

Professor Fox's cormnents in appropriate places vrill serve as 

the statement'of facts, and he will write a brief analysis of 

substantial changes, which will be especially useful for the press, 

as well as for any who do not want to study the entire Code. 

Proposals for publicizing the Code included a press 

conference, seminars, TV appearances, public hearings, as well as 

the usual legislative hearings. From these we may pick up 

suggestions and tbmments which ca~ be considered for amendments. 
'\ 

The Chairman will keep in touch with these matters, and notify 

Com~ission members when their appearance is desired. 

It was agreed that although ec:ch membsr~has a right to express 

~is individual opinion, as a general policy, statements in public 

s:--,ould be to the effect thc:,t there h~ve been dL-;sentinc judgments 

c:-: c:,orne inclj_vidual issuE::S, bu.t t~1e Co:n:,1ission supports the Code in 

tdjourned 2:15 PM. 

• ~~l • : ~ . -~; :~ t : ~ ~-= n ri .:) :1 cl 
.::r·.~l>_::(1 l):l 

. ;'i.L j •• cJ :,cub 



AUGUSTA, lvlAINE 
COi-ilHSSION TO PREPARE A li'..E°VISiU1i 0.2' THE CRIHINAL LA~vS 

A public meeting was held in Bangor, at the Holiday Inn East, on 

Thursday, February 20, 1:t7S', at 7:uo PM. Attending uere Chairman 

Jon A. Lund, Peter Avery .Anderson, Errol K. Paine, Le1-Ji.s V. Vafiades, 

and approx:i.rnately sixty interested persons, including Representatives 

Stephen T. Hughes and James S. Henderson o.f the Judiciary Connnittee~ 

Hr. Lund opened the meeting with introductor-<J remarks outlin:mg 

briefly the work of 2½ years, stressing the compromise nature of the 

final draft, and mentioning the further hearings scheduled. 

The first comment referred to the marijuana issue, and Er. Vafiades 

explained the dif'ference between crii:li...11.al and civil penalties. 

Ben 0 1 Lear-y-, a 9-yeaf: Navy vetera.."1, presently a University student, 

asked how section 62 on page 23 affects civil society, saying that he 

would expect to find this in Title 32A (military code). Mr. Paine 

a."'J.swered that it was designed more to deal with the problem of the 

l!ational Guard shoot:i.>1g students (Kent State) and not actual ·war 
.... 

situations (My Lai). The possibilit;?, of prosecution under this section 

1·i3-S explored; the definition of 11reckless 11 {p.11) was pointed out; and 

Er. 0 1 Leary decided that 11probably 11 the. section i-ns good a...-id should be 
:t 

here. 

David Cox quietly de-fused the m2-X'ijuana issue by saying that 11it 

r.cay be a red herring_, 11 and although he does not favor decriminalization 

a.1d thinlrn the Legislature will not accept it, it does not merit 

discussion because there arc much more i,:nort.ant issues in' the Code. 

1/r. Cox, of Brewer, is District Attorney of District #5 (Penobscot, 

Piscataquis.) 



Questioned, Nr. Cox said he had not experienced more pressure 

lately in mat•ijuana cases, that he uould not want to treat it as a 

felony, but neither as equivalent to a traffic offense. 

He spoke favorably of the drug provisions be:ing clarified, saying 

they will make it easier to bring someone before the court. 

Intoxication as a defense (p.6) n'a.S discussed, the intent, and 

·whether a lilatt,er of semantics is involved. Hr. Lund said the 

Cormnission did not intend to work any change in the present law, and the 

matter would be reviewed with Professor Fox. 

Don Holley, Probation and Parole officer, of Bangor, believed that 

the definition of intmo.cation needs further clarification (beyond 

Hr. Lu.11d I s illustrative verse), and the language strengthened to be sure 

11substantial11 disturbance is described. 

Separate trials or one (p.13) sparked comment. Eva Garnett of' 

Steuben favored tr.ring an offender for each offense, each time the law 

is broke..ri, a.rid not for one selected offense. 

t'JJ'.'. Cox ref erred to section 5 2 \P · 14) . i·ir. Lund said that the 

. purpose of this section is to see to it that crimes are those that are 

published. This led to d iscussicn of whether the cop on the beat is 

enforcing or :interpreting the law, a..'1d Er. Pai,.'1.e ~said he thought that 

the jury did not e},..-pect the officer to interpret the law. Hr. Cox 

recommended tightening the definition if we are going to use it. 

David :fuller of Bangor brought up co:,nnon law offenses, a;id 1-ir. Lu.rid 

said that the Code makes an effort to spell out just what, crir:1es exist. 



Thelr.i.a Look of Washington County, as a representative oft.he 

County's Hunicipal Officers Association, expressed concerns: the use 

of ar1other I s vehicle, leniency sho,m cri.mnals, lack of protection for 

the citizenry, and the prevalence of unpunished vandalism. ,.,_ particular 

case was described, in which she said vandals l with arms and drugs) were 

brought to court, but the case was disn.issed without the knowledge o.f 

the sheriff and other officers. 

1·:fro Vafiades assured her that the Commission had concern about these 

matters, but that, He should not lose sight of the fa.ct that we are a 

country of law. .Mr. Lund added his appreciation of her distress, saying 

that there is a 1imi t to what can be done :in a crim1nal code, and beyond 

that, citizen involvement is needed.· 

The provision regarding fines (p. 144) and res·titution were also 

matters of concern to Hrs. Look. She registered an objection to plea 

bargaining, and Hr. Vafiades pointed out that it has to be done in open 

ccrurt, which is good insurance against the kind of situation she described. 

;.D'.'. Henderson s2id that other issues before the Legislature viill also help 
..... 

in this field. '\ 

A representative of the press inquired about tbe legislative 

procedure for the Code. Hr. Lund explained, and Hr. Henderson listed the 
~ 

various hearings scheduled, adding that separate sectious would have 

:indi vidu2l hearings. 

'l'o a question about how the Crirn.inal Code was coordinated 't-Jith the 

work of the Corrections Task Force, the answer wo.s that it 1-;asn I t: tlnt 

• al ' d th,::: Code was essent:.ially reducing a. patchworlc to logic sequence, ar-1 

~~a.s really a restate:;1ent with a11 atte:~nt. to make the penalties logical. 



Hr. Holley referred to pages 14-0 and 1L.1, the ma.'lner of serving 

the sentence., a.rid e:J\.-plained conmunity-based correction programs. 

The classification table on page 5 ·was briefly questioned for 

information. -

A question was raised about section 510E (p. 77). Does this mean 

only sheep, or any animal? The ariswer: the judge says maybe goats --

anything that couldn 1t forage for itself would die overnight. 

On this note, the meet:ing closed at 8:40 P H. Several persons 

spoke to the Chairman ar1d CoJJ1..1--rission members afterward, not for 

attribution.,· including one homosexual who expressed satisfact.ion with 

the way the Code handled sexual matters. 

Hinutes taken and 
transcribed by 
:Hrs. Hild~: H. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

- r 
Edith L. Har;y, Secretary 



~Y~lJ rr, ci ~fl~ r"' U,~ 
AUGUSTA1 MA1NE 

CO.MHISSION TO PRfil>ARE A .nEiJISION 01.i' THE CRIBilIAL L!-\}JS 

A public hearing was held in Chase Hall, Bat.es College, Lewiston, 

Tuesday, February 25, 1975, at 7:00 PH, with a total attendance of 26, 

including Connnission members Jon A. Lund, Richard s. Cohen, Ed.ith L. Rary, 

and Jack H. Simmons; and former member Hon. Louis Scolnilc. The chairman 

introduced also Judiciary Committee members Robert w. Clifford, Sa.'Uuel H. 

Collins, Jr., Roland A. Gauthier, James s. Henderson, Stephen T. Hughes 

and :Margaret B ., Miskavage. 

David Willia.-ns, a Yarmouth attorney, expressed general support for 

the Code, approved removing 11clutter11 from the courts, but said he was 

disappointed that the Code· didn I t remove squealing tires and noisy 

mufflers, and ot.hertdse· give attention to motor vehicle laws. It was 

explained that, a separate study should deal 1-Jith such laws, t,hey being 

more civil than criminal in nature. 

The obstruction of public ways, loiter:ing, prowling, and the 

possibility of the sections on disorderly conduct becoming a cover for 

harassr:ient of youth, were the basis qf 2,h~. \-Jilliams' corr.ments. ( Chapter 21 , 

sections 501, 502, 505.) He recommended drawing a more narrow statute to 

protect the freedom of assembly and speech, and favored saying what is no~ 

a crime. He felt that the :Model Penal Code ~ 25<1. 6, 250. 7) contains 

clearer wording. 



Hr. Simmons e:1..-plained that the Co:rnmission had consulted the 

P",odel Penal Code as well as other codes, and spoke of the drafting danger 

:in writing negative statutes, which tend to be self-limiting. As the 

statutes are applied, he said, the courts will set the perimeters. 

Nr. Willlams said the word ttreasonable 11 should be defined; that 

although it has been in the law a long time, it is constitutionally vague, 

subject to misunderstand:i.ng by the average citizen. 

Mr. Williams accepted the invitation from Chairman Lund to submit 

to the Commission his cormnents in writing. 

Thomas E. Delah$1.ty II, District Attorney for Franklin, Androscoggin 

and 0-.d'ord Counties, applauded the Conmtlssion for its work:, and said the 

Code was not to be looked at lightly. He liked the sentencing structure, 

the elimination of the Parole Boe.rd, the classification of cr:irnes, and the 

definition of 11 dwellin~ place. 11 

Tbe definitions of 11armed, n lldeadly ,;veapon 11 and 11dangerous weapon" 

should be stated clearly. Discussion followed on concealed weapons, the 

manner L~ which carried, and the use intended. 

agreed that clarification was needed . 
.... 

The Comi~ission members 

A drafting change will be made fu show that the Grand. Jury has 

jurisdic·tion above Class D. 

Section .5-2-B (p.6) came in for some criticism, and the Hillett case 

was discussed for relevar1cy. 

Sgt. Roger Bisson of the Lewiston Police Department expressed 

appreciation of the dilficulties encoc~~tered in drawing up such a code, 

and listed several areas for consideration. Section 752 on page 94 deals 

only 1-Ti. th those in custody. Sgt. Bisson would like to have assault on 



an officer not so limited, but have the section applicable to assault 

on an officer in the line of duty. 

Section 209, Criminal Threatening (p.42) was questioned, and the 

exact mea11ing of 11imminent bodily injury. 11 A class will be assigned. 

He recommended expanding section 403 on page 66 to define 

circumstances in which ordinary household tools become burglar 1s tools. 

On the subject of marijuana he urged setting an age limit, and a 

specif'ic l:i..i.."'lit to the amount a person may possess. He made a plea 

especially on behalf of children uncontrolled by parents, but Mr. Simmons 

replied that the Commission had not tried to deal with the juvenile law. 

Sgt. Bisson said he would not argue against decriminalization, but thought. 

it would open a lot of trouble. 

felt the sentences were more just. 

LT:t general he f'avored the Gode, and 

John Cole, .Assistant District Attorney in ¥.tr. Delahanty1 s office, 

pointed out an apparent inconsistency in sentencing, which presented 

opportu.i.1ity to explain the conversion table. See page 5. 

An inquiry about changes was answered by saying that the Commission 

1rould offer amendments to the Jud.ici\cy CoTTl!T'ittee after the public hearings 

and its March 14 meeting. 

The meeting closed at 8:Li5 P H. 

Hinutes taken and 
tra.riscribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob 

r 
Respectful]s- submitted 

Edith L. Hary, Secretary 



GOMHISSION TO PREPARE A li3VISION OF THE GRIHI.Ni\.L LA'JS 

The Gom.id.ssion held a public hearing Thursday, February 27, 1~75, at 

the University of §Iaine Law School in Portland. Over 50 attended, 

including Commission members Jon A. Lund, Richards. Cohen a~d Gerald F. 

Petruccelli; and Judiciary Gomrnitt,ee members Barry J. Hobbins, Philip 1. 

Merrill and Stephen L. Perkins. 

Following introductory remarks by the Chairman, Pro.f. Melvyn Zarr 

spoke, with particular attention to sentencing and probation and parole. 

Section 1252 (p. 140) represents to him too radical a change from the 

present minimum-maximum system which has certain strengths, as well as 

disadvantages. Prof. Zarr proposed that section 1252 be added to the 

present alternative, with requirement that the judge choose one or the 

other, avoiding restriction of 11bullet-straight; 11 sentences. 

Pro.f. Zarr did not object to eliminating the Parole Board, on which 

he has experience of service. He did feel that its functions should be 

preserved, perhaps by having t,he judge periodically review the cases. 

He believes it unwise to permit the warden to screen the cases for 

judicial review. Mr. LUJ."'1.d pointed out that the Code authorizes the 

Corrections Department to make such recommendations and does not specify 

the warden. H, would be an adm:L.YJ.istrative matter within the Department,. 

Prof. Zarr insisted, however, that it. would be the warden, ac'ld recommended 

that the Code state just who would do the screening. 

1 



Ms. J. Hills inquired about section 252-1-B (p.46), and whether it 

would be rape in the case of a separated couple without a divorce decree. 

Hr. Petruccelli explained the thinking of the Commission, that the wording 

had taken into account contemporary living patterns without legalities, 

as well as the generally understood meaning of the term 11 spouse. 11 

Frances Harriman, co-director of Rape Crisis Center, spoke on 

Chapter 11, Sex Offenses, and recom,.--nended adding the clarifying word 

11cohabiting 11 to the definition of ttspouse. 11 She asked the Commission to 

understand the seriousness of force in rape, the violence and humiliation 

which could be lespecially in the case of a married woman) more frightening 

than the actual sexual act. Her suggestions were submitted in more 

detailed form in writing. See enclosed. 

Howard T. Reben, attorney, was concerned with section 501 (p. 73), and 

especially with what was understood to be a "loud or Tu.'lreasonable noise. 11 

Nr. Petruccelli said the Commission had tried to write someth:ing 1•tnich 

would consider the general ai'front to public order. Mr. Reben argued that 

the proper remedy for such behavior would be simple ejection from a public 

place; that a loud noise should not be a crl...'lle. He said that sub-section· 2 

is good, an attempt to tailor an enforceable sta.."l1dard, but that 501-A cancels 

it, and he hoped that the Commission would re-consider, and strike 501-1-A. 

11The purpose is still accomplished, 11 he said. 

Sally McIntyre returned the meeting's attention to section 252 (p.46), 

a.11.d said that 19 NfSA 581 bears on the couple living apart, and that the 

Code would provide no protection in case of rape. 

Ted Hoke inquiLed about the point at which the grand jury enters, and 

said he thinks the present dxaft of D crimes is vague .. 

2 



Steve Ha..riscom raised a question about section 62 (p. 23), Military 

orders, saying it is overly broad, and is really covered by section 102 

(p. 24). Hr. Lund replied that the Code had attempted to minimize 

<Jllesswork, a11d I-Ir. Petruccelli added that it spelled out some form of 

protection to the military. 

Ellen George queried the Code 1 s provision for bifurcated trials, 

said it cha.-riges Haine procedure, the Comment is not persuasive, and asked 

1~foy not give the judge discretion? 11 Hr. Cohen emphasized it as an option 

of the defense, and Mr. Lund said there could be a constitutional problem 

in not affording the defendant that defense if he wanted it. The Commission 

thought it should statutorily allow what has been only a judicial decision. 

Peter Ballou, Assistant District Attorney in District #2, congratulated 

the Commission on the overall approach, and expressed general approval. 

He submitted in writing suggestions which showed serious and extensive 

study of the Code. He spoke briefly on some of these from a prosecutorial 

viewpoint: the inclusion of a simulated firearm among weapons, territorial 

jurisdiction, definition of 11appropriate prosecuting officer," :i.rn:maturity, 

the value of a blan.1{ check, classification of theft offenses, assault on an 

officer (He was assured that it will be classified. L and arson. See enclosed. 

Fra.."1cis Jackson asked about the definition of imprisonment, and Hr. Lund 

answered tuat it included time in maximum security and also a community 

program, and would include a community program operated by a private house. 

Under. probation conditions, Hr. Jackson regarded unreasonable the requirement 

to support dependents (section 1204-2-A, p. 136), and asked the reason for it. 

Hr. Lund said that the court nL-t.ght well fi...nd it appropriate to specLf'y this 

requirement, and Nr. Petruccelli said that the idea of probat:Lon was to afford 

an alternative to going to an institution and necessarily required a 

restructured and restra.D1ed life. 



l1r. Jackson criticized the phrase "excessive use of alcohol 11 (section 

1204-2-I, p. 136). The difficulty in determining what is excessive use has 

leci to a probation rule of n?n-use, he said, and a standard should be set. 

Ile asked if the seven purposes of sentencing (section 1151, p. 129) 

were arranged m order of importance, and said that nos. 4 and 5 were 

contradictory. Hr. Lund spoke of the philosophical problem, and invited 

the submiss~on of a suggested draft. Hr. Jackson said the Code ism many 

mcy-s an improvement, that the penalties are more consistent, but that he is 

disappointed·in the number o~ new offenses created, and that decriminalization 

of some things hasn 1t progressed to a point he would have wished. 

Dan Hcintyre spoke about section 404 (p. 67), saying'that he had been 

. guilty of'. leaving his car in an A&P parking lot over 24 hours, and believed 

• it should not be a crime. It was explained that this was intended ~o cover 

situations of a high nuisance nature. He also said that the Code placed .,. 

too high a penalty on the use of slugs in a machine. 

Mr. McIntyre contended that section 516 (p. 80) could well be voided, 

and offered the opinion that in certain c ircumstances champerty would be a 

good idea. The Commission members did not ·go on record as agreeing, but 

showed interest. 

Nr. Hoke spoke again on the matter of restitution, and Mr. Lund said 

that the Commission regarded restitution as wholesome rehabilitation, and 

had tried to correct a lack of concern on the part of the courts for the 

injured citizen. Asked if restitution would be required in cases wr,ere 

there was actual imprisonment, he was told that it was contemplated. 

4 



Allan Caron, identifying himself as an ex-convict, focussed attention 

on section 1252 (p. 140), asserting that the te:rm.s set forth would really 

allow an indeterminate sentence. He believed that contradictions erlsted, 

presenting a problem of flexibility at every level. His effectiveness 

being ilrrpaired by personal reaction, he agreed to submit his comments in 

writing. 

Meeting closed 9 : 45 P H. 

Ninutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob. 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Hary, Secretary 
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Co;.JHISSION TO PREP..,\.RE i~ HJi/ISION m• THE: Cil.!JiDLJ, LA'.,JS 

, . AUGUSJ/1r fVJiU\JE 
The Comm..i.ssio:n met !iriday, i'1arcn 1't~., i Y75; at the Aur,usta Civic 

Center o..t 10:00 A 1-i, 1-:ith the follo,-;ing o.ttenda...'1ce: Chairman Jon i .. tund, 

D-.c. Wil1.a_rd D. Callender, Jr., Hi.cha.rd s. Cohen, Caroline- Glassman, 

Edith L. Hary, Lt. Jerry F. Boutilier, Garrell s. llullan.ey, Jack H. 

Sim.,:1.ons, Lewis V. Vafiades., Hon. Robert B. Williamson, and Pro.fessor-

San.ford J. Fox. Guests with permission to present suggestions and 

co::-:unents were Dr. Ulrich Jacobsen, Charles Leadbetter and Vern .Arey. 

Each ~mber was asked to name sections which needed ru.scussion, 

bearing m mind the limited ti.-rrre available. The most important seemed 

to be insa>'J.ity defense, jurisdiction of different courts, definition of 

culpable states of mind, section 210 provisions as bea...">":i.ng on OSHA 

regulations, and a list prepared by a group· resulting from study of the 

proposed Code by the District Attorneys. 

Professor Fox spoke of the justification sections, saying that 

instead of a black 211d white situation, mistakes should be taken into 

consideration. 

Dr. Ulrich (Ha:i.J1e Psychiat:;:-ic Association, consultant in forensic 

psychiatry at the Augusta l'lental H~alth Institute, work with courts) 
• ' 

presented the view of psychiatrists on section 58 (p.19). The definition, 

a.rid in fact the use, of llmental abnormality11 is tmacceptable to psychiatrists. 

He registered strong objections to the court's lending a person to a mental 

hospital, which means that tbe court controls the situation, and makes the 

hospital a pseudo-prison. Dr. Ulrich .favored the wording of L.D.550, and 

said that the English 11 guiU,y but i!'lsa..'1.err would be workable, especially if 

11more a.;opro:~riately :L.'1 a hospj_tal 11 ,-r2re added. He ins'j_sted th2.t 



hospitaJization should be a medical decision,. as ,rell as- treatment end 

discharge; explained the difference to psychiatrists betHeen personality 

disorders and real psychoses; and suggested that the proposed Code might 

be in conflict with Title 15. 

After Dr. Ulrich left j a brief discussion t.ook place, on ,-met her to 

change the proposed wording. L.D.550 is in the hopper, and ult,imately 

the Legislature will decide ,·,hat Hording will become law. Professor li'ox 

said that the Code is not an effort to identify medical te:rms, but rather 

to define culpability, adding that if 11mental disease or defect 11 misleads 

the psychiatrists, we could use 11mental disorder11 or just 11abnonnality. n 

A motion to change our present definition failed of passage. 

Charles Leadbetter was the spokesman for the prosecutorial study group, 

reinforced by Vern A:rey, both of the .'cttorney General's staff. 

Er. Lead.better brought up section 1, sub-section 2, saying it presented 

a latent ambiguity in cases 1rhere the dates of some essential element of the 

crime cannot be determined. Professor Fo:x: will clarify. 

Section 2, sub-section 1 (p.2): the meaning of the· word 11voluntary 11 

should be spelled out, HrL Leadbette1~ said. He referred to the com..~ent on 

page 51, saying that LaFave and Scot"t;is meaningless to Haine attorneys, and 

that "volUi.YJ.tar-,1 11 should mean non-reflexive acts. The Gorr.mission agreed to 

pass over this criticism. 

To the definition of 11dwelling place, 11 Mr. Ltadbetter 1-10uld like to 

have an intent to retnrn e..xpressed,. this having been a defense. There was 

no real objection, although Professor Fox regarded it as excess, and said 

that once you raise one state of mind, you exclude all others. Something 

can be put in a com:.1ent. 



Among otlter definitions deer:ied deficient was 11structure. 11 Although 

a structure has been tracl.-Ltionally attached to lnx1d, and we intended the 

definition to be comprehensive, ·we ;;-Jill put something in the comment to make 

this clear that ·we include, for inst,mce, a trailer. 

In Section 5, 11 abnormal condition of mindrr (sub-section h, p.6) fJ-as 

questioned. The Commission had already been interrogated on the intoxication 

Difference of opinion existed as to whether the Gode changes Haine law. -

It l•Jas voted to delete from sub-section 4 "intention, lmowledge, or reckless

ness, 11 and substitute "culpable state of rnind. 11 

Hr. Leadbetter was assured that the ability to prosecute under one 

section did not preclude opportunity to prosecute under another section. 

A few other points were raised, but no changes were effected. 

Plea negotiations, however, produced discussion vmich resulted in a vote 

to delete tbe subject f.1.·om the Code, ,;-Ji.th the understand:L11.g that the Criminal 

Rules Connnitt0e ·would be contacted by Er. Simmons, with a view to having 

plea bargaining taken up by that body. 

Comments and criticisms received from public and Jucliciar-y- Cotunittee 

hearingG ·were int1·oduced. Ji. suggest1fn was offered to include a s:irn:ul2:t.ed 

firearm in no. 9 (p.3), b~t a move to e:~oa..nd to include a toy pistol failed 

to pass. Latitude is available to the judge, and the defendant cai"'1 require 
,. 

the prosecution to establish that a de:'.d.ly weapon was used. Armed with a 

dangerous weapon should include possession, and the definition shall so say. 

Heroin uill be reclassified a..nd made one grade higher. 

Section 510, sub-section 1-E (p. 77) 1-rlll say "domestic aT1:iJnal 11 instead 

of "sheep. 11 



A provision will be added to sectio'1. 752 (p.94) covering an officer 

who is simply carrying out his official duties, and known to be an officer. 

The penalty for this section will be class D. 

Hecognizing the eroi:-ring public a.11.Xiety for restitution., the Legislature 

would like a s~rong statement-of policy requiring-the court to consider such 

remedy' in all sentencing, and the Judiciary Committee has requested this 

statement. Professor Fox 1-Jill add to the general purposes of sentencing, _ 

listing restitution as a benefit to the offender as well as the victirn. 

The Commission admitted that ordina...7 household tools become burglar's 

tools on occa.sion, but did not change the wording of the Code, simply 

stating that intent must be proved. 

The Commission thoroughly considered submitted suggestions on sex 

offenses and prostitution, but was not inclined to accept the many changes 

proposed. Section 251, sub-section 2 (u.h.5): 11 3 months 11 and 11 one month" 

'Bill be changed to 1190 days 11 and 11 30 days. 11 

Wa.rden Hullaney expressed concern that section 1252 (p.140) ,;,Jill mean 

an increase in Prison population that 1-rill exceed the capacity of that 

institution. ' He would like to rece;\ve only class A, Band C offenders, 

and have first offenders and those receiving less than a year to go to the 

county jails. He said -i,hat the Dist::'ict Court should not be able to 

sentence to Prison. ' Justice Willia::son agreed. • A more direct description 

of the sentencing problem s11ould be ·wJ .. "'itten. 1-ir. Hulla.11ey expanded on the 

problem of the disruptive influence of you_rig persons, their short tern 

rendering it impossible for them to fit into a.'1.y prograra. A motion to 

exclude the District Court from sentE:!lcing to State Prison failed to pass. 

,\ point was mD.de that the Bureau of Co:>:rections could tra1sf er the o.f.fender. 



Section 53, sub-section 1 (p. 15): 11at, the tir.ie of the proceecli..'1.g 11 

will be cilt\anged to 11at the time of the offense." 

Section 404 (p.67): motions for cha"'1ges fa:i.led of acceptance. 

Attention was given to section 210 (p.L.2), which, it was said, 

probably ;-rould not pass in its present form. A complia.J1ce • agreement. having 

been entered into should be a niitigating circumstance, and the penalty should 

be gr2.duated, depending on ,;.Jhether or not injury actually occurred. 

illustrations were offered: the urba.~ problem of housing, the Cocoanut Grove 

fire. The result of the deliberation: i.rnmunity during formal compliance 

period; a two-step penalty; bodily injury having occurred rates class B, 

1tlthout injury rates class C. 

Section 203, sub-section 2-B ~p.39), and 2-G "p.40): 11 dangerous weapon 11 

is sufficient. Surplus language will be omitted,as Mr.Leadbetter suggested. 

The meaning of 11 extreme emotional disturbance II was ta..1<en to be eq_ual to 

11heat of passion, 11 and suddenness should be an element, sai.d Hr. Leadbe t, ter. 

He queried inclusion of .mental retardation. The statement was made tha·t 

the court has rejected diminished responsibility. 

P..alph Lancaster's letter next r~eived attention. On the matter of 

private bribery, the 2..r1swer ·was -that chapter 25 does not deal with private 

bribery, but is trying to keep the government honest. Professor J.i'ox will, 

hol•,ever, malce the Lrnguage consistent. r 

Robert Ericson, State Chemist, will be asked to check paragraph D. 

Paragraph G did not r1eet with agreer.1.ent -of the Cornmission, 1·Jhich said 

that there is a crime of recklessly endangeri..n.g human life, but that just 

v.sing a different ingredient in compour1ding should not be• a crime .. 

Profes:c;or Foz ,·rill r:1;.;J;:e su::Lt~ble add:i__ tioD to the co:n1,1ent. 



The answer to paragraph H Has that section 2215 w2.s repealed because 

it servc:3 no useful purpose. Paragraphs I and J were passed over. T'he 

criticism of "usable" (sec. 2383, p. 154) wa.s answered by saying that the 

Commission intendeu to exclude petty auounts. 

Hill consult 22 l1R3A 2387 for an answer. 

Paragraph L: Professor Fox 

On the arguNent that marijuana is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol, 

it was agreed that Chainnan Lund will tell Hr. Lancaster that the Commission 

members examined different authorities, and found especially convincing the 

book LICIT AND ILLICIT DRUGS by Edward M.Brechef (Consumers Union Report). 

The desirability of appearar1ce of Corn.mission members a.t, Judiciary 

Committee hearings was emphasized, and the dates ·of the hearings announced. 

The possible continua.nee of this Commission or a s:Lm.lar one, to draw 

up model charges, indictments, a..Dd jury instructions, was expl0red. Some 

courts (i.'1cluding Federal) use such ju.r;:,r instructions and find them useful. 

Justice \-Iilliamson ·will consult our other cmsult~mts for a view of this 

matter. An additional gra..'1t might be obtained for such Hork, as well as 

for cm educational progr~'TI. to provide further acquaintance with the Criminal 

Code. Chairman Lurid mentioned the TV film , now in t.he planning stage. 
.... 

Other functions of a continuing°'group were put forth: to look at 

sentencing practices, to develop remedies for Hr. Hullaney1 s problem, to 

e:x:amine future amend..rnents and fit them in properly. The meeting decided 
't 

th2.t the Chairman should discuss with the Judiciary Committee the possibility 

of a continuing commission, a.,,-.d provision for membership, in case it seemed 

advisable to have legislative authorization at the present, session. 

Adjourned 5:oo PH. 

i 1inutes taken and 
transcrib.~d by 
1 :rs. Hildi": H. <Ta.cob 

Respectfully suhnitted 

c:: r, :~ .. p _,, l 
(_(l_,._1_,f) ;·, fc:!:t,'uJ,..f' -----

Edi th L. }bt;,,r, Secretary-
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AUGUSTA, P✓i/s1ll\JE 
c:o:::;.xssiOi) TO r':·(,:~?AP.E A ~:t:ff'CSLDH OF 'l':-1:-: C:J.L·-1I?L,L L.:S 

A meetin:=; of the CcmF1ission w2.s ca.lled for .:ie;Jtember 1 7, 1975) at 

the State House, in .Augusta, at 11 :00 .::.. i·l. Present were Ch2.irrn.:i::1 Jon 11.. 

Lux1d, rlicharcl s. Cohen, Caroline Glassman, Edith L. H'lr-J, Daniel G. Lilley, 

Gerald Ii', Petruccelli, and Professor Sa:ford J. Fox. Lnvited to attend 

and present i-Tere John N. i<'erclico of the Attorney General I s office, cU1d 

nembers appointed from the Juclicic:u:ry Cor.rn.ittee to work Hith the Commission: 

Senators Sanruel 1.·L Collins, Jr., and ?t.0bert ,•i, Clifford a.rid Representatives 

J~mes S. Henderson and Stephen L. Perkins. 

The chai:rlilan expressed appreciation to the Corru-u.ssion and to the 

,Juclici3.rY Committee for cooperation and time spent at meet;11gs and 

J.egislative hearings; a.nd read the legislation which extends the life of 

the Commission until l'iarch 1, 1976. 

An agenda was informally snr;gested: the impact on regulator-J agencies, 

proposed le1:;islation; activities of the Commission in the next few months, 

indictment forms, jury instructions, marijuana case procedure, education> 

arid funding. 

Members of the Judicia:rJ Conni tt,ee s:cx:ike of several ar,:?a.s uhich should 

o:c might i;-rarr2J1.t attention clurin~ this 9eriod, and Corm:iission members 

suszested others: offenses now outside the Code, model complaint forms., 

,::,et.tern jury instructions, a,,aJ.ysis of the J.1-r;-r system, the edncationa.1 

sffort authorized by th8 Le~·islatur2, v:ilid po;n.ts nade by ."tto!'neys in 

letters ;;,,hich shoulr:l be rmswered, a11y :i.nconsistencies L, and :ir;1endn1ents to 



Problems ,,~nd comments C31l. be solicited in the next Da.r Bt-1..lletin, and 

e.t, the November sem.ic1~r for t,·i,,1 J.::rny:::rs. 

Hill consult about thi.s. 

The Cod0 1d.J.l h2.ve some im:!'.)act on the 

enforcement elements of state re_sulatory agencies, Attorneys assigned 

to these departriwnts 1;,d.ll be asked to undertake an analysis of this effect. 

It was vot8d to formalize the request by a letter from the Gom,--nission, 

developed by the chai:rr.1an, to the Attorney General, requesting the 

a:'.lalysis, The effect of the Code on municipalities should also be 

eX9lored, A letter from the Con1.--nission to municipal attorneys would 

alert them to exar~ine the Code. 

The quest,ion o.f civil procedure in marijua.ria cases 

was raised, and it ,;-;as pointed out that marijuana. fines h2.ve helped to 

support the Court. A lot of previous cri.mes will become civil matters, 

and agencies will ha.ve to dec:Ld9 what to do. 1'hey may ignore, or say 

they haven't the capacity to en.force, passing the authority to the Ja.ttorney 

General, or the District Attorneys. For traffic violations, an actual 

physicol form e:dsts, and such a form should be developed for r1arijuana 

cases. It i:muld be useful to find out ho,-r Oreson has handled this. 

The Hules Co,:1mittee is Forking on a rule in cmmection 1-rith the 

traffic ticket. A. copy of its drai't will be ma.de available to Prof. Fox 

a·7 d for the Co'ctnission to look at at the next meeting. 

Education. A ree;uest for a. grant from the Cr:i.minal Justice Planni:1.e; 

o_ncl :Lss:i.stance ,;e;,2.ncy 'dill bR cl.8velonecl to enplo:r a11. a.ttorney to coordinate 

and "'.•,ould not inc;lur'.e the Commissj_on 1 ~3 activH,i•3S. aprivate II courses 



A l:,eam effort is contemplated, involving District Attorneys and 

porsonnel of th8 Attorney General I s office. Th:,t the ass:Lgrn:ient would 

be too much for one per3on 1·:as a.greed, and the possibility of hir..; n.g a 

nrofessional teacher to do a video t;:,Y) 0 :for courses was clisc11ssed, this 

tape to be acco,n.panied by a lm·iyer-instructor to arnnrnr questions. 

Another SU!!,gt'"stion Has to place sever2l of the tapes around t.he state 

~the LZPAA has funded fifteen or twenty video tape syste:ns; all UofM 

campuses are so equip1ied). 'ro confine this effort to lar,r enforcement 

officials was thought to be inadequate: any interested should have access 

to the information ax1d exolanation -- the bar, the general public, for 

L.--istai--ice. 

It ·was voted to have the chairman increase the grant application to 

include hiring a professional teacher to do the t2.pe, a_r1d include i.ri the 

st::i.tenent availability by the general public a..YJd the bar. The Cor:L'7ission 

,:ill sponsor, but the grant will be to the Attorney General. If tbe 

Lssislc.ture terrrd..:.<1ates the C,y-1:ccission next March 1, the er::i.nt can be 

rsvised to turn it all over to the Attorney General. 

Go!rrnissi0n activities. It is important to have liaison ,·r.i. th the 

L,3isl2.ti ve screenine; coP1:ni ttee i'or riro-posed l80i::-;lntion, S'.) that trie 

legislators. 

Concer·r ,:2t; ex::_)re::;sed '.,bout corn:n.issions ·which a:ce created .for 
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asi,:_,_lyze th0 imp::ict ·.Jn ro31-1lato17· :::1geYJciss, to sponsor the grant for 

eci;1cational :nu:c;)oses, :=ind to examine the offenses outside the Code, 

?.:' ,.rpll o..s t.o E3crve as a gronn to .3-,'1S':er questions and vie1:-r prospective 

• J.r,_sislation a''fecting the Gode. 

A fim1J_ r1otion was passed to aut;torize the chairman to request a 

second grant of the Cri.rninal ,Justice Pla.'1.nin8 and 1-.ssistance 11.gency 

to incl11d.e the thi11gs diocu.ssed .. 

Indictment forrns, ,Jury instructions. A difference of opinion 

1-,2.s noticeable: whether or not the Court would approve, what other 

states have done, actua...1 usefulness, 11 ca.11,.".ed." jur_--.1 instructions, the 

matter of Comm.i.ssion priorities -- all ':-rere debated. A motion that 

the C,Jrnmission should tDt, as a policy matter, undertake preparation.• 

o.f indictment for.as, passed. 

Adjourned 2:55 PH. 

~linutes tal-:cri a..°1d 
tr:0nscribcd by 
:rs. uilda.1, J·1coh 

Inasmuch as a quorum was not present) 

Respectfully subr'!itted 

C :, ' i! ·-:i ! f-,. 
__ ...,C.-i;:f,.i__tti ." J:::Jtt ,_t _,,..., 

I, 

Edith L. H:'Y-J, Secret:rry 



A meeting of the Executive Conunittee was held following the 

regular meeting of the Commission September 17, 1975, at which a 

budget for 1'175-76 WflS discuss~d. Professor Fox will be retained 

to do additional work on the offenses outside the Gode, and the 

impaot of the Oode op·regulatoey agencies. The letter to agencies 

from the Attorney General will.have.a covering letter from 
',j"; 

Professor Fox, • Dec~bert will.be· set .as the date that he must 

receive the responses.:•·::~s-oonolus:1.ons-endilomments· will .be sent ,., 

to Richards. Cohen. 

Minutes taken and· 
transcribed by 

,\ ·-

M.rs. Hilda·M, Jacob 

Respecttully submitted 

'' ,, 
t I', 

., . 



COllHISSIOi'l TO PREPAilli A H}WISION OF THE CRII-ITI-JAL LA.T·.IS 

The CrinLi.nal Law Revision Commission met at 10:00 A H, Tuesdey, 

Decenber 23, 1975, at the State House in Augusta. Present were 

Chai.rman Jon a\. Lund, Richard 3. Cohen, Edith L. Hary, Lt. Jerry li'• 

Boutilier, GQrrell S. 1-Iu.llaney, 1-Jnrd E. Hurphy, Jack H~ Sirm11ons, 

Lc~•ris V. Vafio.de,s, Hon, Robert 1-l. 1:Jilliarnson a.11d Professor Sanford J. 

Fox. Hembers of the Judiciary Committee attending were Senators 

Samuel Collins, Jr.., and Robert W~ Clifford; and Represen-ta.tives 

Holo:nd A. Gauthier and James S. Henderson, Also at,tending were 

Ch2.rles Leadbetter of' the Attorney GeneraJ. 1 i, Depertment; Pet.er Ballou, 

AssistcIJ.1t D-lstrict Attorney in Cumberland County; a.nd Stepl10n L. 

Dia211ond, wor}dng on the Criminal Code 1 s educationaJ_ prog:ca111 under a 

Criminal Justj_ce Planning and l\ssista11ce Agency grani;. 

Hr. Diax:10:nd -was invited to report on this program. A series of 

lectures to police bas rca.ched 900·-1,000 1m·r enforcement officials. 

Question-2nd.~2:c1suer periods were useful in bdnging out some problems, 

1-;,-l th which it, is planned to deal by articles in £9-e~:~ 2Jlcl. other AG 

publice.tions. 

V:i.deota,pes covering the entire Cod.e are complete, uill be used 

mornings by the Haine Public Bro0.dcasting sta:t.ions, are ava.ilable t.o 

District .;d,tor'Y1Rys. Some courses are tmcter way and the prograr:1 1,r.Lll 

be comolGd:,e in all districts by Harch 1 . Init:Lal feedback on the 

tapes has been fairly good. li'urthe:c dissemination 1.s plarmed: to the 

B:::.r, the Tr:LaJ La~ryers Association, and Professor Fox is to t,alk to the 

~ju.st.ices of t.:ce Supreme and Superior Courts on J annary 26, 



Senator Collins has subnitted the subject 11Hcvision of the Crimirn:>J. 

Code II as a title for a bill to be presen-'ced to the 1976 special session. 

A skeletal bill to include some pr·iority 

n.at-'cers should be ready by January 14. 

The folloi•;ing proposed a.r,1endments fro,n the list of 41 distributed by 

f:;_,ofessor Fox were taken up, the discussion combining relevant parts of 

the aznencLrrients suggested by the prosecutors I group, Hr. RJllou and 

1-::r:·~ Le2.dbetter ans1,1erir1g questio11s and e):)laining the prosecuto1'.ls' 

su;:;gestions. 

1 • Section 752. Assa:ctlt on c:m Offj.cer. ------- ------
Approved. 

2. Section 1201. 

Discharge. After a brief discussion ackno1-;led;;ing the di.fficuJ.ty of 

the court I s ability to match rshabilita00ive experience, and the f3.ct 

t)·i2.t the gene::.~v,l pu.rposes of sentencinf, oYl page 183 of the Code co-_rc:ced 

2.. broad r211i:;e, this anenclr:-1ent i-12.S approved. 

3-

4. 

s. 
6. 

ciiSCLLSSCCl. 

To nw.::iJdze protecc:i.cm of those under 1 h, it wa:J 

Section _;2)_. 

Section 125h. 

Gross Sexue.l Eisconduct. Approved. 

Approved. 

Grading and l811e;u2..ge cha..'"lges uere 

Incorporation of atter.1pt wo:•o_h1g wa.s accepted, and an 

2.-i:-.li tion providj_ng thc.t the defendant must have knowledge that his 

acconplice Has armed. Sectio~ 652 will be repealed. The content; 

1d.ll be joined with section 651, to be ca.lJ.ed s:i.Jnply Jl.ob1)_yr;z, the 



distinction bstueen H,0bber;I'.: and /,G_g_1::~v2.ted Hobbe_.~ to be established 

in the penalty section. Robbery as a:1ended .-ms then approved. 

7. Unauthorized Use of 1?-::.c2.Per_'E[.. 

Sub-section 1-C--2: the final sentence is to be deleted. 

deletion, the amenchnent was approved. 

With this 

8. Sexual Ji.bus,_~ of Hinors. It ~as agreed to 

include the words 11not his spouse, 11 a-rid to change 18 to 19. Approved. 

9. Incest. Incest nill be re-defined in terms of 

consanguinity, the bottom age limit for the victim will be removed, and 

the suggested ,·mrd cb&nge was approved. 

10. 

11 . 

~ • • s•~1.. ~;ec-c,ion ,'.;4 

Section 1 h. 

Public Indecsncy. 

?e-2,~rate Trials. 

Approved. 

(See also 20.) The cba.nge 

proposed in the prosecutors I list is fro:n the ABA star1dards. The present 

section wa,s a compromise derived from tbe Uniform Code. Flexibility for 

the court uncie~ both was discussed. A move to retain section 1h, with 

the addition o.f section 107, sub-section 3, from the Model Penal Code, 

w2.s approved. 

12. Section 362. Classification of Theft Offenses. A motion --- ·---•----~-

to mw-ce forgery a:1d bad checks an enbancenent of theft was approved. 

App:co~:iria,te a::enclnent 1-iill be made in sections 703 and 708. 

13. See12. 

Section 2, _ sub-sect:Lon 23. Serious bodi1L injury. 

,':.~)proved, with the a.dcU-t;:Lon of 11 neces.sary to recovery of physical health. 

Section h. Clas.sification of crime; civil violations. 

'l'his cl2,rif'ies the double sta_nclcird: civil for an indj_vidu.<.'-1 acting on his 

o,·:n; criminal if he acts for a, corporation; criminal for a corpo1"at:Lon. 

Prof'esso:::- Fox will develop the rationale into a cor,1ment. Approved, 
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16. The same polic;-:r as in no. 15 1-:as accepted. 

17. S .1.• s eCvlOD • This amendment was not 

accepted, Section 5, sub-section 4 of the Code ,-rlll be repealed, and 

both Intoxication m1cl Abnormal Goncl:Ltion of the Hind w111 be located 

elsewhere. The pro.secutors 1 language for Intoxicatio~ was approved, 

to become a neu section 58-A, Abnormd Condition of the 1'1ind will be 

rn.mi.bered 58-1, foll01-rl.ng the Hording sub::J.itted by the prosecutors. 

Present sections 58-1, 58-2 and 58--3 will be re-numbeY-ed 58-2, 53-3 

and 58--4. 

18. Section 7. Territorial armlicabil&, The suggested 

aclditio:11 was <1;ebated, but f ailecl. of acceptarwe. 

19. Section 13. Lesser offenses. With Professor Fox's -----
suggested addition in his notes., this was approved. 

20. See no. 11. 

21. Section 1~2 --·---·-· Attempt. The vote was not to accept this 

a"11.end::1ent. 

22. Section 352. Definitions . Sub·•section 5-E is amend.eel 

b;y accepting the first sentence in Professor Fox's list. 

A question WG.s raised regardj_ng :u:1plement2.tion of civil violation 

enforcement. Wnat is the procedure 1-;hen identification :Ls refused? 

Professor Faz 1-Jill find out what Oregon 2.ncl other states have done. 

Should penalties for civil violat,ions bs in the Code or left to the 

courts? It 1-ras moved and accepted th.?.t failure to providlc, identification 



be an offense, Professor :F'ox will dete:,-nine a penalty to propose 

to the Co:n,nission. 

A suggestion was made th2.t in case of fines bein[:; paid month by 

month, the provision be to :increase by 50% the balance clue 1,:hen an 

:L'1stalh1ent is skipped. Ho vote Has taken on this, 

Pollution complaints were mentioned, and how enforcement uould be 

hc?..c""ldled. 1~ warrant on the spot see::11ed to be the a.ns~·rer, officers being 

authorized to issue the complaint, by a fon:r1 to be determined. 

There should be provision f'or arrest to secure a probationer's 

appearance in court. 

These subjects which ,;,~ere brigfly ·discussed after action on the 

foregoing 22 a;nendments will have atte:1tion at the ne:z:t meeting, 

scheduled for Toursday, J01ma.ry 8, 1976, at 10:00 ;:_ l·I, at the State 

K)use in Augusta. 

Adjourned J:JO P H. 

Einutes ta!rnn 
and. transcribed. by 
hrs. Hilcla Fi. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith i,, 1Ln";T, Sscretary 
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CQiiIHISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF ·rm; CRDHNAL LAWS 

The Commission met Thursday, January 8, 1976, in Augusta. Attending 

were Chairma.Yl Jon A. Lund, Lt. J er!"J F. Boutilier, Richard S. Cohen, 

Edith L. Ha.ry, Lewis v. Vafiades and Professor Sanford J. Fox; consultant 

Hon. Robert B., Williamson; adviser Ward E. Murphy; from the Judiciary 

Committee Senators Samuel W. Collins, Jr., and Robert W. Clifford; and 

Representatives Roland A. Gauthier, James s. Henderson and Stephen Lo Perkins. 

Also present were Charles Leadbetter, Peter Ballou, Stephen L. Diamond, and 

from the Probation Board, Raymond Nichols. 

Chairman Lund explained the conditions which have been attached by the 

Criminal Justice Planning and Assistance Agency to the Commission's grant 

request, requiring the development of model complaint and indictment forms 

and mod.el jur.r instructions. 

The sense of the Cor.nnission is that its work has been done, and that 

this additional work could well be undertaken: by another group. Mindful 

also that the Legislature \.,Ould not be amenable to con-~inuing the Commission 

for a period sufficiently long to accomplish the additional responsibility, 

the Chairman read a letter which he has sent to the Agency, stating these 

reasons for considering the conditions inappropriate. 

Professor Fox distributed material embodying changes authorized at the 

December meeting, and included unfinished business from that meeting. 

Section 16, Enforcement of Civil Violations will be a~ded to Chapter 1 

of the Code. After discussion of possible interpretations of "reasonably 

credible, 11 an amend.rnent was approved to the effect that where evidence of 

identification is not immediately credible, an officer may hold a person 



for a reasonable length of time, not to exceed two hours, while 

attempting to verify identification. Pat-down for guns is authorized, 

but not full search. If verification is impossible, the person may be 

arrested and charged w.ith Class E crime. 

Section 1105, Aggravated trafficking or furnishing scheduled drug.s., 

sub-section 1, will add a reference to section 1106. 

Section 506, Harassment. Authorization for communication by letter, 

which attorneys say h~ proved effective, will be incorporated. Law 

enforcement officers will be included so that they can handle neighborhood 

problems. 

Section 1102, Schedules W, X, Y and Z of drugs. Corrections and 

additions were suggested in a letter from Robert Ericson, State Chemist. 

It was point,ed out that the Board of Fha...·"'macy is presently authorized to 

designate new drugs, and the Code will accept in Schedule z. A motion 

to adopt the changes and additions proposed was carried. 

Mr. Nichols presented an appeal to authorize probation officers to 

arrest in cases of violation of probation. Concern about arrest except 

for new offenses, which would be criminal, and non-criminal :infraction of 

probation rules, was expressed. Both the Commission and the Judiciar-J 

Committee had considered the situation, and the vote at this meeting was 

not to change the Code. 

The Code does not deal with authority to arrest in cases of violation 

of rules perta.:ining to work release and furlough, and an increase in these 

programs is anticipated after March 1, 1976. The concept of a hol.ding 

action u:rbil the head of the institution involved can be notified was 

approved. Prof. Fox will look at the Bureau of Corrections policies, 

especially with a view to determining whether or not Morrissey poses a 

problem. Some sort of formality is required. 



The question of the amount of good time to be applied to those 

serving sentences under the old statute was raised. Christopher St. John 

of the Pine Tree Legal Assistance made inquiries. Such persons would be 

• taking a gamble to return to court for re-sentencing after March 1. It 

was voted to apply the ten-day good time to old sentences for any time to 

be served after March 1. There appears to be a problem about Section 1 25 3, 

sub-section 3, in that a sL~-month sentence benefits from good time, but a 

five-month does not. No action was ta.1-<::en. 

Section 58, Hental abnormalit;y:. The amendment in the prosecutors' 

language, clarifying mental disease or defect, serving to preclude some 

litigation, was adopted. 

Section 107, Physical force in law enforcement. The amendment 

offered by the prosecutors was accepted, as not changing anything, only 

clarifying. 

Section 107, sub-section 2 (2). The suggested amendment encountered 

resistance, as requiring a reversal of policy ,vhich had ~een determined 

after much discussion by the Commission. It was voted to pass over. 

Section 107, sub-section 4. The amendment was adopted through the 

words 11 deadly Force," but the last two sentences were not adopted. 

Section 361, Claim of right; presumptions. The amendment was adopted. 

Section 108, Physical force in defense of a person. This amendment 

adds robbery to the section. It was adopted. 



Section 204, Criminal homicide in the 4th degree. Discussion 

centered around the jury1 s authority to return a manslaughter verdict 

upon consideration of provocation, the heat-of-passion theory, and the 

objective stand.a.rd in the model penal code. 'l'he amendI11ent was adopted. 

Section 201, Crilninal homicide in the first degree. Sub-section 2-B 

was amended to emphasize serious bodily injury, and 2-A was·amended as 

suggested with added reference to the revised 2-B. Sub-section 2-C was 

a.~ended by specifying four or more persons. 

the proposed new sub-section 2-G. 

It was voted to pass over 

At present an assault in prison is Class D, and assault is the same 

on a prison guard as on a law enforcement officer. It was voted to make 

sixnple assault Class C rather than D. The conversion table will be used 

to deter.mine the actual length of time to be served. 

Chauter 11, Sex offenses. Section 251, sub-section 1-C was runended 

as suggested, adding that penetration is irrnnaterial, and that it shall not 

be necessar-J to allege or prove penetration or lack thereof. 

Section 252, Rape. Sub-section 2 will be limited to sub-section 1-B. 

Section 301, Kidnapping. The feeling was that the Code already covers 

the suggested araendment. No formal vote was taken. 

Chapter 15, Theft. The amen~~ent to section 352 was accepted, subject 

to codifying Gordon. 

Section 755, Escape. On the miole, the Code hasn't dealt with venue 

problems. This amendment will be made compact, and institutions generically 

defined; and then approved. 



Prof. .F'ox will send revised material to members before the next 

(probably final) meeting, set for Januar-.-r 29. The final form of 

a..11endments must be in the legislat.i ve drafting office si ortly 

thereafter. 

Adjourned 5: 00 P N. 

Minutes-taken and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda H. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. HarJ, Secretary 



COHHISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIHINAL U.WS 

The Connnission met Thursday, January 29, 1976, at the Augusta Civic 

Center at 10:00 AM. Present were Chairman Jon A. Lund, !ti.chards. Cohen, 

&l:ith L. Hary, Charles K. Leadbetter, Garrell S. Mullaney, Errol K. Paine, 

.Gerald F. Petruccelli, and Prof. Sa.11.ford J. Fox; consultant Hon. Robert B. 

Williamson, Senator Samuel w. Collins, Jr., Peter Ballou and Stephen 

Diamond. 

Representative ~Iaynard G. Conners appeared before the Com.mission to 

speak in favor of retaining the mandatory fine and sentence for night 

hunting. The sharp drop in night hunting is attributed to the deterrent 

effect of such penalty. Sections 1252 and 1301 are affected. It was 

voted to preserve the present (197.5) law, and the conversion table will. 

not apply. 

The meeting then considered the amendments proposed in the package 

sent to members and consultants by Prof. Fox on JanUa.I'"IJ 20. 

Section 2i Definitions! sub-section 23: "necessary f.or recover-J of 

physical health11 will be added. 

Section 4, Classification of crime; civil violations. Sub-section 3 

will be clarified by imposing a criminal fine but not imprisonment. 

Section 5, Pleading and proof, sub-section 2-A. Approved, but sub-

section 4 was repealed in its entirety, the substantive content being in 

another part of the Code. Relevant portions of the matter are in section 58, 

sub-section 1, and the new section 58-A as amended. 

the December 23rd meeting.) 

(See action taken at 



Section 13, Lesser offenses, and Section 14, Separate trials, were 

considered together, accompanied by a discussion of possible inconsistencies 

and difficulty about using 11venue 11 or 11 jurisdiction. 11 Prosecutorial and 

judicial districts are not necessarily the same, and change of venue is 

civil, not criminal. Section 14 is from the Nadel Penal Code. Alterations 

to the amendment were noted: 2d line, after 11trials, 11 insert "in the same 

venue 11 ; 4th line, after 11officer, 11 insert "and occur within his jurisdiction; 11 

6th line, change 11 jurisdiction11 to 11venue 11 ; restore the word "ordered." 

A new section 15, Arrests, was proposed. Citizen arrest received 

attention, a~d the question of possible harassment charges if we allow 

enforcement officers to arr~st on probable cause in class D crimes, or in all 

classes6 There will be a bill before the Legislature, and the Judiciary 

Committee will assume responsibility for decision. 

A new section 16., Enforcement of civil violations, received approval, 

with these changes: paragraph 2, 8th line, remove the words 11the officer"; 

paragraph 4, 1st line, omit the worq "in.tentionally. 11 Failure to appear 

is the offense. Circu.~stances which render appearance impossible is an 

affirmative defense. The Judiciary Committee is now researching whether 

or not it is peJ;"'I!llf?piple to increase by 100% a traffic fine if not paid 

within thirty days. 

Section 58, Mental abnormality. The arnendment had been previously 

accepted, but discussion arose regarding the trend to de-institutionalize 

persons and get them back into the community. The Code properly does not 

attempt to segregate the treatable from the untreatable. 'rhe further 
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amendment proposed by the Department of 11:ental Health and 

Corrections would nullify the present provision which permits a 

psychiatrist to testify and invite a verdict of not guilty by reason 

of insanity. It was voted to adhere to the draft as now written. 

Section 201, Criminal honti.cide in the first degree. A motion to 

add "attempt" failed of acceptance. A motion to exclude any and all 

reference to previous crimes an;11-1here, and confine ourselves to defining 

only the present crime, lost, the reasoning being that the judge may 

consider any previous crimes. It was voted to eliminate sub-section 2-B. 

An adjustment will be made to state our policy expressed in "inten

tionally or knowingly committing a crime involving serious bodily harm.II 

Death or .bodily injury should be included, but an exemption for persons 

under section 204. 

Section 2o6, Criminal homicide in the 6th degree. The amendment 

was accepted with changes: 11A person is guilty of causing or aiding .... "; 

in the second line, omit "or knowingly." 

Section 514, Abandoning an airtight container. The idea of storing 

·was considered too broad, and the words 11stores II and 11stored11 were not 

• -accepted. 

Section 701, Definitions. Sub-section 1 will not include "endorse

ment," but it will be put in section 703-1-A. 

Section 755, Escape, sub-section 3-A. The suggested a.'llendment was 

accepted, with this change: 11to ,·rhich he was sentenced" will become instead 

11from which leave was granted." 
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Section 854, Public indecency, sub-section 1-A-2. Reference to 

the age of a person will be omitted. Consent is a defense to this crime. 

Section 111 2, Analysis of scheduled drugs. The elimination of . 

"state II in the first sentence was approved. A qualified chemist may be 

a:vailable nearer than Augusta, but he should be certified by the Department, 

of Human Services • It was therefore voted to add a new sub-section 4 
. defining a qualified chemist as a person so certified. 11Laboratory 

technician" will be omitted, also the rest of the sentence in sub-section 1. 

A move to amend section 1203, Split sentences, was ruled out of order» 

although the statement was made.that this is poor penology philosophy to 

mix the kind of offenders that will now result. We will make sure, 

. however, that the authority of the Prison Warden to transfer is not affected. 

• • Section 1205 11 Preliminary hearing on violation of conditions of 

probation. 

. -'' the meeting. 

This will be re-constructed, incorporating ideas explored at 

Ambiguities regarding tolling were observed •. If there is a 

new cr~e» the running period of probation shall be tolled from the time of 

arrest, or when a complaint is filed» or indictment returned -- whichever is 

earliest. 

Sect~on 1251 2 Imprisonment for criminal homicide in the first or 2d 

.~ degree. The suggested amendment was regarded-as a step toward mandatory 

•·.: sentencing, and it was remarked that judges are serious when considering 
' -

sentencing. The vote was not to accept" References to sub-section 201-2-B 

will be eliminated from the amendment to sub-section 4. 
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Section 1252, Imprisonment for cr:iJnes other than criminal homicide 
I 

in the first or 2d degree., The amend."Tlent to sub-section 1 was accepted·. 

Sections 451; Perjury, and 452, False si-iearing. 11Hentally competent" 
,· 

will be removed, a.rid in its place will appear "not a competent witness who 
I . 

. was disqualified from making the statement." • 1 

Adjustments and co~rections • such as "housekeeping II matte'rs, typo-
'' II 

graphical errors, necessary repeal of sections in imsA, were approved. 
1 • I' 

: I i'i 

Adjourned 5:00 P N. 

Respectfully submitted 

Hinutes taken and 
• transcribed by 
Mrs o Hilda H,. Jacob Edith L,. Hary » Secretar'J 
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COH1'1ISSION TO PREPARE A REVISION OF THE CRIMiliIAL LAWS 

The final meeting of the Commission was held at 10:00 AM, Thursday, 

February 26, 1976, in the State Office Building at Augusta. Those present 

were Chairman Jon A. Lund, Lt. Jerry F. Boutilier, Richard S, Cohen, Edith L. 

Hary, Charles K, Leadbetter, Garrell S, Mullaney; and Professor Sanford J. 

Fox and Stephen Diamond. 

In the absence of a quorum, and because Professor Fox was unable to 

reach Augusta until after twelve o'clock, a general discussion took place 

regarding certain issues remaining before the Commission. 

Inasmuch as consideration of crimes outside the Code was incomplete, it 

was generally agreed that the impact of the conversion table be delayed until 

April 1, 1976, to give adequate time for state agencies to review their 

statutes. 

It was also generally agreed that it was desirable to present lee;islat,ion 

which would continue some aspects of the work of the Commission, with different 

personnel, to review the effect of the Code, complete work on crimes outside 

the Code, and investigate the preparation of complaint forms and model jury 

charges. 

Discussion of more specific matters was limited, but the Commission was 

given to understand that material had been given to the Judiciary Committee 

regarding such points as permissive uses of deadly force, trial of civil 

violations, and municipal liability in cases of riot. 

Adjourned 1 : 45 i i:·i. 

Minutes taken and 
transcribed by 
Hrs. Hilda M. Jacob 

Respectfully submitted 

Edith L. Hary, Secretary 




